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Let Alcan sell power MLA urges 
ris said. 
"They become compelled by busi- 
ness to make decisions that work for 
us in the northwest and bring industry 
and development here." 
Harris says he's promoting the idea 
to both government and Alcan officials 
to resolve the power sales dispute. 
The concept would in effect create 
a northwest Kemano power zone, with 
cheap electricity that could attract a 
variety of new industries to the region. 
Allowing power sales but forcing 
the price of the power up with distance 
transmitted would let the province 
evade the need to draw specific boun- 
daries that set out which towns are in 
the zone and which are outside. 
Use restricted sales 
to bring new industry 
By JEFF NAGEL 
ALCAN should be allowed to sell 
power outside Kitimat in such a way 
that the electricity attracts new indu- 
stry to the northwest, Skeena MLA 
Roger Harris says. 
He suggests ome sort of mechan- 
ism -perhaps a transmission charge -
be used to gradually inflate the price 
of the power the further it's sent from 
Alcan's generators at Kemano. 
"The further you go down the line 
there is less of a business case or ad- 
vantage to Alcan to sell it someplace 
like Cranbrook than in Terrace," Har- 
a Paper perfection 
It would be set up so it's much 
more profitable for Aican to sell the 
power to users in Kitimat, Terrace and 
Prince Rupert, Harris says, than plants 
in Burns Lake or Prince George. And 
exports to the U.S. would be priced out 
of contention. 
"I believe Alcan should have the 
right to sell power," he says. "But 
- hang onto yourself - what I'm saying 
is we have to structure that in such a 
manner that it compels Alcan to want 
to sell that closer to home than 
further." 
Harris' elastic position on power 
sales is a significant break from Kiti- 
mat's. 
Town officials there say a 1950 
agreement giving Alcan water rights to 
the Nechako reservoir dictates power 
can only be sold 
for industrial pur- 
poses "in the vi- 
cinity of the 
works" -a  phrase 
they read as 
meaning Kitimat. 
They say the 
existing contract 
should simply be 
enforced. 
Force Alcan to Roger Harris 
use all the power 
locally, they say, and the company 
will build a large new smelter with 
close to the same number of people 
employed today. Allow power sales, 
they says, and 1,000 jobs could be lost 
if a smaller smelter is rebuilt to free 
up power for lucrative xports. 
Harris argues the "vicinity of the 
works" doesn't have to be interpreted 
so narrowly. 
"Does that mean it has to be in Ki- 
timat within a stone's throw of Alcan? 
I don't hink so." 
"I don't buy into the argument that 
you have to have one community 
benefit over another," he says. "I think 
there's more than enough power to ~ 
bring industry and investment into the 
northwest." 
Harris said using Kemano power 
Continued Pg. A16 
No logging 
until spring 
here - SCI 
SKEENA CELLULOSE 
will send its Hazelton-area 
loggers back into the bush 
in January. " 
The company an- 
nounced that as part of 
plans to restart its Prince 
Rupert pulp mill March 1. 
But SCI officials in 
Terrace say logging near 
here likely won't resume 
before mid-April. 
That's because winter- 
grade roads weren't built 
over the summer. 
"Even if we had built 
some road, 50 per cent of 
our winter vo lume is 
locked up behind the slide 
in the Copper," woods 
manager Derrick Curtis 
said. 
The company also says 
the startup of the Terrace 
and Carnaby sawmills are 
separate issues that de- 
pend on concluding labour 
agreements with unionized 
workers at each mill. 
Skeena Cellulose CEO 
Dan Veniez said the Ha- 
zeiton whole 10g chipper 
will run on a two-shift 
basis to feed chips to the 
pulp mill. 
The pulp mill also has a 
considerable stockpile of 
chips that  could likely 
keep it going, well into 
April. 
Veniez said a 25-week 
"phased and systematic" 
startup rogram to prepare 
the mill for production is 
required because it's been 
down nearly 15 months. 
"This will ensure that 
our program will be carried 
out in a thorough and cost- 
effective fashion," he said. 
A total of 380 hourly 
and staff workers are to re- 
turn to the job in Prince 
Rupert in early February. 
Workers will start to be 
Continued Pg. A2 
It's Erb vs. Taistra NORIKO SHIGA, left, gently persuades shy Timothy Ting, 3, to structed using origami designs created by Terraceresidents take a closer look at a new mobile at the Terrace Public Li- during Riverboat Days - to the library, where the club meets. 
brary. The Origami Club recently donated the mobile - con- See story on pageB3. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO fnr._, mavnr'_  c h a i r  
Loss of northwest mental challenged long-serving mayor Jack Talstra in this fall's municipal elections. Erb, who ran in the 2001 provincial election, submitted his papers on deadline day, Oct. 11. 
health boss raises alarm 
mental health 
director. 
Ca l lanan  
said mental 
health ser- 
vices in the 
nor thwest  
were improv- 
ing under Jen- 
nings' strong 
leadership be- 
cause she was 
able to coor- 
dinate hospi- 
tals, families and clients. 
She fears without a strong 
mental health manager to advo- 
cate for services in the region, pa- 
tients, families and health service 
providers in the northwest will 
lose out. 
"For me, it gets back to the 
closer to home idea - only those 
in the area really know what ser- 
vices they need." 
"There will be positions for 
everybody, but there will be a 
shift. They will look differently 
than a year ago. You may have to 
eliminate something to build 
something else." 
Combined, adult mental health 
and addictions services account 
for 10.6 per cent of the NHA's 
budget. 
Tovey said the NHA wants to 
make service~ and programs con- 
sistent across the north. 
For example, the northeast al- 
ready has tele-mentai health, 
something Tovey said will be in- 
troduced in the northwest. 
An electronic file system for 
mental health patients will also 
be introduced across the north, 
There will also be quite a race for council with 10 
people up for the six seats. With the exception of Val 
George, who said he was retiring some time ago, current 
councillors Lynne Christiansen, Marilyn Davies, David 
Hull, Rich McDaniel and Ron Vanderlee are running 
again. Stew Christensen, Carol Leclerc, Don Coburn, 
Rusty Ljungh, and Allan Mclntyre have joined the race. 
Despite indications otherwise, nobody who was in- 
volved earlier this year in protesting provincial govern- 
ment cuts is running. 
Running for the three Coast Mountains chool trustee 
seats in Terrace are incumbents Diana Penner and Hal 
Stedham. They are joined by Nicole Bingham, Mike 
Maxim and Paul Sametz. Current trustee Marj Brown 
did not file papers. Lorrle Gowen is running against in- 
cumbent Gary Turner for the Thornhill seat. 
Les Deacon-Rogers i  seeking re-election as school 
trustee in Stewart and Donna Caruso is running agaln~;t 
him. Hazelton incumbent trustee PieterWeeber is also 
running again, but is being challenged by Jessica Miko- 
layczyk and Garry Marshall. i 
There is no race for school trustee in Kitimat as only 
Barry Pankhurst, Peter King and Dorothy Lueze filed: 
Linda Campbell, currently the school district chair, is 
running for Kitimat council instead. ..... ' 
Familiar faces will be back on the Kitimat-Stikine re- 
she said gional district board. NoJ?ody filed against Les War- 
"Some nennl to mo'dgh' fdt Thornhill (are~ E) director and Bob Cooper . . . . . .  r__re  used _ have to 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  was unopposed as area C director, which serves Lakelse De intervleweo ilVe times --now. ~. . . . ' . .. 
they just add it into thefile,", she . baKe,.Kitamaat Village and north Terrace. .... 
Incumbents Dave Brocklebank, of  Telegraph Creek, 
said, adding the new file,systemi an d Fred Rmsum; of  the Kispiox Valley::are'~funnldg 
which should reduce the ~'0tkload ~i a~!n,:f0r areas D and!B;: Hawy~, Nyce! is~:~nnl~g agaid':tn 
in collecting statistics, couid ~ be  r- aii~aA, which Serves the'Nass Valley, , • ~ :
in place by November. ' Election day is Nov. 16. . . : :i ' 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE B.C. Schizophrenia Soc- 
iety is wondering what lies 
ahead for mental health ser- 
vices in Terrace, now that the 
region is losing its top manager 
as part of a restructuring plan. 
Society president Eileen Calla- 
nan said she's alarmed by news 
that Dorothy Jennings, the director 
of mental health services for the 
northwest health delivery area, 
has been told she'll no longer 
have a job here by month's end. 
Jennings was hired one year 
ago, filling a position that had 
gone vacant for more than a year. 
"I understood it was going to 
be a permanent position," said 
Callanan, who sat in on the hiring 
process last year. 
Jennings had taken a one- 
year's econdment from her job in 
the Vancouver health region, That 
ends Oct. 31. 
The NHA hasn't posted 3en- 
nings position - nor has it filled 
the vacant position of northeast 
Dorothy Elizabeth 
Jennings Tovey 
The B.C. 
Schizophre- 
nia Society 
is contracted 
through the 
NHA to oper- 
ate the fami- 
ly and com- 
munity edu- 
cation pro- 
gram in the 
region for 
adult mental 
health. 
Elizabeth Tovey, the NHA's 
regional director of mental health 
and addictions, said it's a coinci- 
dence that the end of Jennings' 
secondment coincides with the re- 
structuring taking place this fall. 
The NHA is creating 10 team 
leaders across the region as part 
of a redesign of adult mental 
health and addiction services. 
"We're not eliminating any po- 
Jennings was hired before the  sittons, per se," Tovey said. 
amalgamation • f. smaller egionai i The goal of the restructuring is 
health authorities into the North- :to improve access to services at 
ern Health Authority. the community level, 
' ? 
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SCI, union to talk more 
By JEFF NAGEL 
SKEENA CELLULOSE 
and IWA leaders say they 
will continue talks next 
week after two days of ne- 
gotiations both sides call 
productive. 
The Oct. 8-9 bargaining 
session wrapped up with 
the company and union 
still "miles apart" on the 
main isssues, IWA local 
2171 president Darrel 
W.ong said. 
But he said he is en- 
couraged by the compa- 
ny's willingness to negoti- 
ate. 
"While we're still far 
apart we've got a pretty 
good understanding of 
each other's issues," 
Wong said last week. "We 
have both made some sig- 
nificant moves over the 
past few days." 
"It was constructive and 
it was productive," said 
Skeena Cellulose CEO 
Dan Veniez. 
Both Wong and Veniez 
said they've agreed not to 
talk publicly about the de- 
tails of the discussions. 
The company unveiled 
its new offer at the talks Dan Veniez 
here. 
The new proposal is down in May, Wong said, 
substantially changed from but confirmed the compa- 
one IWA members voted ny continues to seek a 20 
per cent pay cut. 
"They haven't shifted 
on their main issues," 
Wong said. 
"It certainly was a dif- 
ferent proposal than what 
they ta~led with us in 
May. But it was a long 
ways from a document that 
we could agree to." 
Both sides said talks 
aren't on until next week 
because the other side 
wasn't available this week. 
" I 'm cautiously opti- 
mistic that we may be 
able to negotiate some 
type of an agreement over 
the next month or so," 
Wong said. 
From front 
Plans laid out for gradual 
restart of Skeena Cellulose 
recalled in November for 
orientation, training and 
project work, Veniez said. 
Deeply depressed prices 
for both pulp and lumber, 
however, are a cloud 
hanging over the whole in- 
dustry, he added. 
"Our optimism and con- 
fidence is tempered some- 
what by the current weak- 
ness of our combined 
markets," Veniez said. 
The 27 per cent duty on 
softwood lumber also con- 
tinues to further hammer 
forest companies. 
"This reality dramatic- 
ally underscores the funda- 
mental need the new 
Skeena, our business part- 
ners, and all our stake- 
holders in the region to 
configure new and innova- 
tive ways to partner toge- 
ther," Veniez said. 
Veniez said he's in the 
midst of hiring new senior 
corporate and operating 
managers. 
He has also been im- 
mersed in work to secure 
financing. 
Engineering has begun 
for environmental reme- 
diation and capital upgrad- 
ing and maintenance work, 
he said. 
Veniez said the compa- 
ny will be built on a new 
approach to labour-man- 
agement eamwork aimed 
at controlling costs and 
quality. 
SCI continues to run its 
Kitwanga Lumber subsid- 
iary on a one-shift basis. 
It says its program of 
selling standing timber to 
independent logging con- 
tractors helped create 350 
jobs over the summer. 
Joi"now. 
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Missing woman has been found 
TERRACE RCMP e Wednesay, Oct. 9, report- Horton's drive-through, imately 1500 hours [3 
called off their request o 
he lp  them find a woman 
who was reported as mis- 
sing. 
Lavina Ann Davis, 26, 
of Terrace was reported 
missing late last week. 
She was last seen on 
edly on her way to pick 
mushrooms near the Ter- 
race airport. 
Police say the woman 
was last seen that day at 
about 8:40 a.m. as she was 
riding her mountain bike 
east on Hwy 16 by the Tim 
Terrace RCMP issued 
the missing alert early on 
Oct. 11, but issued another 
alert that afternoon, saying 
Davis had been found. 
"Davis appeared at a 
friend's residence in the 
Hazelton area at approx- 
p.m.], today" said the sub- 
sequent release. 
"RCMP are still look- 
ing into the details of her 
disappearance," the re- 
lease added. 
Police thanked those 
who had called to assist. 
Kifimol • Cit~ CenUl Moll - 632-3313 
Ten'ace • Skeena Moll • 635.5111 
Prime Ruper! • 527-3 '~ Ave • 624.5231 
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Terrace.Kitimat Vancouver, Sun Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri 
8:00 a.m. 10:00 a.m. 
2:00 p.m:G~4:00 p.m. 
Vancouvei Terrace.Kilimat 
11:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m'. 
6:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 
* Except long weekends 
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CALL YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT OR 
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V, nNw.hawkair.ca. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
CEMETERY MAINTENANCE 
The City of Terrace hereby gives notice that any fences, tokens or orna- 
ments on, around or near graves inthe Terrace Municipal Cemetery 
must be removed by November 1, 2002, for the winter. 
Those items remaining after this date, will be removed by the City of 
Terrace. 
By Authority of Bylaw 1279-95 
Steve Scott 
Superiateadent of Parks and Recreation 
LEARN TO FLYIII 
Ground School Course 
For Pilots License Starting 
October 21, 2002 
Cost: $299.00 (plus books) 
To register, or for more information caD: 
635-1852 or visit us at.www.tkair.cem. 
Stop Dreaming and Start Flying/ 
TKA r Charters Ltd. 
NORTHERN HEALTHCARE 
Now Your Source For.., 
TM 
~ , i ~ ~ ~:~::~ :' ' e !i. .... 
Ask your Northern Healthcare Pharmacist 
for information on Arthritis and joint pain. 
100g. Introductory s i z e ~  
NOW ONLY 
o 
- utvea. 
6 3 8 - 8 8 0 0  
3228 Kalum St., Terrace 
(Downstairs of old Sears) 
"I had readied an all-time high 
of  2OO pounds and I couldn't 
even climb one flight of  statrs 
without havhlg to catch my 
breath. I have lost 80pounds 
and over 60 inches ince 
joining C'urves. I'm now doing 
things I enjoy...hiking, working 
tn my garden... The program 
support from staag~ and fellow 
Curves members kept me 
encouraged." 
* A complete  workout  
in jus t  30  minutes  
• S t rength  t ra in ing  protects  
lean t i ssue  and  metabo l i sm 
• Ach ieve  permanent  resu l t s  
w i thout  permanent  d ie t ing  
60% 
!1 
Monday to Friday ~ l  
7om-1:30pro * 3pm-7:30pm I Sto.in~ Nov. 2- S.~. 9 om-~2 Noon ; I ! 
ii ii i i I 
VARADERO iii,::~ ..... 
Airfam ~ Pei: P~(son . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Oct 21 
AIRFARE 3~g~b 
Per Person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
BARCELO SOLYMAR 
BEACH RESORT 199 
All Inclusive • ROH room . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SUPERCLUBS BREEZES ~,BAOOA 799 
All Inclusive • Hotel room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Jan 4, 11 & 18 
AIRFARE ~b 
Per Person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SUN RESORT CLUB 
LOS ANGELES LOCOS .19110,dUO 
All Inclusive, Standard room . . . . . . . . . .  
"- :i: PUNTA CANA:: . :  
Oct 24 
AIRFARE 5~'~b 
Per Person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
GRAND PARADISE BAVARO 1011~lrll 
All Inclusive GIvM room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  O I I /~  
FIESTA ROUELETTE ...tllglflllEilill~l 
All Inclusive. ROH room . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Nov 3 
~ S E ~  AIRFARE 54 'b  
BEACH HOTEL ......... 1319 
All Inclusive, Hotel room . . . . . .  
EL DORADO 
RESORT & SPA 
All Inclusive. JrsteGV room . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1329  
VANCOUVER DE.P. ART!lEES. p "~.  leilect a.II @scounts. Va~ br ~ bookb~s ,~IF/~PUces ale Pg~ Pe rs°~ ~ on dou~le ~cy .  Depa~um taxes, curt= ~u~,,,=;,~,.~,;~,~ o ,,u~,~,~, o_, ,.~_~].2. ~ ~__~..~__L~s~_. _, ~- s~ 1o ~m .= !~ .~ ~ok~ ,~ ~.~ .~ ~ =o~ 
an:/olhe dscoon s o ~orn ot~o~:li o-~e;S Cerlam c¢ndthons &restr~ho,~  #ease r~e¢ to the eool~.c.~e WoHd ?f V~'0n? brochu ~ n(;~B~q ~)t 1.1, 
(off your UNIGLOBE cruise specialist today. 
UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
638-8522 &800-668-0828~ 
wwv'unigl°becourtesylrsvel't°m j 
We've just  introduced new everyday low fares from 
Terrace. Simply book online and get great one way prices - 
all the time. And to lift your spirits even higher, we've 
waived all fuel and insurance surcharges on these fares. 
No wonder  we're the airline that flies to a different beat. 
)ne Way Super Low Fare 
1 O day or more advanca purchase. SSO change 
of flight fee. Same-day stand by unavailable. 
S to 9 day advance purchase. No change fees. 
Same-day stand by available. 
s179 on l  way 
Vancouver 
horn 
s219 ona 
way 
Vancouver 
Rack up your 
Aeroplan Miles this fall! i 
. Book low fares online and fly free* soonerl 
Between September 8 and December 12,2002,fly Air Cai~ada/ 
Air Canada Jazz, orTango TM by Air Canada and youll get 
, BONUS Aeroplan" Miles'~ 
15,000 Bonus Aeroplan Miles for 8 one-way flight segments 
: (equivalent o a free* short-hau trip),: 
2S,000 Bonus Aeroplan Miles for 12 0no-way flight segments 
• (equlvalentto a free*trip in N0rthAmerica) " " 
60,000 Bonus Aeroplan Miies for20 one-way flight segments 
. !:L (equivalent to a free* trip to Europe!) ~ :. i 
PLUS GET A BONUS OF 25% Aeroplan Status Miles On, 
, ~ . d f ~  ~ ..... '" " ..... eligible flight ~ 
' :~ i ..... ~emberbonus: Get anadditional 2SO0 Bonus. -i. ~ /i 
~ ,~*~-~ ........ ~ \ i ~  ~ '  z'.:Aero i/~ eSwhen~oUe~voiJi~Aemplanandflyd~ring.~:~'~: 
..,.,~. , - :~!)~ b:;~#..the promotion ~rj~,/;i~.:.S;:o'i!iii!f}/~;:'i',';~.)::.~:i!'*!i~..~(ii~.i!!t! ' 
:/~;~:~;'~;.i; i ae;opian~Com f6ia]i the detaildl. !~ il;i:;i/i!i(., i~: 
i~.~,;;~,,:,. ~:i~ :~ ;~ '~;~:~ ~ L~E,~. ~ " . ' ' ". I *S  !v  ' ' / "~,~, ~ :v~ <;  . :  ~ 
Fores available only o,//ne at o/r¢onodo.ea or Dust/no,co, our online partner. Aero lan • , 
Seats are limited. Conditions apply, Jazz Air Inc. doing business as Air Canada Jazz TM. Destine.ca isa trademark ofDestine.ca Inc, ~r Canada Jazz and Aemplan ° are trademarks ofAir Canada, Aeroplan ew member offer applies to flight segments eligible for Aeroplan Mile accumulation ly, Applies to 
new members who enroll and take their first round-trip flight during this promotional period. First round-trip-flight bonus will be swarded once and is not transferable, Other conditions apply, *Taxes, landing and departure f es and other charges and surcharges may apply to Aeroplan reward travel, 
/ii ¸  
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There's hope 
morns group 
can cont inue 
THE ORGANIZATION running a mothers help program 
that has had its budget cut hopes it can continue. 
Mothers Time Off has been operating for 27 years, but 
was told in early summer its $40,000 annual contract 
with the children and family development ministry was 
ending. 
It has enough money to pay five part time employees 
and run things until the end of November.. 
.But Eileen Howells of Skeena Family Resources, 
which runs Mothers Time Off, has hopes of finding 
'money to extend the program. 
She's cnntacted the provincial otteries branch and a 
branch of the children and family development ministry 
for grants, 
Although it was the children and family development 
ministry which cut the program in the first place, Ha- 
wells s.'dd this particular branch of the ministry may be 
able to help. 
"I'm looking'everywhere I can," she said. 
"In the big scale of things, $40,000 isn't much." 
Howells has also written Linda Reid, the minister of 
state for earl), childhood development asking her to re- 
view the cut decision. 
An average of nine mothers and 15 i:hildren a day use 
Mothers Time Off. 
The idea is to give mothers a respite by offering care 
for their children in an adjacent room. 
The program operates four mornings a week and there 
is a $2 fee to use it . . . .  
Charlene Sorenson is a mother of four and has been 
using Mothers Time Off for approximately five years. 
Her husband works in a logging camp, meaning she's 
the everything parent o her children for a great majority 
of the time. 
"I have no fi,mily here, so this is my support group in 
Terrace," she said last week. 
"Both sets of our parents live in Creston, so they are 
too far away. I've had to create a local family and this is 
it." 
"I share my information and I get information from 
these ladms. 
Noreen Chalifoux last week made just her second 
visit to the program. 
She has one child and, like Sorenson, heard about the 
program from a friend. ;, 
"I'm really enjoying it," said Chaiifoux as she worked 
on making:a fall wreath. 
CHARLENE SORENSON, shown here with daughter Dayna, calls Mothers 
Time Off her family in Terrace. The program's budget has been cut but there 
~are hopes money can be found to continue on past its scheduled November 
ending date. The program has been around for 27 years. 
More rain than normal in  !;eptember 
of bright sunshine, said Miller. 
"The total sunshine was only 76 per cent of 
normal and 2002 was the sixth dullest Septem- 
ber since records began in 1973," he added. 
Terrace wasn't alone in its wet and cooler 
weather. 
But while 163.6mm sounds like a. lot of 
rain, it doesn't come close to the 348.6mm 
which fell in September of 1992. 
It was also colder than normal, at least at 
the airport, with a mean temperature of 11 de- 
grees recorded. That 11 degrees is 1.3 degrees 
IT RAINED more often than not in September, 
making it pretty wet month, reports Environ- 
ment Canada. 
Total rainfall for the month was 163.6 ram, 
166 per cent of normal, reports Bill Miller of 
Environment Canada. 
The wettest day was Sept. 18 when 39mm below normal. "An area stretching from the northeast, west: 
ofrarnfell ~-'~ ;.' :,J ,::,~ ~ ;i~  ..... !~.~.. ~" :..~ ~:Th~,~ma/fitaum temperatur~ reachedi~as to Terrace down to Williams Lake and then 
"~here were 24 dayswiti~at leastLa:traCe.Gf. ~9.3 d~grc~s, far off the 32.2 degrees recorded back up to the northeast ran one degree or 
rain ~andi~lS~:~da'ys h ad~jt,'.mm:~ot..moj~e~L said ifor a Sgpt0rp,b#r!.flgy: b~.k:~ip,;~L9~4. , !~;~L ~.more belgw normal, for the month(', said Mill- 
Miller in looking over weather information re- ' C loudy  skies seemed to be the rule with ' ei"~ He;s based i'ii Whitehorse' aiiffb0ks" aft~i"" 
corded at the airport, only eight days reporting more than five hours the weather for the west coast. 
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News In Brief 
Union reps vote on deal 
BUSINESS AGENTS representing unionized civil 
servants and others are themselves voting on a new 
contract. 
The business agents, there are two in Terrace, 
work for the B.C, Government and Service Em- 
ployees' Union (BCGEU) and are represented by 
the Communication, Energy and Paperworkers 
Union (CEP). 
A tentative deal was reached only after a medi- 
ator was brought in, says Chris Anderson, a 
BCGEU employee who is a member of the CEP. 
"We were coming off a four-year agreement and 
the wage increases were very small," said Ander- 
son of pent up demand by CEP members for a bet- 
ter contract. 
But their employer, the BCGEU, responded by 
asking for concessions because its revenue is drop- 
ping due to provincial civil service layoffs. 
Details of the new contract will be released after 
ratification. 
Clerical and support workers who work for the 
BCGEU are represented by another union. 
Thieves target trucks 
TWO VEHICLES parked at the Northern Motor Inn 
were ransacked as unknown culprits smashed win- 
dows and made off with various items last week. 
Police say the vehicles - both trucks - were bro- 
ken into overnight between Oct.6 and 7. One truck, 
a Chevrolet, had its passenger side window 
smashed with a rock. The thief, or thieves, then 
stole a camera case containing two cameras, po- 
lice say. 
The other truck had a tool box packed with air- 
craft parts, tools and testing equipment stolen. The 
black Pelican toolbox has an E and B Helicopter 
sticker on it, police say. 
Anyone with information about these thefts is 
asked to contact he Terrace RCMP detachment a
638-7400. 
Accord costly, MP says 
THE KYOTO Accord will hurt towns in northwest 
B.C. and other resource-based communities, Skee- 
na Canadian Alliance MP Andy Burton told the 
House of Commons last week. 
Burton wants the government to shelve the con- 
troversial accord, aimed at reducing global fossil 
fuel emissions. 
But he fears the federal government will ratify 
Kyoto - even if the provinces aren't in favour, 
Burton said recent studies suggest he controver- 
sial accord will cost the Canadian economy hun- 
dreds of thousands of jobs and between $25-40 bil- 
lion in lost revenue annually, with resource com- 
munities particularly hard hit. 
Burton said the federal government has failed to 
provide a realistic estimate of the economic im- 
pact of signing the accord - or produce a feasible 
implementation plan. 
The federal government under Jean Chretien has 
.... made ratifying the,,aceord a.prim~ry igoa'l jeading 
up to,tho.pnme minister s retirement. , , ,  ,~, :., ,,~. .... 
You, Be THE JUDGE 
clinkH~re~s t~emY wb;~k~hn e hbOa~ee:'deJresff sa~y ~ - ~ ~ Y O b U  e ~the 
glasl~e bartender smiled. "Easy with the v io l in -  J Ju ge 
Stndggc~' Jhee~r Yo°~'rn e 21ara~d;e?U;pare: ts f';o ally ~ ~,,. c, ~,at! r:~  ~ .'.~ r~.: ,,', 
thing." The bartender an over. "Jeffl" 
Jeff grabbed some peanuts. '1 just hope I Jeff let Bruno go. "1 can't let him hurt that 
never meet a man as brutal as my father." girl. I'm going to make sure he doesn't go 
A loud voice pierced the air. "BARTENDER! after her." 
GIVE ME A REFILL! AND A RUM AND COKE 
FOR MY IDIOT GIRLFRIEND." 
Jeff whispered to the bartender. "Who is 
this guy?" 
"Don't get Involved," the bartender warned. 
"Bruno's got a bad temper." 
Bruno turned to his girlfriend. "STOP 
FLIRTING WITH THE BARTENDERr' 
Bruno took the girl back to their table. 
Jeff got off his stool. "He's going to hurt 
her." 
"You're asking for trouble, Jeffr' the bar- 
tender warned. 
,rm going over there," Jeff Insisted. 
At thetr table, the girlfriend pleaded with 
Bruno. ',Please keep It down. People are star- 
ing., , 
:."rll give them something to stare at." Bruno 
slapped her. "No one tells me to keep quiet. 
C'mon, we're leaving." 
',rm not going anywhere with your' The girl 
ran from the table In tears. 
"Get back herer' Bruno started after her. 
Jeff sprung into action. "Stay away from 
her." 
He pinned Bruno against the wall to give 
the girl the chance to get away. 
t'Lay oftr' Bruno growled. 
Jeff followed Bruno out the door and into 
the parking lot. 
Bruno swung around. 'TII call the copsr' 
Jeff lost control. "You want justice?" He 
swung at Bruno's face. "This is for all you 
men who beat their girlfriends." 
Bruno fell to the ground and banged his 
head on the sidewalk. He lay motionless. 
Jeff panicked. "What have I done?" 
Bruno died on the way to the hospital 
Jeff was charged with manslaughter. 
IN THE COURTROOM 
"We're asking for 5 years in jail," the 
prosecutor began. "Acts of vigilante justice 
are unacceptable In a civilized society and 
must be seriously punished, especially when 
someone dies." 
Jeff asked for probation Instead. "I'm 
deeply sorry for what I did, I really am. But I 
never Intended to kill Bruno. When he 
attacked his girlfriend, I thought about my 
mother and I snapped. 1 have no history of 
violence and am no danger to society." 
Should Jeff go to Jail? Youl Be The Judge. 
Then look below for the court's decision. 
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Love your proud parents and family 
Les & Doris Emerson & Valerie VanCliefe 
Dianne, Rick, Danica, Morgen & Tiana Devost 
Ron Matthews - C.I.B.C. 
JL Excavating . 
Skeena ValleyFabricahng 
Shannon & Mike-Northcoast Cleaning 
CoastMountain Electric 
Bill & Marie Allen 
Mike's Computer Service 
' : , . , , , - ,  " .  r " 
/?:: LOVe your husbands Jerry Gagnon & Dave Nai'tih 
r . . . . .  . . 
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The Queen 
BY ALL accounts, John Manley is a smart guy. 
He is the deputy Prime Minister and the federal 
finance minister and you don't rise to those po- 
sitions unless you have something upstairs. 
But if John Manley were ever to become 
Prime Minister, he'd work to abolish the mon- 
archy. Too bad Mr. Manley's brain isn't work- 
ing correctly in that area. 
Mr. Manley,s preference is that Canada abol- 
ish the monarchy after the reign of Queen Eli- 
zabeth ends. To quote his exact words: "I conti- 
nue to think that for Canada after Queen Eliza- 
beth, it should be time to consider a different 
institution for us, and personally I prefer a 
wholly Canadian institution." Fine enough for 
an opinion but wrong when it comes to reality 
for the Queen is the Head of State and, when in 
Canada, she is the Queen of Canada. 
As such, the Queen represents a very live 
connection to Canadian history and develop- 
ment. Despite ,what Mr. Manley may think, the 
Queen in her role as sovereign is as much a part 
of Canada s anything else in this country. 
It was the British monarchy that created this 
country. Rupert's Land, for instance, that vast 
track of land given to the Hudson's Bay Compa- 
ny under royal warrant, now forms the prairie 
provinces. 
It was Colonel Richard Moody of the Royal 
Engineers (there's that word again) who staged 
the construction of the Cariboo Wagon Road in- 
land from the coast in 1862 to the interior gold 
fields. This land connection alone helped stave 
off American expansionism into the interior, 
saving British Columbia ffqm: bec9ming part of 
the United States '"';"' 
Just l lyears  ago when British Columbia was 
embroiled in the machinations of the Fantasy 
Gardens scandal consuming then-Premier Bill 
Vander Zalm, David Lam, then the Lieutenant- 
Governor, was ready to consider asking Mr. 
Vander Zalm to step down had he not resigned. 
Undemocratic? Yes. The right call? Absolutely 
for it would have preserved the honour and re- 
sponsibility that comes with elected govern- 
ment. 
Mr. Manley no doubt would say we have ma- 
tured as a country and are ready to move be- 
yond the monarchy. Yet a country is made up 
of its history. To deny the monarchy is to deny 
the history, the underlying fabric, of what 
makes tip a country. We should revel in our 
history, acknowledge the mistakes, work to cor- 
rect them but to never forget how we got here 
in the first place. 
Somewhat jokingly, Mr. Manley said that 
perhaps Celine Dion would be more appropriate 
as a Head of State. Given that option, we'll take 
the Queen, and any of her successors, hands 
down. 
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These britches cire too big for him 
VICTORIA - Allow me, 
please, to add my small voice 
to the chorus of Canadians 
who are outraged at the crude 
and loutish behaviour of John 
Manley, the Deputy Prime 
Minister. 
"It is not necessary to con- 
tinue with the monarchy. We 
could have a uniquely Cana- 
dian institution after Queen 
Elizabeth," Manley said in re- 
sponse to a reporter's question 
of his take on the monarchy• 
Let me say up front that 
there is nothing wrong with a 
reasoned debate about Cana- 
da's constitutional future• Soo- 
ner or later, we will decide 
whether or not to continue our 
allegiance to the monarch or 
cut loose and become a repu- 
blic. 
What I find utterly and in- 
comprehensibly deplorable is 
the timing of Manley's com- 
ments, which he uttered on the 
very day the Queen set foot on 
Canadian soil. 
=,~,., It' s .ngL,.u.nl.ik~, telling rela-' 
tires of a Victim who died in 
the World Trade Center on 
9/11 that the U.S. "asked for 
it," or informing a widow at 
the funeral of her late husband 
that she shouldn't be. surprised 
by his death, considering the 
fact that he smoked• 
Manley's comments were 
coarse and uncouth. I don't 
mind that he is an opponent of 
the monarchy• Many Cana- 
dians are, particularly in Que- 
bec, which I totally under- 
stand. Again, what bothers me 
HUBERT BEYER 
is the occasion on which Man- 
ley flew his Republican, anti- 
1~, tl  : 'L  
Juugmg from the rather 
lame reaction of his office 
spokesman or rather spokes- 
woman, there was nothing 
wrong with his comments. He 
simply and truthfully answered 
a question by a reporter. He 
said the same thing before. 
The main problem was the 
timing, ~ aith0ugh/ in my o~t- 
, ,~  , ,~  , ' i / *H!  f i l l  
nion, what Manley said ;tp. 
pears tO be specta~:ularly out 
of sync with the Canadian 
mood. 
I was about a mile from 
downtown Victoria when the 
Queen's motorcade drove by 
on its way to Government 
House. People stood two to 
three deep along the route, 
even though the daily newspa- 
per is on strike and wasn't 
able to publish the route• 
The lawn in front of the 
B.C. Legislature was packed 
Sunday, as the Queen did her 
walkabout. 
As I said at the outset, there 
is nothing wrong with a debate 
on whether Canada should re- 
tain the monarchy. I'm sure we 
will have that debate sooner or 
later. 
There is nothing sacred 
about the way we govern our- 
selves, but there is such a 
thing as decency and common' 
courtesy. And it demands that 
you do not insult your guests. 
Having said that, I am cer- 
tain that the majority of Cana- 
dians still support the monar- 
chy. I have great admiration 
for Governor-General Adrienne 
Clarkson, but I rather prefer 
Elizabeth II as my head of 
state. 
For half a century, she has 
been Queen of Canada. Yes, 
her family, too, turned out to 
be not immune from the pro- 
blems of modern times. But 
compared to the foibles and 
shortcomings and scandals that 
hav~"ii~l~:gUed ou(i~o'litiC ~ifis 
during the last 50 years of' her 
'reign, I take her any iime~ ;: 
Strange that I, as a born 
German who spent his child- 
hood in the country whose 
ruthless dictatorship the world 
fought, should be a defender of 
the monarchy. Actually, not 
strange at all. It is precisely 
because of my childhood ex- 
periences in Nazi Germany 
that I love the monarchy. 
It was the Queen's mother 
who with her unbending spirit 
and determination instilled 
hope in her husband's ubjects 
during the Second World War 
that eventually good will tri- 
umph over evil. 
Against all advice, she told 
the nation that the King will 
never leave to seek refuge 
overseas, and that she will 
never leave her husband, nor 
her children. 
1 have witnessed that same 
steely determination in her 
daughter, Queen Elizabeth II, 
the woman who presided over 
the dismantling of the British 
Empire with unequalled grace, 
far more demanding than ruling 
it in its glory days. 
If Manley ever manages to 
have Canadians line his route 
by the thousands, 1 will support 
his republican views. 
If he or any other cabinet 
minister, including da little guy 
from Shawinigan ever succeeds 
in creating the kind of excite- 
ment the Queen's visit did in 
Canada's vast north, Nunavut, 
he can become head of state 
witl~.mytB~es, sin~,,,:~ ,, ,U=,l ,-,. 
' .HHI IV . . . . . . ' o . . ;  ,~!~ I J l l l l  f l sm ~f l |  
• ABO IT  I l e  ever  can  corn -  , 
mend iin event thak~wll flash 
pictures and stories around the' 
globe, as the Queen did by 
dropping the puck at a hockey 
game in Vancouver that Oct, 6 
Sunday night, hell, he canbe- 
come king of Canada, as far as 
I'm concerned. 
Then again, small men don't 
fill big britches. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http: //www.hubertbeyer.com 
These trustees should not run 
ANYONE WHO stand.,i for 
school board election next 
month had best be certain he 
has no relatives employed by 
(or on leave from) the school 
district• Even one distant rela- 
tive could put him in conflict 
of interest, a situation parents 
don't intend seeing repeated• 
Six months ago five of our 
district's chools closed unop- 
posed by two trustees who did 
and said nothing, declaring 
themselves to be in conflict of 
interest. They based their de- 
claration o=1 a Newfoundland 
court ruling which may not 
have dealt with a situation 
parallel to that of the Terrace 
trustees. . 
As frustrated pare,its wiped 
their tears, they swore never 
again to elect a trustee who 
might later prove to have a 
possible conflict of interest 
which could exempt him from 
voting on crucial issues. 
Parents must now be ready 
to challenge the qualifications 
of those filing for election, not 
only in court before the ballots 
are printed, but at all candi- 
: . L . - .  
i 
~ . : !!i : 
" I :  u f l te ] , I~ :  n :!  n : [oz~; |  ¶.-~ 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
dates forums• 
Past REM Lee all-candi- 
dates forums have been spar- 
sely attended. This year, if 
there is one, expect more vo- 
ters to show up to skewer can- 
didates with pointed questions 
similar to those shot at board 
members April 4 in Kitimat. 
The School Act allows four 
days, including Saturday and 
Sunday, in which to challenge 
a nomination in provincial 
court. This year's deadline was 
MY 6op ! f's  m-1 WAIT.' 
A, X,AW ,T • 'roR -o, , .:!! 
4 p.m. October 15. Applicants 
have until 4 p.m. Oct. 17 to 
withdraw• Ballots will be prin- 
ted Oct. 18. 
Any voter with good reason 
to believe an applicant might 
be in conflict of interest and 
therefore ineffective as a 
trustee can file a challenge 
with the court registry under 
Section 75 of the School Act. 
A supporting affidavit must be 
filed with the challenge• 
Grounds for a challenge are 
limited. Not being qualified is 
one ground• If, however, a 
challenge is deemed by the 
court to be groundless, court 
costs could be assessed 
against he challenger. 
Nomination forms should be 
accompanied by guidelines 
setting out the employment 
entanglements which can lead 
to conflict of interest, barring a 
trustee from voting on money 
or personnel related decisions• 
Almost every school board de- 
cision involves money and/or 
staff. 
For parents, it's too late 
:I. N MAKE (JPT r;] 
TfMe.0VER tuh/c !!J 
when trustees learn because of 
a family member eceiving a 
district paycheque, they're in 
conflict of interest. That family 
member could be a spouse, a 
child, an adult child on ma: 
ternity leave, or on sabbatical. 
in April we heard trustees 
say over and over, "We swore 
an oath to uphold the School 
Act. Our hands are tied." 
Trustees with hands tied by an 
oath are helpless. Muzzling by 
conflict of interest further crip- 
ples a school district in need of 
creative solutions. 
The two trustees who absen- 
ted themselves from voting on 
school closures by reason of a 
perceived conflict of interest 
don't deserve to appear on an- 
other school board ballot. Hen- ,  
ty of us feel they collect6d 
their pay while contributing lit- 
tle. 
The embarrassment fostered 
by an outraged public last 
spring should dissuade anyone 
with a possible conflict of in- 
terest from running for office 
November 16. 
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Inside investigations 
He calls himself a puzzler but he may well be a criminars worst enemy. 
Corporal Hal Vousden gives a lesson on crime scene investigation. 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN body. 
CORPORAL HALVousden loves Vousden soon realized the 
a good puzzle, marking was in fact a series of 
Whether it's crosswords, jig numbers which had been bruised 
saws, mind teaser puzzles or in- into the man's flesh. 
vestigating evidence at a crime "Sometimes we can find marks 
scene, the Terrace RCMP officer on the body or cuts that match the 
loves the challenge of piecing undercarriage of the vehicle," Cpl. 
clues together. Vousden says. 
. . . .  ="I guess I 'm a puzzler," he Vousden called in another spa- 
says. "Having a natural penchant cialist to consult on the case. 
for that kind of thing lends to my Through tracing the physical evi- 
leaning toward that type of police dance it was determined the mark- 
work as well." ings were part of an 1 l-digit serial 
Vousden is one of three RCMP number from the transmission of 
members who make up the fore- the suspect vehicle. 
nsic identification section housed Forensic identification special- 
deep within the Terrace detach- ists go through a long training pro- 
ment building, cess including a two month train- 
Vousden, Sgt: Derek Stein- ing program in Ottawa followed by 
haeusser and Cpl. Mike La- a one-year apprenticeship period. 
Marche serve seven northwest Once that practical training is 
detachments including New over, an apprentice faces a certifi- 
Aiyansh, Smithers, Kitimat, the cation panel made up of seasoned 
Hazeltons, Houston, Gran,.'sle and veterans who question the officer 
Terrace. and conduct a mock trial based on 
An identification specialist's an actual case the person has in- 
i duties include collecting, photo- vestigated, Vousden explains. 
graphing and preserving physical The ability to communicate he 
evidence from crime scenes, facts accurately in a court setting 
In  general, police deal with is crucial to bec6rningcei'tified. 
two types of evidence when in- "It's a big and difficult process 
vestigating a crime, Vousden and it has to be," says Vousden 
says,  about the training period. "My evi- 
Firstly there's witness evi- dance can put a guy in jail." 
dance-  what witnesses ee, hear, Vousden has given expert 
taste, smell or feel - and second- testimonY in more than 50 differ- 
lyl physical evidence, ant court cases from St. Albert, 
Because it's not unusual for CORPORAL Hal Vousdon demonstrates how fingerprints can be Alberta to Tallahassee, Florida. 
investigators to hear several dif- lifted off objects such as this glass container. He's one of three One of those trials included 
ferent versions of the same event forensic identification specialists based out of the Terrace RCMP presenting testimony at the spring 
from witnesses, physical evi- detachment. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 2002 trial of Terrace's Christopher 
dance becomes very important. Alexander. 
..... The thing about physical evi- dentally hitting the window, break and enter. On December 9, 1998 Alexan- 
dance is it can assist in the un- By using various techniques to Vousden looked for character- der brutally stabbed his neighbour 
derstanding of a crime scene and recreate the trajectory of the bul- istics on the tread mark that might Linda LeFranc to death. Alexander 
• sort  out which story makes let, the physical evidence discre- match the suspect's own shoes, was convicted of second degree 
sense," he says. dited the man's story. The evi- Those markings, called accidental murder by a 12-person jury and is 
Physical evidence serves a dance showed in order for the characteristics, include cracks or serving a life sentence with elig- 
number of purposes including pla- bullet to travel in the fashion it wear spots that differentiate shoes ibility for parole after seven years. 
cing a suspect at a crime scene, Having the ability to deal with 
placing a victim to the proximity crime scenes which can involve 
of a crime scene and verifying "The thing ! personally like about physical evi- gruesome situations is necessary 
the credibility of a story, to being an ident specialist. 
Corporal Vousden investigated dence is it doesn't lie to me." "We also see the ugly side of a 
one  case on Vancouver Island in lot of cases," Vousden says. "You 
the early 1990s that involved two did, the gun would have had to be of the same make from one an- have to be able to deal with dead 
neighbovrs who had a long history fired from shoulder height, other after the shoe is worn. bodies, body parts, smells." 
o f  not getting along. "The thing I personally like Vousden managed to find 12 of That's where a sense of fratern- 
A report came in that one of about physical evidence is it the,tiny, unique markings on that ity among ident Sl~ecialists comes 
the men had Shot a .22 calibre doesn't l ieto me," Vousden'sa~,s. "~:6ne~.ti'ny~pieceof 'glass: ~' ' intoplay, Vousden says. on, tough 
' ' ' window of his Much'6f the woi:k Vi~U:s'd~'n'and " : . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... bu~fi~ti'th!o'ugh ithe . . . .  ' "If you're not a nuzzler, the cases they consult and sUppol't one 
neighbour Shome. . . . . . .  * " ' ' : '  ~'  ' . . . . . .  i '~ " t  : ' ' "~  ' ' . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ' " ' = . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  ' ~ ~ ' ' .... " his cohorts do involveslookmg to detal~ ! n ldent can drive people another  
: The gun wielding man told po- the smallest details of a crime crazy," laughs Vousden. "There's a collaborative men- 
lice he was walking across his 
neighbour's yard when a bear 
came out of the woods behind the 
house. Holding his gun at waist 
height, he said he turned and 
fired a shot from the hip - acci- 
scene to make the connection be- 
tween a suspect and the crime. 
In another case Vousden 
worked on, a partial shoe tread 
imprint was found on a 5cm long 
shard of glass at the scene of a 
Another case saw Vousden in- 
vestigate a hit and run. 
In examining the body of the 
man who had been killed, Vous- 
den came across what initially 
looked like a tattoo on the man's 
tality in the section," Vousden 
says. 
"There's a sense of camarader- 
ie, brotherhood, collaboration - 
whatever you want to call it - that 
is comforting." 
Lab results take a long time 
MARLENE McLean is still waiting for some 
answers as to what caused the vnexpected 
death of her four-year-old daughter Vieki. 
Vieki McLean died July 1 at Mills Memor- 
ial Hospital after repeated visits to the emer- 
gency room in the preceding three days. 
Preliminary autopsy results released to 
Marlene McLean in July suggest he child 
died of viral encephalitis. 
But McLean is still waiting for the results 
of the forensic pathology tests - in-depth ana- 
lysis of blood samples and tissues done by a 
forensic pathologist. She's hoping the test re- 
sults will give her some understanding as to 
why her daughter died. 
It's difficult to estimate how long it takes 
conclude forensic pathology exams because 
every ease has varying degrees of complexity, 
says Dr. Syd Pilley, director of legal and tech- 
nical services for the B.C. Coroner's Service. 
"I think we would like to have them back 
as soon as we can, but realistically a more 
normal expectation is eight to 10 weeks," Dr. 
Pilley says. 
There are between eight and 10 doctors in 
B.C. who spend most of their time doing fore- 
nsic pathology work, says Dr. Pilley. 
But those people also have other duties 
which means the tests may take longer than 
would be possible in theory. 
"If we had twice the amount of forensic pa- 
thologists would we get the results back quick- 
er? Probably," Dr. Pilley concedes. 
"Would that make much of a difference.'? 
Probably not in the majority of eases." 
For Marlene McLean the three and a half 
month wait for those results has been rough. 
She says while she waits to hear the definitive 
answer on what Vicki died from, she fears for 
the health of her remaining six children. 
"Especially when Elijah got sick, because I 
didn't know what happened to Vicki," she says 
of her two-year-old son. 
Elijah fell sick two weeks after his big sis- 
ter died and McLean was frantic he could be 
developing the same illness as Vieki. 
"If they find something was wrong with her 
that nobody knew about they can check for 
that in the other kids," McLean says. 
McLean isn't the only person waiting on 
pathology reports. Terrace RCMP members in- 
vestigating the suspicious death of 14-month- 
old Rowan Von Niederhausern who died Aug. 
16, are also waiting for pathology reports to be 
completed. 
While the investigation into the baby's 
death continues, Sgt. Jas Basi says no arrests 
have been made nor have charge recommen- 
dations been forwarded to Crown council. 
When police investigate a suspicious death 
they generally use the RCMP crime lab in 
Vancouver to do forensic pathology testing if it 
is required. 
And as B.C.'s high profile investigation at 
accused serial killer Robert Piekton's Port (20- 
quitlam pig farm progresses, more demand is 
being put on labs to deal with the forensics pa- 
thology tests. 
RCMP Constable Danielle Efford says the 
staggering amount of evidence which has been 
collected to date from the farm is not causing 
a backlog in the system. 
"There is no panic situation and there is no 
serious backlog that is affecting administration 
of justice," Cnst. Efford said. 
"If the lab in Vancouver is not able to do a 
test that can be sent to any of the other labs 
across Canada to get the tests done," she said. 
In addition to the Vancouver lab, the 
RCMP also has labs in Regina, Halifax, Otta- 
wa and Edmonton. 
Very few coroner's inquests held in B.C. 
HOW coroners investigate 
unexpected deaths is 
something many people 
don't understand, Televi- 
sion shows like CBC's Da- 
Vinci's Inquest, a popular 
drama about a corner's in- 
vestigations, can lead the 
public to believe that in- 
quests happen often. 
But inquests, which are 
quasi-judicial hearings 
• held publicly with witnes- 
'.ses testifying in front of a 
five-person jury, are rarely 
conducted in B.C.. The 
coronem service is only re- 
quired to call an inquest 
into sudden deaths which 
occur in police custody. 
Most of the remaining in- 
vestigations are concluded 
by an inquiry. 
"People have this im- 
pression that an inquest is 
better than the judgment, 
but it isn't," says Dr. Syd 
Pilley, director of techni- 
cal and legal services for 
the B.C. Coroner's Service. 
"The only difference is it's 
in public." 
Details of a judgment of 
inquiry do become public 
information after they are 
concluded.. 
The process of deter- 
mining the who, where and 
how the death occurred is 
compiled by a coroner be- 
fore becoming public. 
Depending on how the 
person died, the coroner 
may coordinate with po- 
lice, witnesses and other 
agenctes which may be in- 
volved in the investigation. 
The B.C. Coroners Ser- 
vice investigates about 
9,000 deaths per year. In 
1999 there were 29 in- 
quests conducted in the 
province - only three of 
which didn't involve a 
death in police custody. 
There are many reasons 
why inquests are held so 
seldomly, says Dr. Pilley. 
One factor is money. 
The cost of an inquiry 
can be as low as $1,500 
depending on the com- 
plexity of the ease. Some 
are less expensive and 
some could cost consider- 
ably more, 
Compare that to an in- 
quest which involves law- 
yers and the price tag 
jumps to $3,500-$5,000 
just for the first day of the 
inquest and between 
$1,000-$2,000 for each 
subsequent day. 
Inquests also tend to be 
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more delayed. Getting all 
the parties involved in the 
inquest - lawyers, witnes- 
ses, coroners and family 
members - can be in one 
place 'at the same time is 
a tremendous exercise in 
organization and coordina- 
tion, 
1999 
months after the death oc- 
curs, some can take years 
to happen. 
Inquests can also be 
somewhat combative, says 
Dr. Pilley. 
"You can usually make 
better recommendations if 
all parties can come toge- 
While some inquests ther rather than fighting 
are held as quickly as four about it in open court." 
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Only j n,Canada 
THE CONTRASTING images are quite bizarre. On 
the one hand, two gap-toothed, bruised giants stuffed 
into hockey gear and holding hockey sticks like 
scythes for the grim reaper. Between them a 
diminutive grey-haired matron in a r.ed coat and 
sensible shoes, holding a round rubber disk. 
This slightly demented fantasy came true Oct. 6 
when Queen Elizabeth I1, Elizabeth Regina, Queen of 
the United Kingdom, Canada, and the rest of the 
British Commonwealth of Nations, came to 
Vancouver and as part of her royal tour, opened an 
exhibition hockey game with regal ceremony. 
This bit of history in the making was too good [o 
miss. Although the game was not schedukd to begin 
until 7 p.m., my son and I arrived at 5:30 p.m. 
Several guards were checking bags and jackets at 
each GM Place entry. They were polite, but thorough, 
digging through to the bottom of my son's backpack. 
Once in our seats we were treated to the spectacle 
of the preparations for the game. The score clock 
replay video screens were rerunning previous games' 
heroics, and every so often a screen would warn us to 
WATCH FOR PUCKS! I instinctively glanced 
around, but concluded that a fatal shot into the 
balcony where we sat was about as likely as the 
Queen coming to Vancouver to drop the puck. 
Hmmm. 
Just then a mellifluous FM voice rising to a pitch 
of growing excitement exclaimed proudly, "Ladies 
and gentlemen, YOUUUUUUR Vancouver Canucks!" 
I resisted the gentle tug of proprietorial pride, but 
turned my attention to the ice, just the same. 
Twenty or so players in white squirted like self- 
propelled blobs of toothpaste through a gate and 
began circling the near half of the rink. After an 
appropriate pause, a like group of sea-green gel 
uniforms emerged onto the farther end. Both teams 
began warming up with a series of stretches and 
drills, snapping passes among themselves and 
whacking pucks at beleaguered goalies. 
When the warm-ups were over, two Zambonis 
rolled out to resurface the ice. Both were tattooed 
with advertising. Steam rose from the freezing surface 
as the two great machines circled in a clumsy minuet. 
As quickly as they finished, they were replaced by 
a legion of workers who entered from the near end of 
the rink. The goal was slid aside. Red carpet was 
rolled from the end to center ice and taped down at 
the joins. Potted shrubs were placed at a tasteful 
interval. To the left of the red carpet a larger swatch 
of blue carpet was put down. Microphones were 
deployed. About 30 feet away from the center ice 
circle another, square of carpet was arranged. 
Meanwhile the crowd had filled out. The college 
youngsters in front of us sat complaining about the 
beer price. Hawkers handed out tiny white ER flags to 
any and everyone. A buzz of expectation filled the 
place. 
The workers left quickly. Into their place came two 
RCMP officers (one male, one female) in red serge, 
who stood as sentinels at the gate. Four trumpeters 
carrying long, fanfare horns stepped out. Paparazzi 
photographers jockeyed for position opposite the 
center ice circle. A choir of boys in blue uniforms and 
burgundy ,ties took up position s in front of a pair of 
mic:rophones on the blue carpet. 
The pro hockey teams returned to the ~benches from 
their'dressilig rooms, and two groups of Mite hockey 
players dressed in alternating red and blue uniforms 
lined the carpet like an honour guard of armed dwarfs. 
Finally everything was ready. There was even a bit of 
anticipatory hush. 
The thumping sound 
sys tem was  
unceremoniously turned 
off in mid-song, and a 
slightly stunned crowd 
turned its impatient 
attention to the trumpet 
fanfare at the gate, just 
barely audible after the 
blasts produced by the 
thousands of watts that 
drive the main sound 
system. 
Finally the announcer 
requested that the crowd 
all stand for "God Save 
the Queen", as sung by 
Queen the Vancouver Boys 
Choir. They sang 
Elizabeth II beautifully, despite the 
fact that some of the 
crowd tried to sing along. 
And then, sure enough, there she was, flanked by 
Mr. Hockey himself, Wayne Oretzky. 
She looked tired and a bit bent as they slowly and 
magisterially made their way along the carpet to 
center ice. The crowd cheered and applauded, waving 
their little white flags, or looked on, stupefied by the 
peculiarity of the event. 
The two team captains took their places at center 
ice, and Her Majesty stood between them, the royal 
referee. Mr. Gretzky graciously placed a puck in the 
royal hand. Cameras flashed everywhere. 
For a moment I had a pang of doubt. Would her 
hand be minced into hamburger by two slashing sticks 
at center ice? Would she be bowled over by Ricci or 
Naslund? 
But no. She sort of tossed the puck away from 
herself, as if it were a piece of distasteful refuse. 
Ricci didn't move, but smiled knowingly as if the fix 
were in. Naslund drew the puck toward himself, then 
reached own, picked it up, and gave it back to Her 
Majesty. 
The crowed roared its approval. More cameras 
flashed. And then the royal procession made its way 
back down the carpet, between two lines of little 
hockey players tapping a salute on the ice with their 
sticks. 
It was all over. The royal carpet rollers scooted 
back out and collected all their decorations. The 
extras left the ice as if departing the stage from 
secondary roles in some fantastic opera. 
Before the game began for real, we were directed 
to look to the royal box, where the Queen and her 
party, Including Premier Campbell at her side, took 
their places to watch, 
I imagined Mr, Campbell trying to explain hockey 
to her, muttering mantras of Liberal policy like, "That 
player should be cut." 
Ah, htstory. Two Canadian cultural icons feted in 
one night. Only in Canada, you say? ' 
Al Lehmann is teacher at .Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School, .............. 
. i  
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Moms program must  be saved 
An open letter to: 
Yvonne Reid, 
Ministry of Children and 
Family Development 
Hello: 
After being informed 
I The children's 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD program is great. 
They do so many a proud sponsor of 
different things ] The M a i ! B = !g tof"~i°tmh t°hu~d~h°irldprl~painting. (, I:III|VJlE 
maU~i:'a n ~ e:di:kg' ' I ; 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1 ) i - ' 1 1 1 ;  
that the funding for the IVlothers' Time Off pro- 
gram has been cut, I wanted to ',','rite and ex- 
plain how important this program is to me. "For 25 plus years this program has helped mothers in the com- 
munity and it would be a shame for 
the program to end after being an 
important part of the community 
for so many years. 
We have had many guest speakers come 
and talk about: nutrition, depression, men- 
struation, fire safety, disaster eadiness, and 
native culture just to name a fewl 
: Our leadersTrish curtis and Ivy Sorensen 
do a great job and have informed us with 
through the mothers, workers and topics cov- workshops on self-esteem, budgeting, marriage 
ered. There has been numerous new thing I enrichment, parenting skills, and seasonal ac- 
have learned through the program, tivities for our children. 
They cover so much and my children have 
made many thing that I will treasure. 
Throughout the Mother's Time Off program 
there has been an emphasis on bettering our- 
selves, enjoying our children and becoming 
the best person, parent and mother we can be; 
And because of this program I have become 
a different person. 
For 25 plus years this program has helped 
mothers in the community and it would be a 
shame for the program to end after being an 
important part of the community for so many 
years. 
Please save this program. Mothers' Time 
Off is an invaluable part of the community and 
my life and it would be greatly missed. 
Jennifer Peters, 
Terrace, B.C. 
As a mother of this community I plead with 
you to reinstate the funding for this very spe- 
cial program; . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
I moved to Terrace in the spring of 1999 
with a 10 month old and pregnant with our 
second child, i ,.,,,as very isolated moving to a 
community with no friends and family. 
After being introduced to the' program 
through Building Healthier Babies, I got a 
chance to get out of the house, make some 
new friends and learn many new things. 
One of the most important parts of the pro- 
gram is the great parental support offered 
No war please, Mr.  :;hretien 
ready in the world. 
The sick and lying in- 
terpretation of their rea- 
sons for war defies all 
logic. 
The U.S. remains deter- 
mined not to see the basis 
of all Middle East pro- 
blems which is Israel. It's 
the U.S. that is at war with 
the Palestinians, as all the 
equipment used against 
them is American. 
While listening to all 
this hype of the destruction 
of the New York towers 
where many lost their 
lives, our thoughts hould 
be at least equally given 
to the millions that have 
been needlessly slaugh- 
tered by American military 
and dollars. 
We must insist quite 
clearly to our Prime Mini- 
ster Jean Chretien that we 
will not tolerate support of 
any crusade undertaken by 
the warring angel of 
peace, George Bush. 
Should we be led into 
this quagmire by Chretien, 
then we at some stage 
should expect retaliation. 
D.L. Bullied, 
Terrace, B.C. 
The Terrace Pipes & Drums Society 
is holding their 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
7p.m. t i  
Monday, Oct. 21, 
• ' atthe K in  Hut  ~ . ~  
HOUSE OF COMMONS. 
Andy Burton 
Member of parliament 
for SEeena 
Constiluency Office 
4654 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6 
Phone: (250) 635-1601 
Fax: (250) 635-4109 
Toll Free: 1-800-661-2208 
E-mail: andy@andyburton.ca 
Website: www.and~burton.ca 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for help to solve a theft from a 
motor vehicle in Terrace, B.C, 
On Oclober 7th, 2002, between midnight and 7:00 a.m., the box 
podion of a truck parked at the Northern Motor Inn at 3086 Highway 
16 east was entered. A toolbox and a pair or overalls were stolen. 
The toolbox is a Pelican brand black, with two small padlocks: 
Some slickers with "heavy" and "fragile" were on it, along with a 
logo for"E&B Helicopters". Itcontained several pieces of equipment 
used for aircraft repair and some aircraft parts, including: 
• a Chadwick strobex , an optical tracker interface 
• veiocimeters , various brackets and cables 
• a storbex interface , an ACES brand balancer 
• a power converter , an optical tracker 
Dear Sir: 
How grateful we should 
all feel that we are in the 
loving peaceful and secure 
arms of the angel of 
peace, George Bush of the 
USA. 
As with previous times, 
other American admin- 
istrations delivered their 
love and peace in the form 
of millions of tons of 
bombs on innocent. 
peoples, Viet Nam, Cam- 
bodia and more recently,. 
Afghanistan. 
And so we find our- 
•selves once again at the 
mercy of these peace lov- 
ing and godly monsters 
ready to demonstrate heir 
definition of compassion 
and love in preparation for 
war with Iraq. 
As if there isn't enough 
suffering and misery al- 
The overalls were typical blue overalls, but they also have the J 
"E&B Helicopter" logo on them 
I Terrace Crimestoppers wants your information, not your name Any information is valuable and may lead to the arrest and conviction of the offenders; 
Cr ime Stoppers  o f fers  a cash  reward  o f  up  to $1,000.00 fo r  
In fo rmat ion  lead ing  to  an arrest  and  charges  be ing  la id  aga ins t  
an  Ind iv idua l  in th i s  o r  o ther  unso lved  c r ime.  If you  have  any  
In format ion  ca l l  C r ime Stoppers  at  635-T IPS that ' s  635-8477.  
Ca l le rs  w i l l  not  be  requ i red  to  revea l  the i r  ident i ty  nor  tes t i fy  In  
cour t .  Cr ime Stoppers  does  not  subscr ibe  to ca l l  d i sp lay .  
Call 635-TIPS 
INSURAN( 
IVr " -  Home & Tenant - "~ v'~ 
Commercial • Liability • Jet Boats 
Mobile Homes * Travel 
www.keenleyside.com ~'~ U ~ I ~ " ~  
~" 
/ ,v e.~,/1 c'CULt- .... "i',.~ ..... - 
. _  ~ .~.__ ,  . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  
_ , (~e~. :#.#. : ! :  . . . . . . .  Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1-800-335-8088 
250-635-5232 
Fax: 250-635-3288 
4635 Gre ig  Avenue,  Terrace,  B.C.  (Next  To SAAN)  
.. o- 
KiHmol • Oly renh'e Moll • 632.3313 
Ten'eta • 5keena Moll - 635.5111 
Prla¢o Rope,  - 527-3" Ave • a24.$23 I 
~,,,~s~b~,t~r I-,~-7..?~-..~211 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center. 
DtP.k~mi,~ 
F~i~ D~;~, Fd F~ Ofllx~l~, T~. 
, Serving ~ No,west for 10 yeors 
, Full Face Orthodontic Core 
e Invkofign • the invlsable braces 
, T.MJ. Treatment 
' Porcelain Crowns and Veneers 
. Teeth Whitening (Bleaching) 
g Lalex Free Office 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
200-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
(250) 635-7611 
Did ~u ~ ~hof cMd ahou[~ be men 
~ea 6rg ,x~Jont/c screening be fo,'d age 7~ 
Newspapers 
want  to  get  
it right. 
So if at times they fall 
short, let their editors 
know. 
If they can't solve the 
problems contact the B.C. 
Press Council, a 
voluntary bad V' that 
looks into and tries to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and opinion in B.C. 
newspapers, 
B.C. PRESS COUNCIL 
20]-1290 Broad Street, 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 2A5 
Ph. 250-384-3344 
F~x: 250-384-3346 
R.a[l: ¢0un(il@~pr~s(oundl,or 
Web: b~ressc0undl.org ,.;.. 
E 
~'~i : ; : :  ........ 
Tb¢ ~ndffar Family 
/Sntrrtain,ntnt S ystrm 
I . . . . .  .~:~.;:~ " - . .  
Now get a Sl,495 Family Enterlainment System 
at no extra charge on every 2003 Windstar Spoil. 
'398 
mOnlh. ~ month Illa~l 
~lh ~995 dOWn. rio I~¢~11~ 
dnoOlal, tncltxle~ &rl I~tthaighl St.l 
c=, ~ f= s33,345t 
3.8L 200hp V6 with 4-Speed Auto = 4-Wheel ABS, 16" Aluminum Wheels • Ouad Captain Chairs • AM/FM Stereo CD/Cassette 
Air Conditioning • Dual Sliding Doors • PowerAdjustable Pedals/Windows/Locks/Mirrors, Remote Keyless Entry • SecuriLock TM 
Anti-Theft, Rear e. . .^. .  ~._,.. ~ . . . . .  , ....................................................................... 
1 Remote Control 
Family Entertalnm 
FOR A LIMITED TIME GET 
WiSE OUYERS REAO THE LEGAL COPY. 'Lease a now 2003 W*ndstar Spelt with 4.speed autornahc ffsnsmisslon and no eltra charge Family (ntertalnmen SVs em ($ .49S O0 ','s ue) or man h y paymenl o $398 pe man h based on in annua ease ;'ate of 4 5% and a 36 month tease from Fold Credit o QulBllnd retail elleet, on lp roved c nd 13 99S 
downpiyman! orequivalent trade teQulred No eeCUtlty deposit requffed Ford Motor Company of Canada w,ll Par the first month spayment. TO |I lease oPli0i ion is 118 323 el duo o $ 7.537 aS. p ue app cab e i ea Some pond onl and s rn cage restflction Of ~O.0~0 krn over 36 months oppl to 811 lOllS a e l A charge el)0 pen I er knl over 
mileage reltriePon applies, plus opal,cable tiles Lease of let includes il ta,lfre,oht 11.125 tease oiler elcludOl hcenee insurance ndmlnil ra ion eel and Ill ippllCib e tiles tCietl pufChila i now ]003 Windstir Spa l with 4.speed automatic transmlsalon and no elttra charge Family kneel lnment System $1.49500 value) el $3~34§. Tiles 
payable on full amount of pulchase price Cash purchase offer includes ~r ta:/ffelghl $t.125. and azcludes 5pence insurance adminislis ion feel and all appllol~)ls alice ace e ms, se o ease o ass "" 9% pu chase nine no says ab a on new 2003 W nc~s a Sporl for a malimum of 40 months, to qultiflel retail cuitomlsl OB apl~oved c ati- 
lt. Oownpa,ment oreqolvalent trade may be te<)uJlnd on purchase hnanclng offers ~oeed on apploved c~edlt E g $25000 financed al 1 9% annual ~rcentsgl file. monthly Plrment of $541 29 for 48 months, cos Of hortowlng ts e981 91 To a o be epa d a $25.98f.92 Thl~ is a sample calculation. Finnncing not available wllh any o her offer. 
t|Flve year or 100.000 krn (whlcbevet occurs first) Powerlroin warranty It nvs,lable on all 2003 model year Windstal vehl¢lee Limffnd lime offers.Oflars may be changed It lay time wilhon! notice. All offers sls mutually e=clusive sad cannot be combined. Allow 8.10 weeks dellvery on foolery alders. Sea [}eater los deloll$. 
ERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 635-4984 
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WAY 
to save 
. . . . .  . . \  . 
Rogers Sugar 
White, Granulated, 
4 kg, First 2 ~0~,~.~ 
~ : p : : : ~ - -  m - -  "1 K~ner  J m I 
m~ M~~(heese ,  ~_  ~ m 
, " ea 
t ~ l P ~  . . . . .  i 
V rainy OfthPeUrC~poCli:itno I obenCOhim~s Ip .th ' 
O Coupon ,.~. s=..o. ~0, ,,o° I 
4 m. m56364.02082,m.  4 m 
,m 
L_ 
r 
"O 
' I 
ea I 
t Present Ibis coupon to Ihe cashier lit Ihe 
lime of puchue. Cannot be oombtrled with 
any other coupon offer on Intl I~OdU¢l. 
Coupon velkl at 8ave,On,Foods from ,, III U)!)![I!U!!UIIII j 4 
L m m i mmm m IIHNB 
Im lmm ~ r "  " ' I "  
Robin Hood Fmour 
Unbleached, Whole Wheat 
or All Purpose, 10 kg 
Prices effective from Wednesday to Saturday, 
U( 
j it 
card price 
::~i: Top Sirloin Steak g 
;s, Grade A, 8.57/kg 
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Give Alaska road a hear ing 
Dear Sir: 
David MacKinnon's let- 
ter to the editor ("Pro- 
Alaska boosterism ignores 
threat of road," October 
2) was interesting to say 
the least. 
MacK innon,  who 
claims to be a coordinator 
for a group of preservation- 
ists called the Transborder 
Watershed Alliance, post- 
ulates that the building of 
the Bradfield Connector 
road to Wrangell will 
somehow result in huge 
job losses to the northwest. 
Let's assume for a mo- 
ment that MacKinnon is 
right - that in spite of the 
high U.S. dollar, the build- 
ing of this road will result 
in every log, rock and fish 
in the area to be siphoned 
off to Alaska to be proces- 
sed in plants that don't 
exist. 
And further, there will 
be absolutely no benlefit to 
our economy. 
As inconceivable as 
this might be, the result 
would be less devastating 
to the northern B.C. and 
Yukon economies than the 
damage caused by Mac- 
Kinnon and his friends 
over the last 10 years. 
MacKinnon cites eco- 
nomic studies that back 
him up. That's pretty inter- 
esting considering the eco- 
nomic impact studies for 
this project haven't been 
done yet. 
MacKinnon's ace-ter- 
rorists want to stop the 
Brad,laid road before it's 
had a fair hearing. 
That's just plain wrong. 
What really needs to be 
stopped are these very 
small but internationally 
funded groups of con art- 
ists. 
Responsible environ- 
mentalists seek to protect 
our ecosystems and under- 
stand that people are part 
,d 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Lorne Sexton 
of the env(ronment too. 
These groups deserve our 
full support. Preservation- 
ists seek to stop develop- 
ment by any means, fair or 
foul. 
They deserve nothing 
but  our  
disdain. Understanding the 
difference between the two 
is the key to bringing bal- 
ance back to all of our un- 
dertakings. 
The preservationists are 
waging economic war on 
hard-working citizens of 
Northwest B.C., Yukon and 
Alaska. 
Anyone who supports 
these radical activist 
groups is also contributing 
to lost jobs, government 
cut backs, lower property 
values and reduced dispos- 
able income. Do you ever 
wonder why we are always 
tightening our collective 
belts more and more each 
passing year? 
The exact toll in lost 
jobs, lost taxes and lost 
economic activity over the 
past 1Oyears will never be 
The Mail Bag 
C 0~, ,11~91~ typ TO p lace  your  Community Classified 
call this newspaper or 
toll free 1-866-669-9222  ]11 Classltle  d.oS classifleds@bccommunitynews.com www, comrnu nityclassifleds.ca 
REACH 2.3 MILL ION BC & YUKON READE 11 MILL ION READERS NAT ION-WIDE FOR $1 .411 
I 
known, however one thing 
is certain - these losses 
have not been caused by 
building roads and infra- 
structure. In fact just the Training and supporf Included, 
If committed 0ha enthuslasllc opposite. 
It's time we saw these. 
groups for what they really 
are. As well-intentioned as 
they may seem on the out- 
side, they are really eco- 
nomic terrorists quietly' 
waging war on our econ- 
omy. 
Lorne Sexton, 
Terrace, B.C. 
AUTO FINANCING CAREER TRAINING EMPLOYMENT FOR SALE MISC. 
SECOND CHANCE FINANCE. PHARMACY TECHNICIAN OPPORTUNITIES NEED A COMPUTER..Don't 
We Bay Yes to Poor Credit and PROG RAM. Thompson have cash? The Original IBM 
Bankrupts. Seleef from Over Career Col lege,  Kamloope, PC, lust $1 a day..,no money 
450 Cars - Trucks - 4x4's • 8C. Accredited - Students down The Buok A Day 
Vans. Call Marty or fan 604- graduals Job readyl March and Company• Cel l :  1-800-666- 
464-394t, September starts. Call Ioll free 3547= www, buekaday,com 
1-877-840*0888. Register LIVESTOCK 
online: www.Ic¢.kamloops,not. 
BUSINESS. OPPORTUNITIES 
TAKE CONTROL of your 
income and your future with s 
Welkins home-based business. 
describes you, call 1-800.375- 
1114 
EXTRA INCOME Excit ing 
tr lpel Rocognlf lon I Join 
Balance Fashions. Canada's 
most successful home-based 
c lothing company featuring 
Career and Upecale Casual 
wear sizes XS lo 3X Full-time, 
Parr-t ime or Fun-t ime. 
No mln lmumal  Tol l*free 
1 -877-5S5-$64S.  
www.balerlce fashions.corn 
JOIN OUR TEAM TODAY.  
Looking for energetic.  
motivated Individuals to roll oul 
D{rect Sales Home Decorating 
Company new to Canada, 
Quality 45 year-old company, 
exce l lent  va lues,  un l imi ted 
career and f lnanolal  
oppor tun i ty .  Email  
svmyhre@shaw.ca for Info. 
The 60s 
are over  .oooo  IDEAS wanted Free 
information package, Develop 
Dear Sir: & professionally aresent your 
new product idea to 
This is about your en- manufacturers  through 
lightened editorial asking Day=son an award winning 
f lrm. Patent aselstanoe 
for fresh blood on our city available: 1-800-544-3327 (24 
council (editorial,  Sept. hrs) 
GREAT CANADIAN DOLLAR 18, 2002) .  Store franchise opportunities. 
In my opinion our pre- W.h more than 100 aforea 
across Canada, wo otter one of 
sent  councillors proved the most thr i l l ing  and 
affordable franchisee to own. 
themselves very able to To learn more, 
run out city's affairs, v~at, our websHa: 
www.dollorafores.com or call 
I want them all back, toll freel-877-38a-0123. 
except David Hull, who LARGE ESTABLISHED 
t rucking company n West 
sides with out-of-town pro- Centre Alberta.  Year ly 
contreots, Serious inquiries 
vocative country dwellers, can request fnformaflon via fax: 
What about some new 790-778-6459. Attention: 
Whitecourt  Star lTruok lng 
progressive blood running Company 
our local paper? A 10K INVESTMENT Dan 
immediate ly  generate $40K 
I am tired of left over yearly, building to $85K yearly 
within just 12 monfhs working 
hippies in love with a ,art-,m. GU . . . .  teed or 
handful of  eccentric old money refunded, 604-519° 
4600 (24 hr Informational  
women that are banging me.age). 
pots and pans in our nice, CAREERTRAINING 
BE AN INTERIOR 
quiet streets at night. DECORATOR with our unique 
Biased paper folks we home-study course .  Call for 
your Free brochure. 1-6oo. 
can do with out  The six- 287-1829. Sheffield School of 
Interior Design. 1468-38 
ties are  over, McArthur Ave, Ottawa ON KIL 
Bill Homburg, 6R2 
Terrace, B.~.  
HEALTH AUTHORITY 5 n 
South/Centra l  Alberta la 
accepting resumes from RN's 
and LPN's. If you want fo raise 
your family In a small friendly 
community bur alill not be far 
from fhe emanlfles of Calgary, 
fhen HA5 la fhe place for youl GIDDYUP AND GOI Equine 
ALL CREATURES great and Submlf Inquiries or resumes to: S ludlea? Horeemanshl d 
amallf Study Animal Health H R @ h a 5 a d . o a . Major. Falrvlew Col lege,  
Techno logy at Fairvlew Vls l l  our webei le:  Alberta. Improve your skills 
College. Full working farm. Hl-rP:l/www.heS.ab.ca. and your he,eel  
Work pracflcum af veletlnary Western rogue. Employmonl 
practices. Res idences 3RD/4TH YEAR APPRENTICE preparation or hobby, 
Fa l ,v lew Col lege, Alberta, or journeyman sheet metal Small classes, On-campus 
1 - 8 8 6 - 9 9 9 - 7 8 9 2 ; mechanic. Residential and riding arena. 1-888.g99-7882; 
www. falrviewcollege.com, furnace replecemanls,  www.falrviewcolleg .co m, 
EDUCATION experience p referred. Some 
moving expenses available, I~AY TBLEPHONESERV. 
Send resume: Fax 780.826- 
2202. Call Dave 780-012- 
6387. 
A NEW CAREER? Train to bo 
an Apartment/ Condominium 
Manager.  Many Jobel Job 
p lacement  assistance. Al l-  
Areas. Government Reglsle,ed 
Program. Information/brochure 
(604) 681-5458. 1-900-665- 
8339~ www.rmll.ea. 
TAKE YOUR CAREER to new 
helghtsl Train fo become one 
of I;16 S0,000 PlUg new tourism 
workers needed by 20051 
Canadian Tourism Col lege 
1-80g-669-9301, 604-735-8000 
or www. fou rlameoileg e.com 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
SUPPORT SERVICES 
MANAGER. Oversee dietary, 
housekeeping, laundry of three 
facil ities on BC'a Sunshine 
Coast totalling 181 combined 
Acule and LTC beds  
Emall resume to: 
careers@ aramark.ea. 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS 
Finning, one of fhe world's 
largest Caterpillar dealers, has 
e number  of employment  
opportunities for experlenood 
Journeyparaon heavy duty 
mechanics at the fo l lowing 
locations: BC - Campbel l  
River. Pdnce George, Terrace, 
Lower Mainland Fort 
Nelson, Fort St. John, 
Sperwood;  Alberta - Fort 
McMurray/Mildred Lake/Alblan, 
Grands Prairie, Peace Rive,, 
Edmonton,  Hay River, 
Northwest Territories (Ekatl). 
Interprovlnclal certification, gas 
compression and/or power 
9enaretlon experience, end 
Caterpillar experience would 
be considered aaaers Please 
stale IDeation preference 
on appl icat ion.  Please 
send resumes to: 
Human Resources Finning 
(Canada), 16830 - 107 Ave.. 
Edmonton AM, T5P 4C3, 
Fax 780-930-4810. Emal l :  
Iobllne @ finning.ca. 
• 3RD/4TH YEAR APPRENTICE 
or Jou,neymen p lumbers. 
Residential and commercial, 
expe.rlenoe preferred. Some 
moving expenses available. 
Send resume: Fax 780-926- 
2202. Cal l  Dave 780-812- 
6387. 
PROGRESSIVE SAWMILL 
COMPLEX In No,them AlPerta 
requires trades • people 
inoludlng mi l lwr ights  anP 
apprenllCeS. Also required are 
headrlg sawyers, producfton 
personnel,  and general  
labourere, Apply by fax 
780-523-5422 or emall :  
johnwb @ felusplenst.nel. 
LICENSED AUTOMOTIVE 
TECHNICIAN required in o 
frlenC [y, fami ly  based 
community ,  TOp wages. 
Moving expenses paid. BenefH 
psokege, Experience an 
asset. Fax resume 780-835- 
3318, Falrv!ew. Alber fa__  
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN 
required at Campbell Chrysler 
in Feirvlew. Alberta. We are a 
fast growing Five Star 
dealership and require 
someone dependable  and 
enthuslosHc. We oi ler  
excel lent wages,  work ing 
condit ions, and a ~enoflt 
package, Please fax resume: 
Attenfion: Colin/Robin fo 780- 
835-3551 or small :  
autos @campbellchrysler.ca. 
PUT YOUR CAREER in 
overddvel General Mechanic. 
One year car tlf loate. 
Heavy equ ipment  or 
eufomoflve service technician. 
Inlroduelory program; entry- 
level employment preparation; 
apprenllceahlp opportunities. 
1 -SEB-gSg-7SE2;  
www. fairvleweolloge.com. 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
DEBT STRESS? We can help. 
mydebtso luf ion.oom. Debt 
solutions. Online. Anyflme. 
1.977-58B-3500, Advice by 
phone and online. Professional 
and personal service since 
1987. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4905.00 ALL NEW 
Super Lumbermate 2000, 
larger capacit ies,  more 
options. Norwood I rlduetrlas, 
manufacturer  of sawmil ls .  
edgers and akldders. Free 
Information, 1-800-569-6809. 
ext. 400.OT. 
EXPERT PSYCHICS...Try Ua 
FIrstl Your Future Revealed by 
Your Personal Psychic, 
Sincere & Genuine Readings, 
Call 24 hours. 1-900.561-2100 
$2,95/mln. 18+ 
PERSONALS 
DIVORCE SURVIVAL 
STRATEGIES . . .Be Iore  
spending large sums on legal 
fees, cal l  The Family Law 
Centre to undo,s tand your 
rights & obl igat ions.  Our 
lawyers will present you with.  
your Options & offer smart & 
proven s lra legiee to help 
reduce your legal fees, 
safeguard your assets & 
defend your child euefody & 
access r lghls.  Don't bo a 
vfstlml "Separate Smart"..Toll- 
Free 1-866-879-3529. 
BUSY. SINGLE, 
SUCCESSFUL, Meet 
Saskatchewan Singles. Phofos 
&Profiles, all ages, 100'a on 
file. Free file search select 604- 
522-5111. Guarantee match. 
www.seleclivolnlroducliona.com 
REAL ESTATE 
THOMPSON RIVER 
ESTATES. 50 LARGE 
ACREAGES, only 4 hra from 
Vancouver, residential  
subdivision on the banks of the 
Thompson RIver, between 
Ks.mloops S Cache Creek. 
super cl imate, awesome 
views, fantastic f ishing & 
golf ing.  Sizes vary 2-136 
acres from $35,500. 
www.ThompsonBIver Esla m s.com 
604-606°7900 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
OVER 200 NEW and used 
mote,homes,  5th wheels ,  
trailers, van-conversions, track 
campers, Total RV Cenfre RV 
Listing Service. Free pick-up 
Western Canada. Voyager RV, 
Hwy 97. Winfield, B.C. 
1 -S00-669-1  447 .  
www.voyagerRV.cor~ 
CLASSIFIED ADS WORK - 
you're reading them nowl  
Place a 25-word classified In 
99 B.C. & Yukon newspapers 
for only $309. Call this 
newspaper for detai ls ,  or 
phone 1-98E-669-9222 oxf, 3. 
www.commu nit yclaaslfleds.oa 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
POWERBOATS In summer, 
snowmobiles In wlnterl Enjoy 
life as a recreational sports 
mechanio. One.year certificate 
programs starts January. 2003, 
Call  now - l imited seats. 
Fa l rv lew Col lege.  Falrv lew. 
Alberfa.  1-E88-989-7892; 
wwwdalrwewcollege.com, 
ROW, ROW, ROW your  
boat or motorlze Itl Marine 
Service Technlo len.  S tudy  
repa i r /maintenance of 
Inboards, oufboards, personal 
wafercraff, St. Albert Campus, 
Alberta• High demand.  
1 -888-999-7982;  
www.falt~/laweollese~oom. 
TRAVEL 
T IMESHARE . RESALES,  
Wor ldwide Seleoflon, Era 
Slroman Since 1979. Call nowl 
Buyers call 1-800-613-7997, 
Sellers call 1-800-201-0864, 
www.timesha r ils k,oom. 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O.A,C." Guaranteed 
credit approvals. Trucks, 4x4'a. 
crew cabs.  diesels,  sport  
utilities, cars & vans. Rape'a. 
broken leases, heavy duty  
equ ipment .  Take over  
payments, Free dellve,y. Call 
Lawrence Slccla. 8O's largest 
f inance broker. 1-800-893- 
3673. Vancouver  604-327-  
6377. 
TRUCKS? EVERYONE'S  
APPROVED,  No k iddln9f  
Working approved. Divorced 
approved.  Bankrupted  
approved.  S low baymenta 
approved, NO down payment 
approved.  Repossession 
approved. No credit approved, 
Debt service problem 
approved,  Self-era Ployed 
approved. New & used Chev 
Dodge. Ford products.  7.8 
financing, Drive today. 1800 
vehicles, one bank, Call 1-800- 
650-4829, Gerard or Rfta or 
www.credlf-klng.com 24 hrs. 
WOOD HEATING 
ADD ON A wood furnace to 
your existing o11. gas or eleoldo 
furnace.  Save dol lars this 
winter .  For nearest 
dealer, 250-493-7444. Emall  
vcsales @ vl l~,ne t or 
www.valfeycomfortcom 
BLAZE KING wood sieves. 
Ef f lo lencles to 82.5%. 
Thermostat ical ly  control led, 
long burn t{mea up fo 40 hours. 
For nearost dealer. 260-493- 
7444. Emall vcaales@vlp.net • 
Or www.blazeklng.oom 
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LEASE FOR 
 299 
PER MO, 
/48 MONTH LEASE 
$4,900 DOWN 
PA YMEN r 
FINANCING FROM 
0,9 
OR PUR#HA$E FOR $30,580 
Sienna rs impressive record for road 
safety has been maintained with dozens 
of state.of.the-art safety features. Plus 
a roonly interior, dual sliding doors 
& available video entertainmentsYstem. 
Load up tits whole crew/ ~- 
Access TOYOTA 
1.888*TOYOTA-8  • access . toyota .ca  
A nicer way to buy a car. 
Firefighters, police officer pay 
their resl)ects in New York City 
THREE TERRACE fire- States and Canada, said 'lifetime opportunity," Fred 
fighters and a local RCMP Dave Jephson. Euverman said before 
officer were in New York The northwest firefigh- leaving for New York. 
last weekend taking part in ers are all members of the "The brotherhood of fire- 
a massive memorial ser- 
vice for that city's fallen 
fireflghters. 
Firefighters Dave Jeph- 
son, Fred Euverman, Law- 
fence Stella and RCMP 
Constable Bill Cassault 
were among thousands of 
firefighters from around the 
globe who took part in the 
service. 
The memorial service is 
an annual fall event but 
was cancelled in 2001 be- 
cause of the aftermath of 
the Sept. 11 attack on the 
World Trade Center to- 
wers. 
The group went to show 
their allegiance with New 
Yorkers in the memorial 
service which featured 
tens of thousands of people 
lining the streets. 
This year's memorial 
recognizes firefighters who 
died in the line of duty in 
2000, 2001 and to date this 
year. 
The memorial is orga- 
nized in part by the Inter- 
national Association of 
Fire Fighters (I.A.F.F.) 
which has 240,000 mem- 
bers in both the United 
Ki f imot .  C i ty  CenWe Mal l  • 632-3313 
Terrace - 5keena Mall "635"511 I 
Prince Rupert -  527-3  '~ Ave  - 624 .5231 i 
~' , ,m~t . ,w j  /-,~-73:~-,~.2// " 
IAFF which is what 
prompted the locals to go, 
he said. 
"There's quite a few of 
us here that feel very 
strongly about going," 
Jephson said. 
The three Terrace fire 
fighters were each to carry 
an American flag repre- 
senting a fallen New York 
firefighter in the proces- 
sion down New York 
streets to Madison Square 
Gardens, where the mem- 
orial took place Oct. 12. 
"I think it's a once in a 
f ighters -  I think that's 
what it is." 
Jephson said his collea- 
gues in New York were 
overwhelmed by the out- 
pouring of support offered 
to them in the wake of last 
year's terrorist attacks. 
He says showing conti- 
nued support is important 
• because whether American 
or Canadian they are all 
members of the 1AFF. 
The four Terrace men 
joined more than 130 other 
B.C. firefighters who flew 
east last week. 
Dave Jephson 
That includes two fire- 
fighters from Kitimat as 
well. 
-:.:: .i • 
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Racism manual 
sought by group 
A LOCAL group says it s in line to get a $20,000 
grant from the provincial government to develop a 
racism response manual for Terrace. 
Skeena Multiculturalism Diversity Project orga- 
nizer Sasa Loggin says Terrace has been picked as 
one of four communities to prepare such a manual 
as a pilot project, 
It would provide a set of procedures to be fol- 
lowed by the city and other local organizations in
the event of a racist incident here. 
Loggin saidhaving a plan in place to deal with 
racism is like preparing for a flood - there's less 
chaos and a more organized response when the in- 
cident happens. 
A member of city council will work with the 
group, and the city will administer the grant once 
it arrives. 
The money is coming from the anti-racism and 
multiculturalism program of the province's ministry 
of community, aboriginal and women's ervices. 
Your  emergency  
med ica l  
in fo rmat ion  
on c~l l  ~4/7  
i 
Kit lma! - City ¢enl~e Mol l  - 632 .3313 
Terrace - Skeeno Mall  - 635-5111 
Prince Rupert • 527-3  ~ Ave • 624.5231 
POWERFUL REASONS TO BUY A 
KAWASAK! PORTABLE GEHE 
............... :!i~/~! 4-STROKE ENGINES 
• Light and easy to maintain 
• Rubber mounted for smoolhness :~ 
LARGE FUEL TANKS 
• Up to i 1 hours of operation ! ~ 
INSTRUMENTATION 
• Fuel gauge, low-oil light and tool kit ~ 
CIRCUIT BREAKERS ~4 
• Prevents damage caused by overload ,~ ..~ 
AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
= Instantly stabilizes voltage fluctuations 
:i 
OIL ALARM SYSTEM i~ 
w Stops lhe engine and lights a built-in 
indicator if t~e oil level is too low i~ 
Versatile and 
ath let ic  with f lu id  
new lines t 
""103 ra v4 
LEASE FOR 
'29°9 
":';iii?ii:" 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
*25,647 
Advanced 
suspension 
for a 
smoother ride 
h/ 
LEASE FOR 
q19 
PER MO, 
/48 MONTH LEASE 
$5,030 DOWN 
PAYMENT 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
*37,698 
a/r conomonmg, ~m/rnq uu, o spe 
overhead console, keyless entry, _e r, 
immobilizer, roof rack. 
Now available 
" with 245hp 
tun 
PER MO. 
148 MONTH LEASE 
~ .' i '~' $5,180 DOWN 
PAYMENT 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
*38,772 
2003 Tundra 
4.7 L, i ForceV8,~DoHc/32 ~va/ve;ii 
part-time One touci7 4WO wiih ~ADD; 
limited Slip differentiail 4 wheei ABi 
aluminum alloy wheels, air condition 
power mirrors, power door locks;foB 
lamps, wheel ocks, • front captain se. 
. . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  Hur ry  in  fo r  record .break ing  va lue  on  a l l  new 2003 mode ls .  ~-- " - -  i"- / - . 
IT PAYS TO READ THE FIRE PRINT: Lease and finance offers far qualified la'tail cuateniers only an new 2003 niadels sold and delivered before October 31, 2002, Lille payments ef $209 
far the 2003 Sienna SE ZFI9CS(B) hind In 46.msnth walkaway lease witlr $4.950 down. Total halo obligations ale $19,302, Lease payments If S200 fay the 2003 Ray 4 HH20VM(A) 
" based an 48.month walkaway loses with $3,550 dawn, Total lease obligations are $17.902, tease payments d $419 fir the 2003 HighlendM 4WD V6 HF21AP(A) based sn 49.ninnth 
walklway lease witit S5,OSO down, Total base ebflgetianl all $25,142. Lease piyiaentl ef $459 fef tits 2003 Tundra 9T44tSC basld en 48,month walkaway laata with $5,180 dzwn. 
• ~ Total lease ebligstiena aye $21.212, Lille payments bSlld an a maximum sf 96,000 kin. Additilnll chllOel all lOt/bin. License insuflncl and a[lplicable taxis all extra. Pulcltsl~ Oilel 
includes a mlximum far ffsilitt and [lle.dslivsly ins[factiOn sf $1.260 b' 2003 Ray4 end $1,360 fir 2003. Sienna SE, 2003 Hilhlandla 4W0 V9 and 2003 Tundra, Other [layisent plans 
. . . .  ' " avaihblL Dialer may floss sir fel Ills, Semi cenditisnl apply, and elfsfs may citan|e without notice. Sis Isul padlcipstinl Tsyetl BC Oellsll far nim details. 
ACCeSS( TOYC 
1-688-TOYOTA-8  • aeoess . toy(  
A nicer way to buy a ca 
2003 Ray4 
Go to www,toyota .ca  f . . . . . . . . . . .  
M 
rrace,. B 
L" " 
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Royal LePage Terrace 
• . ~.~l,..! l i l~:: l ; l i l l~li i  
A DEAL at $1.69 million, which is less than what it cost to build. A for sale sign 
at the old Terrace Regional Correction Centre highlights the provincial govern- 
ment's goal of selling the building. It was closed in the spring due to cutbacks. 
Jail wasn't needed 
says provincial gov't 
FEWER LOW-RISK inmates are ending 
up in B.C.'s prison system, the province's 
solicitor general says in a letter respond- 
ing to critics of the decision to close Ter- 
race's regional correctional centre. 
The facility, classified as an open cus- 
todial facility for low risk offenders, was 
closed earlier this year as part of wide- 
ranging government service cuts. 
In a letter to the Kitimat Stikine regio- 
nal district, Rich Coleman says open 
custody jails like the one in Terrace 
weren't being fully utilized. 
Coleman says that's partly because 
• judges are giving some offenders condi- 
tional sentences rather than jail terms. 
Inmates who are serving prison terms 
require a higher level of security than was 
in effect at Terrace's correctional centre. 
"Many offenders who would have been 
incarcerated for their offences in the past 
are now released into the community 
under conditional sentences," said Cole- 
man. He also said not all of the inmates 
who were housed here were residents of 
communities in this region. 
That's a response to one of the con- 
cerns raised by Terrace mayor Jack Tal- 
stra and the other regional district direc- 
tors, who condemned the province's deci- 
sion to close the jail here. 
Talstra worried it will be difficult for 
northwest families to visit loved ones in 
Prince George's jail, where low-risk of- 
fenders are housed alongside hardened 
criminals. 
Coleman, meanwhile, said the safety 
of the surrounding community must be 
taken into account, too. 
"I agree that an important considera- 
tion in managing re-offending behaviour 
is the support of an offender's family and 
friends, although that cannot be the sole 
means by which we classify offenders." 
The regional district board also op- 
posed the closure of the Terrace correc- 
tional centre because of the loss of jobs - 
and the pool of labour for local projects 
the centre provided. 
The regional district has responded by 
asking the minister to distribute correc- 
tional facilities more evenly across the 
province, rather than centralizing them in 
larger towns and cities. 
James W. Radelet ~'lll; 
RADELET & COMPANY eo~ri,,~, &soli:i~o~ 
Tax Low * Trusts • Corpomle & Commerdo[ 
1330. 107,5' West Georgk, SWeet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3(:9 
Phone: 604-68?-087'8 Fox: 604-687-1386 
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.............. 2002 HRZDR PROTEGE ..... 
" I f~~• l l l ' TY~ s: : ~ %"" (P"-/ 
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The Salvation Army is having a 
FOOD 
DRIVEr. 
October  14th to  21st 
Donations for the Salvation Army 
Food Bank can be dropped off at 
our truck in theSafeway Parking 
Lot on  Saturday, October  19th 
f rom 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
m 
THiS WEEK ONLY  
'\ ~ . . . . .  
insiani ebaie" 
\ ~ ..... "---. .... _ / - t  ~i ':~" towards your  Bell ExpressVu 
" ~ ,, :~t system purchase! 
~ ~:~,~ I 
i Watch your local T.V. Stat,on 
on ExpressVu (238) 
PLUS! Get Bell ExpressVu Satellite TV for only $59 * 
after programming credit! oo,  
After programming and 
Interactive features credit. 
Price shown does not include 
Instant rebate, 
• up to 500 commercial-free, unedited hit  movies 
month 
)tional choice - over 275 channels and 12 programming 
Lges to choose from 
Lsive to Bell ExpressVu, iTV allows you to play games, 
ce personal ized weather reports, and much more 
al-clear picture and CD-quality sound 
*el 99.98 rateit minus combined programming credits and Intotacflve TV credtls of $ f40 98, programming credits end InlerectJvo 'IV credit s e pplkz<l st $30.49 per month for the fits12 months; $25 fat the next 2 mon~hs end $18 per month for the folk:w~ng 2 morlthe. 
Credit| ore 8pp fled after eit eppllcable taxe|, Offer applCAzbkl Io ~ew sublcdbers oflly, activating a ~ Model 31 O0 receiver and wbo agree Io lubacflbe to any U fiimale 12, Uflirnale 15 or Ultra 12 P~ wflh Lud~V and I.Wear hac. DeectlvetJon fees and other 
(looditions apply. Datoits evaitebl8 in store ~ at v~,,v bell cNexpresevu. Pdcee, packages, prngremmlng and offer subject to change without nolk:e, Up 1o $30 applied 8galrtst purchase of Bell ExpraczVu satellite |yslern. Must be e current ceble IUblCf~bof, 
Purcha le and acthmtmn mull  be made by Ibe account holder, New ectivat!ons only. One $30 rebate per customer, 8ell Is a bade-mark of Bell Cefl~la used under Ooenee; ExprestVu Is e trede-mad~ of Bell ExoressVu Limited Pednerehip. 
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About 
Coast closes 
COAST TRACTOR's Ter- 
race outlet will shut down 
Nov. 29, the latest local 
casualty of a hard-hit log- 
ging industry. 
New Regina-based ow- 
ners Brandt Tractor have 
decided to serve customers. 
here from its Smithers 
branch, said local branch. 
manager Dan Anderson. 
He said the closure eli- 
minates four jobs. The 
Keith Ave. branch had 
downsized from a peak of 
more than 10 employees in 
years when the logging in- 
dustry was strong. 
Anderson said there's 
been little demand for the 
logging equipment Coast 
Tractor sold here, particu- 
larly in the last year. 
Skeena Cellulose shut 
down its logging in the TECHNICIAN Tom Beshr checks the de-icing boot 
summer of 2001. There's along the wing edges of Hawkair's original Dash-8. 
~°ng yib;ensil~cm~tedth::rk:; Hawkair's first 
some contractors. 
House sales 
firm up a.bit 
THE AVERAGE selling 
price for Terrace homes 
nudged up a bit in recent 
months. 
Northern real estate 
• stats for 2002 to the end of 
September showed an 
average selling price in 
Terrace of $123,902. 
That was up slightly 
from the average sale 
price of $122,468 for 2001. 
Acci~rding to the North- 
ern Real Estate Board, 123 
properties worth just over 
$14 million have sold in 
Terraceso far this year. 
gets once over 
ABOUT a dozen techni- 
cians are in the midst of a 
three-week complete sys- 
tems checkup on Haw- 
kair's original Dash-8. 
The work involves dis- 
assembling much of the 
plane, cleaning, checking 
and repairing components, 
and then reassembling 
everything. 
Hawkair started its pas- 
senger service with the 
turboprop lane just over  
two years ago and after 
carrying 40,000 passen- 
gers, it's time for the 
major maintenance work. 
of the plane is being taken 
apart, prodded, probed and 
reassembled- from the 
seats in the cabin to the 
de-icing devices in the 
leading edges of the wings 
and tail. 
Much of it involves pre- 
ventative maintenance - 
checking for corrosion and 
worn bearings. 
"It catches a problem 
before it gets serious," ex- 
plains Hawkair's Paul 
Hawkins. 
The specialists ay the 
plane is in very good con- 
dition, Hayward said. 
That's down a bit from 142 Several engineers and The work also involves 
sold b '  this time last -ear specialists have been a cabin renovation, a new 
,,~ oyu  ^_.~ ~ e~S brought in from around the ,Idobal position!ng.system 
7 ~1 ] ]  l l T l l l l i  "J ' ~.t I 1 ~ , ,  $. ." + • 
" ~ ] ~ " ~ ;  , :v :  :: ~;kalr,~:,co-owner Rod Hay- 'bullet-proof cockpl! door 
up for sale, lu per cent - ward said. ' required under post-Sept. 
Every imaginable part 11 air security rules. more than a yea r ago..._ : 
The 69 homes that have 
sold in Terrace so far this 
year have taken on aver- 
age 117 days to sell. 
More moving 
trucks here 
TOTEM Auto Repair is 
getting into the moving 
truck rental business. 
Owner Norm Holmes 
has teamed up with Prime 
Truck Rentals out of 
Prince George to begin 
renting a vartety of moving' 
trucks and vans at his: 
Keith Ave. location. 
Holmes says the first 
trucks arrived Oct. 1 and 
he's been surprised by the 
demand for vehicles for 
local moves. 
He said the new venture ' 
will help him buffer the; 
fluctuations of the auto re- 
pair business: 
j ~'~ DOITUP 
~ooA; b c~weC~aee8 
KIItmllll • CI CImile Moll • 632-3313 
Terrace • ~t~t eeml  Mo l l  * 63S*$  I I I 
Prince Rupet ' t  - 527.3  ~ Av~ - 624-523 I 
" 7 , 'i,~ 
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No Safeway reno yet 
SAFEWAY OFFICIALS 
say a gas bar and an ex- 
pansion and renovation of 
its Lakelse Ave. store are 
still in the works although 
no start dates have been 
announced. 
"It's going through the 
development process. It 
hasn't been shelved," said 
Safeway representative 
Sabrina Delmonte. 
The company an- 
nounced earlier this year it 
wanted to build a gas bar 
as part of a general pro- 
gram throughout Western 
Canada to add the service 
to its store locations. 
A plan to expand and 
renovate its existing store 
was also announced at the 
same time. 
Terrace city planned 
David Trawin said Safe- 
way does have a develop- 
ment permit and has been 
issued a building permit 
for the gas bar project. 
But he has yet to see 
any plans for the expan- 
sion and renovation. 
E i l / i  
When it comes to 
. : .~ : .  : . . ; ;  . ,_71 ; 
invest ing,  d irect ion is everyth ing.  
A lot can happen on the road to financial security. 
Through it all, one thing is clear. It's important to 
remain focused on a long-term investment s rategy. 
TD Waterhouse* can help.We offer Investment Advice, 
Financial Planning, and Discount Brokerage, so our 
clients can get access to the investment service that 
suits their needs.* Whether you're looking to discuss 
and create anew plan or implement one of your own, 
we have the tools, the investment products and the 
experienced professionals tomeet your unique goals. 
The fact is, you know where you want to go. Together, 
we'll work oul the best way to get there. 
To discuss your investment eeds call 1-877-301-9219 
or visit www.tdwaterhouse.ca/guidance 
B Waterhouse 
*Trade-mark of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.TD Waterhouse Canada Inc. is a licensed user. *TD Waterhouse Discount Brokerage, TD Waterhouse 
Financial Planning and TD Walerhouse Investment Advice are divisions of TD Waterhousa Canada lnc, ("TD Waterhouse"), a subsidiary of 
The Toronto-Dominion Bank. TO Waterhouse- Member CIPE 
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Dialysis plan 
on track here 
WORK IS continuing on plans for a renal dialysis ser- 
vice to be located in the former administration wing of 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
An architect is preparing drawings and specifications 
which will then be used as the basis for bids when the 
construction portion of the $1,4 million contract goes out 
to tender, says Michael McMillan of the Northern 
Health Authority which runs the hospital. 
"There's a meeting coming up shortly to go over 
drawings," said McMillan of the project to install six 
dialysis stations. 
The tentative opening date is next spring• 
Those working in the administration wing have either 
been moved elsewhere in the hospital, • to the Sleeping 
Beauty Lodge building on the hospital grounds or to 
other offices in the former health unit complex on 
Kalum. 
McMillan said the cost of those moves was minimal. 
The dialysis unit was to go in an undeveloped portion 
of the second floor of Mills but the location was changed 
to the administration wing which is close to the main 
hospital entrance. 
It makes the unit more accessible to people needing 
dialysis, said McMillan. 
While plans are being finalized, workers have already 
started demolishing portions of the old administration 
wing in preparation for construction. 
Taking out ceiling tiles, for instance, means contrac- 
tors bidding on the contract will be able to see more of 
what is involved, said McMillan. 
"When contractors don't know what they might be 
getting into, they add a premium [in their bids] to cover 
risk and that can get expensive. This way it's cheaper," 
said McMillan. 
RIPPED OUT ceiling tiles in the former administra- 
tion wing at Mills Memorial Hospital mark the start 
of renovations for a regional kidney dialysis service 
to be open next spring. That's hospital mainte- 
nance supervisor Bruce Nicholls. He's not anticipa- 
ting any major problems when work startsl 
ROMP detachment loses 
one of two dog handlers 
TERRACE is down to just one police service dog after 
one of the local RCMP detachment's wo handlers trans- 
ferred. 
Cnst. Mike L'Italien and his dog transferred to Ottawa 
in July. 
With his departure, local detachment commander In- 
spector Marlin Degrand says he decided not to fill L'Ita- 
lien's spot with a new handler and police service dog. 
"It was more effective for us to use the resource as a 
general duty member as opposed to the police dog ser- 
vice position," lnsp. Degrand said. 
The second police dog and handler position was cre- 
ated in 1999 after then-detachment commander Inspector 
Doug Wheler pushed to have the position brought here. 
The idea was to have one handler and dog devoted to 
local work and the second available for regional duties'. 
Terrace city council was skeptical at first, wondering 
how the new position could be justified economically. 
Instead of creating a new position for the handler, 
Wheeler used an empty general duty position and justi- 
fied the $41,000;'gtartup C0sts'for the ~bgitf6h by using 
designated municipal money that wasn't being spent on 
staff at the time. 
Inspector Degrand said 
deciding what to do in the 
wake of L'Italien's transfer 
was difficult. 
"It wasn't made without a 
lot of consultation and sta- 
tistical analysis," he said. 
Degrand made a presenta- 
tion to city councillors about !ii 
the decision to axe the second 
dog handler position. 
"The reality was that we 
weren't really utilizing the 
second dog," said city admin- 
istrator Ron Poole. "It's like 
having two full time employ- Marlin 
ees when you probably only Degrand 
need one and a quarter." 
Poole added city council supports Insp. Degrand's de- 
cision saying he's happy to see the position being used 
to get another officer but0n the stre'&. . . . . . . .  ' " 
One police dog service handler, Cpi. Lothar Bretfeld, 
remains at the detachment• 
C ma eHouse TM 
,' where all 0fyour printing and.c0pying e 
1 needs are completed w~th 
last service at reasonable prices. 
: WE,SPECIALIZE 
Business Cards-Office Stationary 
Advertising Layout & Design Brochures 
Flyers- Posters- Newsletters- Menus 
- Absolutely Anything on Paper- 
Give us a call today at 635-1872 
or Fax us at 635-1868 
• ~'- , , .  ~': '~- ;h . f,.. ' ...:i.':"~ 
• :,~ ~ .................  ............. 
~ GLA, SSES and CONTACTS 
,Gucci 
.Ralph Lauren 
• Harry Potter 
,Flexon 
,Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP" 
BUY ONE PAIR 
GETA SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . .  ,~  , - , , , ; , -b  ¢ , : , rv ; , . -~  
6th AnniveroScaoPY Celebration 
explore 
Bob and Wendy's ~ ~  
~"5, World - Oct. 19th 
!('~0 Brick throwing ~~~' , i~  
! 0 Storytime 0 Free Cookie D e c ~ ~  
(3 Find Bob and Wendy's tools IPinrh.T,,O,I 
SIGN UP NOT NECESSARY,  BUT RECOMMENDED 
~OOK 202 City Centre T (~?~ # 0 
Kitimat • 632-7323 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
WEIGHT LOSS YOU i 
CAN LIVE WITH. 
(VERY HAPPILY.) 
stick with the plan and lose weight. ~ ::,,:~ 
JOIN NOW FOR 1/2 PR CE AND 
SAVE $22 CALL 1 -800-682-8011 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 
4907 Lazelle • Tuesday 5:30 pm& 7:00 pm 
real food, real life. real results. 
:~:~, ...... ~i~ili!!i~':~:~,::,j !!' '" , ,,~i~i~ i !!! i~i!~i~ii~!!~i~,,:~,,~ :, ' '' '~!I i !  ,:,::• :" ii iilYiiiiii~! ........... ,:,,,~•  
WE' RE MOVINI 
: /  • 
There are two ways to create cardboard. 
. . r•  . ••"  - -  , • 
www,  encorp .ca  
cer, 
;ep 
It, 
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Join the Fight 
Against Breast 
Cancer! 
g!;:;:, : , . 
ea ,  • 
SAFEWAY CLUB PRICE 
: Cancer Research and 
Education. 
For more information, 
please visit www, cbcf, org 
Canadian 
reas t  Cancer  
Foundation" 
• Bone.less 
Sirloin Steak 
Valu Pack. 
Or Sold Whole in a bag 
only for $3.49/1b - $7.69/kg. 
Cut free of charge. 
See in-store for details. 
Boneless Cross o~ Boneless Eye of 
Rib Roast ~ Round Roast 
Mah Pack, LIMffONE ~ ~  LIMffONE FREEat equal or 
~ ¢ ~  FREE. *Of equal 0r lesser value ~ ~ " ~  le~ervaheofihesamecut, 
~ ~ ~  *At regular p ice, 
. . . . . .  .. .....  Best Buy 
: ~ :  :?;':; Cheese 
Lucerne Multipack 
~ 1 2  x 125 g, 
I 
Purex Bathroom 
Tissue 
12 Regular Rolls. 
Or Ultra Single 
Rolls. 
.................. ,,, Robin Hood 
Flour 
~0 . . . . . . . . .  Unbleached, Whole Uidll(<:)':i Wheat or All Purpose. 
i "/ 
% 1 10k,.., ~ 
..... ............... 2 Pce. Stainless 
• ; * ~ Steel Trash Can Set 
i .  
' Includes 5Land 20L 
• ' ,, !" Step Can, 
• i ' :¢ ' .  : '~ '~ A A 
;~ ;£ K'. 
• Pepsi Lucerne ~ Spartan L,,;S~> Pink 
Products Ice Cream ~ Apples ~; : .~ .~. .  Grapef ru i t  
P l~ ' '~  ~ Product of Canada Extra ~ • Product of Florida Assorted varieties. 12x 355 mL. I . .:, A Assorted varieties. 4 . st . i ~ ~  " . 
Phsdepositand/0renvirolevy ] i,' ~ Litre. FIRSTTWO- ] ,.,~="r..,ma. / Fancy Grade. SIb. Bag. G r e a t m l ~ ~ ,  "NewCroff'.APerfect 
where app cab e ] ~ ~ Combined varieties L .~ I~IR  4 i DipPed in HotCarameH ~ ~ '  Treat for I~reakfast. 
!: "i!~ !ili9 
f 
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News In Brief 
Lunch with the Queen 
THERE WAS a northwestern presence Thanksgiv- 
ing Monday at a luncheon in Ottawa honouring 
Queen Elizabeth II. On the guest list was Nisga'a 
Lisims government president Joseph Gosnell and 
his wife, Adele. 
The luncheon took place at Rideau Hall, the of- 
ficial residence of Governor-General Adrienne 
Clarkson, and was hosted by the Governor-General. 
Skeena Liberal MLA Roger Harris also had a 
ch.'mce to meet the Queen, this time between the 
first and second periods of  the Oct. 6 Vancouver 
Canucks hockey game Sheeerem0nially got under- 
way by dropping a puck. 
When the Queen found out that Harris is from 
northern B.C., she asked how things were going at 
the University of Northern British Columbia. 
The Queen opened the university in 1994 and 
she told Harris that in the course of undertaking 
many such official opening functions, she's always 
been curious as to what has happened since. 
Nisga'a hold vote 
NISGA'A ARE voting next month to replace Rod 
Robinson who retired this summer from his position 
as chairperson for the council of elders with the 
Nisga'a Lisims government. 
Robinson was elected in 2000 to a four-year term 
following a long career as an administrator and 
land claims negotiator with the Nisga'a Tribal 
Council. 
Balloting takes place Nov. 27, involving voters 
from the four Nisga'a villages in the Nass Valley, 
the Vancouver, Prince Rupert and Terrace urban 
Nisga'a locals and from across Canada, said 
Nisga'a Lisims chief electoral officer Rhonda 
Bright. 
There's also advance polling and for those 
Nisga'a who don't live in the Nass or in the three 
urban areas, mail-in ballots are provided, she said. 
"There are two candidates but they have yet to 
be officially approved," said Bright of Jacob Nyce 
of Gitwinksihlkw and James Stewart who lives in 
Prince Rupert. 
Search cal led off 
THEFTS AND vandalism on Copper Mountain com- 
munications towers anger one of its users. 
Thefts deplored 
TERRACE RCMP called off the search Oct. 6 for 
Terrace hunter Ed Schulmeister, 51. He went mis- 
sing after the boat he was in on the Beaver River 
Oct. 2 quickly sank after taking on water. 
Also in the 21-foot aluminum boat were Schul- 
meister's brother and a friend and they made it 
safely to shore. All three were familiar with the 
area near Rosswood. 
Searchers systematically combed the Beaver 
River waters, banks and surrounding forest for the 
man, but to no avail. 
Terrace RCMP Constable Natasha Stultz said 
the search was called off late on Oct. 6 after con- 
sulting with the man's family. 
~' users group member Kelly Kline. 
II MacKay's Funeral Senr~ce Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert ]1 
II Monuments Concerned personal I] 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest II 
m s~nce 1946 Terrace Crematoriu ' II 
AN EMPLOYEE of a company that has communications 
equipment atop Copper Mountain says a gate to the pop- 
ular viewing spot may need to be put in. 
Ran Niesner, a communications technician for Tower 
Radio, says he's tired of vandalism and theft taking 
place on the mountain top which services as a vital 
communications connection for a variety of agencies 
and businesses. 
"If it isn't nailed down or screwed down they'll take 
it," said Niesner. His company was hit two months ago 
when forms into which cement would be poured to form 
the base for a new tower were stolen. 
"There was three-quarter inch plywood, everything. It
was all gone," said Niesner. The theft also meant sev- 
eral days work by Niesner was wasted. 
"It's a great place to come to for a view, but the rest 
has to stop," he said. "It's kind of disheartening." 
Niesner is also disturbed at reports of people climbing 
the various communications towers. 
If there is any action toward putting up a gate, it 
would start with a newly-formed Copper Mountain users 
group. It is made up of companies and agencies who de- 
pend on the mountain to house repeaters and other com- 
munications equipment. 
Recent heavy rains damaged the road up, and fixing 
it up spurred the formation of the users group. 
It has discussed the idea of agate,, but anything along 
that line will have to waiting until th~ road is fixed, says 
, ~,~  The Skeena Valley Rotary ~ Da[IB_. ~ ,  ~[ i~ 
~ ~:~ Club challenges one and all to 
"~- ',~'-~.': design and build a catapult Time: 1:0011 
""~ for competition purposes. 
Bring all your old 
pumpkins for 
ammunition in this 
years Pumpkin Fling - 
Prizes for winning 
pumpkins will be 
awarded. 
The Pumpkin Fling will take place at the Rod & Gun 
Club Iocaed at the end of Rifle Range Road. ~ i  
Contact: 
Terry Morris 635-6983 
or Ken Earl 635-5163 
NOTICE OF ELECTION 
ATTENTION ALL ISKUT FIRST NATION 
BAND MEMBERS LIVING ON & OFF RESERVE 
ELECT IONS FOR F IVE(5)  
NEW COUNCILLORS 
FOR THE ISKUT BAND COUNCIL  
ELECTION OF FIVE NEW COUNCILLORS WILL TAKE PLACE ON 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2002 
AT THE ISKUT BAND OFFICE LOCATED ON THE ISKUT RESERVE. 
POLLING STATION WILL BE OPEN 9:00 AM TO 8:00 PM FOR VOTING, 
YOUR NOMINATED CANDIDATES ARE: 
Marie Quock  
Odelia Denn is  
John  R Nole  
Ramona Quock  
To be eligible to vote you must: 
• Be a registered Iskut First Nation Member , - .... 
• Be at least 18 years old 
SEE YOU ALL THERE! 
CHERI FROCKLAGE 
ELECTORAL OFFICER - ISKUT FIRST NATION 
Feddie Louie 
Jack ie  CarUck 
Theresa Abou 
Henry  CarUck 
4626 Davis Street 
,- Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
IA  ~ a l ~  Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
~[/.~ k~t to~ 24 hour pager 
:::!:i!iiii~i~ 
I 
• Emergency Care & X-Ray 
• Auto & Work Injury 
• Sports Injury 
• Footmaxx Orthotics 
NO REFERRAL NECESSARY 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
4635 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-8165 
OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
._! 
Brian rLn  ~ ~ ,., Photographer, . , j  (..I , I/(.,O IS BACK.'!! 
Don't miss out!! Boo,your appointment today!! 
i~ your Ja~ritt props ard u . t~ 
" V~ aM nppr~.~r prtraits 
onato~rr~tor 
" Or~tr on[y, ~ psts ~u mt 
*~,~ $28. O0 in o~ eo~ 
1.8xI0 
2=SxT's 
8. wagtt size 
** Session Fee: $18.00 tier family per appointment 
** Pa~age is made from any one pose of the customer's choice 
q¢.¢ fx*  One special per family Extra s&ets are available 
Date: October 30 ~ to November 2 ~, 2002 
o f_.ogat--/on, Best Western Terrace Inn 
,,/or ~l,,l~intr~nt, p[~ pfwn,, w .~. . ,A~8 at 635-6541 
!!? 
Like you, we only want the best for your Toyota. 
Keep that new Toyota feeling with the expertise of a Toyota Technician, Genuine 
Toyota Parts and the economy of Toyota Everyday Value Pricing. They're three ways 
we can help keep your car as healthy asthe day it rolled off the lot. 
College needs students 
to meet gov't budget goal 
IN THE world of commun- 
ity college financing, it all 
comes down to bums in 
seats. 
More formally, bums in 
seats means full time 
equiva lent  students 
(FTEs). It's important for 
that number determines a 
college's grant from the 
provincial government. 
Northwest Community 
College's problem is that 
it traditionally has not put 
enough bums in seats to 
account for the money it 
has been receiving over 
the years. 
Fixing that this year is 
crucial for the college be- 
cause it's been given a 
year's grace from the pro- 
vincial government to 
bring those numbers up. 
"This college has not 
been providing those FTEs. 
We need to produce 
more," says college presi- 
dent Stephanie Forsyth. 
Finding bums for those 
seats has involved a com- 
prehensive internal review 
combined with asking var- 
ious community groups 
what they want from the 
college. 
It's meant new courses, 
venturing into on-line 
learning and striking more 
partnerships with groups 
such as native govern- 
ments. 
"Fortunately we had an 
education plan that provi- 
ded a base," said Forsyth. 
• "We went into every sin- 
gle community and we had 
meetings with faculty and 
staff." 
The goal of finding 
more students is being 
done within a new budget 
framework that provides a 
base figure but which has 
had money removed for 
part time vocational and 
other continuing education 
programs. 
"We did lose $1 million 
on Jan. 17 and an anticipa- 
tion of an increase in en- 
rolment," said Forsyth of 
the date when the provin- 
cial g-0¢ernment revealed 
its new three-year budget 
formula. 
" In  the second year 
there's a slight increase [in 
the budget] and in the third 
year, a slight decrease," 
said Forsyth. 
"The budget does not 
correspond with the antici- 
pated increase in enrol- 
ment." 
Beyond its core pro- 
grams, the college must 
charge students the full 
costs for any other courses 
or programs the college 
wants to offer. 
Reducing costs based 
on budget figures has re- 
sulted in more than 30 lay 
offs throughout the various 
campuses across the north- 
west. 
Another 38 people ei- 
ther had their jobs 
changed, were shifted to 
new positions or had their 
hours cut. 
Before the cuts, the 
college had a payroll of 
425 full and part time em- 
ployees. 
The goal this year is to 
produce 1,711 FTE stu- 
dents. 
So far, the college is 
holding its own, said For- 
syth. 
Last September there 
were 982 full time and 641 
part time enrolments. 
The number of full time 
students is just over 1,000 
so far this year and a full 
picture of enrolments is 
still being worked on. 
One bright spot is get- 
ting money to offer a li- 
censed practical nursing 
program, resulting in 26 
full time st'udents taking 
courses at the college's 
Terrace campus. 
Along with budget and 
enrolment challenges, For- 
syth has also re-organized 
the lop management struc- 
ture of the college. 
Gone is a system of 
campus  managers  
responsible for everything 
in their own territory in fa- 
vour of: deans who are 
responsible for specific 
programs uch as univers- 
ity credit and health. 
That's been accompa- 
nied by the creation of a 
central core of people at 
the college's administra- 
tive headquarters in Ter- 
race to look after budget 
and spending details. 
"The previous structure 
had the effect of microma- 
naging based on geogra- 
phical areas," said For- 
syth. 
"We want the deans to 
worry about educational 
excellence. Micromana- 
ging does not empower 
people." 
! 
Stephanie 
Forsyth 
Forsyth herself is begin- 
ning her third year in the 
president's chair. 
The first year was a 
probationary one and she 
has just started the second 
year of a five-year con- 
tract. 
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Terrace Women's Resource Centre Sociely 
11;I;[I] 1 :l',i 1 ; It lh I :I :i l II[  
Tuesday, October 29, 2002 
6:30 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. 
(Terrace Women's Resource Centre) 
We are looking to enhance the vision of our centre and 
the role the Women's Centre plays in our cornmunily. 
We are looking for new members, and new ideas, 
so come ioin us... Don't forget your friends! 
We will complimenting our meeting with some good treats/ 
For more information, please call 638.0228 
~ FALL CLEAN UP WEEK 
~E~ OCTOBER 21.25, 2002 II 
The City of Terrace s Public Works I| 
Department will pick up extra garbage and I |  
refuse, free of charge, during the week of I |  
October 21-25, 2002. I I  
I I I  
P/ease have the extra garbage and waste I I  
material in plastic bags or cartons to assist I I 
in the pickup, and set it out on your regular i i  
garbage collection day, although it may not i i  
get picked up until later in the week. I I  
This service does NOT include car bodies, i n  
stumps, industrial waste, or items normally i i  
charged for at the Landfill (such as major i i  
apphances). ) J  
a UNBC 
hotspot 
MORE THAN 70 students 
are taking courses at the 
University of N~rthern 
British Columbia's rrerrace 
location this fall, making 
it a stand out for cities its 
size across Canada, says a 
university official. 
And more specifically, 
Terrace is very active in 
offering Master of Arts de- 
grees, said Rob van Adri- 
chem last week. 
Preliminary enrolment 
figures place 43 undergrad 
students at UNBC here 
this fall and at least 30 
graduate students, he said. 
"I think it's fair to say 
that the level of university 
courses available in Ter- 
race is definitely very un- 
usual - if not unique in 
Canada - for a community 
of its size," van A~richem 
continued. I 
This fall there are 20 
students in the Masters of 
Education program~and 10 
students in the Masters of 
First Nations Studies pro- 
gram. 
All told, there have 
been four UNBC masters 
programs offered over the 
years here - a Masters of 
Education in counselling, 
a Masters in curriculum, a
Masters of First Nations 
Studies and a Masters of 
Community Health. 
It's now possible, de- 
pending upon a person's 
area of studies, to earn en- 
ough credits in Terrace to 
obtain an undergrad de- 
gree. 
IGIImot - City Ce~re Moll • 63241312 
Temlce.  IAc~mo Mal l  • 62S'5 I I  t . 
Prtnce Rupert"  527":k+ Aw"  624"5231 l 
HALLOWEEN ENTRY FORM 
Name: 
Age: 
Phone: 
Drop off at participating merchants by 
Sat., Oct. 26th by 5 p.m. 
m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
NEW REI 
JASON X " INSOMNIA " 
r 
;. ~:.:.'" : 
OWHED & Q| 
• . ° ° . .  
4647 Lakelse Avenue Terrace B.C.' 
Sun. 11-5, Mon.-Wed. 9-6, Thur.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9..6 
Halloween Snack j~+:. 
Size Chocolate 12 Pk. Popf~ 
Reg. $1.99 Reg. $4.49 " 
] SALE , SALE / '  
_*1.77 s3.99 
plus deposil 
Halloween Hasks 
reguO+/Or prme f f '~  15 0 :i: 
Come on! 
Get All Your... 
Ha((oween + 
Treats • Cookies 
~Cup Cakes • Cakes 
race's Own Bakery+ 
4641Lazelle Ave. /;'?~ 
6354117 +~:~:+ 
L 
"L 
?% : 
Adult & Childrens Deluxe 
Costumes 
,,Selected types ' + ~ j ~  
Until Friday, Od. 1 81h 
Nestle Snack Size 
Chocolate Bars ~. 
12's [Selected Tyes) 
, /$3++ 
Lights % 
(eep your house 
and yard well lit :i~ii 
so all those little ii i~ 
trick-or-treaters :'~i 
can find their ~i 
way home. ~+~+' 
-.There's a little in e 
Terrace, 
:?-~.L 
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THE DRIVER of this logging truck was slightly injured when it flipped over after 
failing to negotiate a turn on the Kalum Lake Road near the Deep Creek 
Bridge Oct. 10. RCMP, Terrace firefighters and the ambulance service respon- 
ded. The accident is under investigation. TERRACE FIRE DEPARTMENT PHOTO 
Accident blocks off 
Kalum Lake Drive 
SPEED may be a factor in 
an accident which saw a 
logging truck flip over and 
spill its load Oct. 10. 
The logging truck was 
heading southbound on 
Kalum Lake Drive when it 
failed to negotiate a left 
hand turn and rolled over, 
losing its load into the 
bush, said RCMP Cpl. 
Scott Loveli. 
Mills Memorial hospital 
by ambulance for treat- 
ment. 
Members of the Terrace 
fire department also re- 
sponded to the accident o 
assist in cleaning up 
spilled diesel leaking from 
the truck, says deputy fire 
chief Fred Burrows. 
"We have absorbent 
"It's being investigated. = 
We have a traffic analyst .,dm¢",~ , I 
who took the necessary ~r t l r '~ ,  I 
measurements and we are ~ 1  ~ I 
attempting to come up ~/ / Ik~ l l~- I 
with a speed," Cpl. Lovell I[! ~ [ ]  [ 
sai'~he roll-over occurred , V ~ , .  I 
at 1 p.m. just south of the . ,=gT~ | 
Deep Creek bridge and ~ ~e4!~ l-l.,4,'u~ [ 
V I~. closed the southbound lane v 0 t ~ I 
of Kalum Lake Drive for a~ I,~ ~ | 
several hours, police said. c-~ a,  /7 /2a I 
The male driver, also "1~00I~ s c eu ecceps I 
the lone OcCupant of the gltlmtff-C;lyeenh'oMoll-632.331a | 
vehicle, suffered minor in- Pri~¢u~rSlk'e~2n~'3M~AI;~3~62~!l/31 
juries and was taken to ' " " , ,~ 
WANTE D ! ! 
Men, Women & Young Adults who are dedicated 
to helping elderly and disabled persons who live 
in your community. 
Volunteer help is needed with: 
Shovelling Snow * Raking Leaves 
Cleaning Eaves * Cleaning Outside Windows 
Minor Home Repairs 
Call the Volunteer Bureau! 638-1330 
Your assistance will be appreciated/ 
pads on the truck and we 
contained the spill by 
soaking up the leaking fuel 
with those," Burrows said. 
"There had been an unde- 
termined amount of fuel 
spilled before our arrival." 
The spill was reported 
to the Ministry of Water, 
Land and Air Protection. 
) 
Holiday Or Cruise Today! , 
"Without it we're just 
treading water and sort of 
planning." 
But he predicted a con- 
tainer port at Prince Ru- 
pert may be just months 
away, adding the prospect 
is generating interest far 
and wide. 
Business people in AI- 
Kemano power sales a 
useful tool, MLA says 
sales as a regional econo- 
mic development tool 
could transform the north- 
west economy. 
"The problem is if you 
say it's power only for alu- 
minum, you've just tied 
your hands," Harris says. 
"You've taken away the 
one jewel in the crown you 
have that can attract other 
industries." 
Kemano power for the 
region could revolutionize 
the northwest economy, 
and reverse the depopula- 
tion of the northwest, he 
said. 
"It would take away our 
dependency on single in- 
dustries - the Achilles' 
heel we suffer from 
today," he said. 
Terrace is paralyzed by 
the Skeena Cellulose shut- 
down, he noted, while Ki- 
timat all but shut down 
when there's a threat 
A.lcan workers might go on 
strike. 
Right now, he said, 
modernization is gradually 
shrinking the northwest's 
industrial workforce. 
"Over the course of 
time you may still have 
the aluminum plant, Me- 
thanex and this one and 
that one. But you'll have 
fewer people working." 
Attracting new indu- 
stries to the mix ,would di- 
versify the region, create 
possible complementary 
businesses, and add new 
people with new special- 
ties here, he said, 
Harris said Alcan has 
tremendous international 
connections that it could 
use to bring new industries 
or partners here that use 
either aluminum or cheap 
power or both. 
Alcan officials like the 
idea, Harris said. "It's a 
discussion they'd very 
much like to engage in." 
Harris says the founda- 
tion for a new economic 
model in the northwest 
will be the creation of a 
container port. 
That then opens the 
door for transport of all 
sorts of end products and 
supplies in containers 
along the rail corridor - 
paving the way for new 
manufacturing. 
"Containerization is the 
first key of a new 
.economy," Harris said. 
by Alcan may not be ille- 
gal, it's unclear whether 
the province still has the 
discretion to refuse to let 
Alcan sell power. 
"I don't think you have 
to go there," Harris said, 
adding taking a hard-line 
stance could limit the pro- 
vlnce's power supply op- 
"We need to get new 
power on line." 
Harris suggests Alcan 
power sales likely became 
legal when the power line 
was built between Kitimat 
and Terrace that could 
carry power to the provin- 
cial grid. 
That was done at the 
province's request, he 
noted, so B.C. Hydro 
wouldn't have to build a 
new dam in the Peace. 
berta and Saskatchewan tions. 
are already talking about "We are going to face a 
what ventures they can power shortage," he said. 
build to take advantage of 
containerization at Prince 
Rupert, he said. 
"It is the light at the 
end of the tunnel that is 
going to change the town 
you live in." 
Bi le  
Government legal re- 
views have concluded 
power sales by Alcan don't 
break the existing agree- 
ments. 
While the sale of power 
g their 
EIS 
wear to 
e; mitts, 
e Plaza, ~ 
Superior .. 
e 
~tore the ~L. 
I pick-up ~ '~ 
h or the 
i FALL MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
"Lube, oil and filter 
" i  ,,'Top up fluids 
~:f*  Goodwrench 15 point vehicle inspection 
i il;~;i~ Tire rotation ~ii ;~;,VisUaL: brake inspection 
~!!;~i~! Co01aht est 
i'i:!i!!::; Battery test 
('~ ';~'Env ronmenta hand ng charge 
S49 95' 
7, .::; L!I 
COOLANT FLUSH 
~ure test for internal and external leaks ' '~! 
h'OId coolant : , ,: 
!!isystem with GM approved ~ ~) 
~nt and test coo ant strength f 
;~il're test radiator cap i, 
"~:Condttion and tension of drive ~ ~! 
~'~a~d coolant hoses ii 
h~Or clean extedor of radiator and ~! 
~nditionlng condenser, 
MCEWAN GM 635-4941 
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Around Town 
In-school mentors 
help local kids achieve 
DO YOU want to help a child? A mentoring 
program that helps primary and elementary 
students reach their potential is looking for 
adult volunteers throughout the school year. 
The in-school mentoring program was intro- 
duced as a pilot project in Terrace last year, 
says Lois Doehler, the executive director of 
Big Brothers and Sisters of Terrace. 
"We saw benefits for these children in a 
very short period of time," Doehler says. 
Big Brothers and Big Sisters screens the 
adult volunteers and helps administer the pro- 
gram, offered on school premises during the 
school day. 
The mentors aren't tutors, Doehler says. 
They don't help the child do homework or 
study - they just hang out during the school 
day on school property. 
"They can play cards. They can build Lego, 
they can go to the library and read a book," 
she says. "We had one mentor last year who 
.= 
was doing some gardening." 
Even just playing a game helps a child de- 
velop problem-solving skills, confidence, and 
self-esteem, she says. 
Teachers refer students to the program.. 
Adult mentors pend about one hour per week 
with a child. 
This short time commitment can produce 
big results - children paired up with a mentor 
are more likely to stay in school, go on to sec- 
ondary education, and are less likely to skip 
class, Doehler says. .. 
' Td  like to see every child who wants a 
mentor get one." For more information call 
635-4232. 
Artists For Action 
A GROUP of potters needs yot~r help. 
The six potters - Kae Williams, Laura Gas-'  
nell, Barb Sheridan, Pat Irving, Gayle Schmidt 
and Patsy O'Connell - are putting together an 
all clay show at the Terrace Art Gallery called 
Hands In Clay. 
..... ,'.Whe'n=they'realized th re 'would" be  a lot-of 
empty wall space; they decided to organize a. 
silent auction to run alongside the exhibit from 
Nov. 2-30. 
Proceeds of each winning bid go to the Ter- 
race Churches Food Bank. Buyers will get a 
income tax deductible receipt. 
For artists who have never shown their work 
in a public space, it's a chance to exhibit their 
work - and established artists are able to rally• 
around a good cause. 
Works in wood, 
fibre, glass, oil, 
photography, acry- 
lic, watercolour 
and other media 
would be welcome 
additions to the: 
show. 
To donate, drop off 
your show ready'  
piece to the Ter- 
race Art Gallery. 
Include a mini- 
mum bid, your 
name, address and 
telephone number 
during gallery 
hours. 
Call Aron at 638-8889 for details. 
Search and rescue 
recruits new members 
IF YOU'VE ever wanted to find out more 
about search and rescue, here's your chance. 
Terrace Search and Rescue is holding an 
introduction night for new volunteers Monday 
night. 
The program helps the RCMP find lost or 
missing people. It also lends mutual aid to 
other northwest communities. 
The group is looking for people with diverse 
skills. 
Ground pounders and fundraisers are nee- 
ded, as are volunteers with computer mapping 
knowledge and people who are trained as 
radio, water and avalanche technicians. 
Activities include wilderness urvival, First 
Aid, rope works, avalanche training, water res- 
cue, helicopter safety, map and compass work, 
: and searching and tracking techniques. 
You should enjoy spending time outdoors. 
Volunteers must be 19 years or older and con- 
'sent to a criminal record search. Call Debbie 
Cobbs at 638-8832 for more information. 
The introduction ight takes place Oct. 21 
at 7 p,m. at the Search and Rescue hall at 
4526 Grieg Ave. 
Locals earn degrees 
. THREE STUDENTS from Terrace are part of 
Simon Fraser University's fall graduating 
' class. They have each earned Bachelor of Arts 
degrees; Malte Schindler in communications; 
Leslie Ann Dlckson majored in English, and 
Christine Eys majored in geography. 
The Burnaby, B .C ,  umversity held its fall 
'convocation ceremonies earlier this month. 
LEONORE KUEHNE, a friend of Eleanore Muehle's, gazes up at the south slope of Terrace Mountain. The former Muehle property 
that spans several hundred metres on each side of the old bridge has been turned over to the city to become park land. 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE C ITY  has been given a 
la rgechunk  of  new park land 
a third the size of Ferry Island. 
It 's just one of the parting 
gifts to Terrace from the estate 
of a local woman who died last 
November at the age of 74. 
Eleano~e Mueh le  a l so  be-" 
quested .$400,000 to  several 
local charities, says Dave War- 
ner, the lawyer  who adminis- 
tered her will. 
Her nearly 50-acre tract of 
land near the old bridge has 
been transferred to the city on 
condition it only be used as 
parkland, Warner said. 
The land donation was at the 
request of Sybille Hecke, 
Muehle's niece and closest sur- 
viving heir in Germany, and Leo- 
hare Kuehne - a friend and care- 
taker who was also included in 
the will. 
The land is a large expanse of 
hillside on the south flank of Ter- 
race Mountain. It runs several 
hundred metres on either side of 
the old bridge, as far west as the 
intersection of Marsh Cres. at 
Kermodei Park. 
"It's a nice, natural wooded 
area," Warner said, adding the 
city has been asked to call the 
area Muehle Memorial Park. 
Parks and recreation superin- 
tendent Steve Scott said rough 
trails already on the.property may 
be improved to provide an alter- 
nate route connecting to the Ter- 
race Mountain trail from the old 
bridge area. 
The city never actually owned 
the land under the east end of La- 
kelse Ave. near the bridge - the 
city roadway encroached on the 
Muehles' property. The contribu- 
tion resolves that problem. 
Several other organizations 
were surprised to find themselves 
in Eleanore Muehle's will. 
"She donated $100,000 to the 
library," Warner said. "And simi- 
lar amounts to other charities in 
town here." 
Librarian Ed Curell called it an 
incredible gift. 
Parting 
. . . . .  i . 
nearly two decades ago when hus- 
band Hans Muehle left money 
that helped establish the Happy 
Gang Centre. 
"We were really quite sur- 
prised when we got this," Dilley 
said, adding the couple weren't 
Happy Gang members. 
The R.E.M. Lee Hospital Faun- fts datiori alsO' i'eceived $50,000.' "Eleanore was one of our first 
i , . ,  directors o n the foundation," said 
One woman's legacy of bequests 
and park land makes heirs of us all 
Hans Muehle 
ell said. "We didn't know about it 
until she'd passed away." 
The local chapter of the B.C. 
Old Age Pensioners Organization 
also received $100,000. 
Eleanore Muehle 
"It's the largest we've ever 
had," he said. " I t 's  really 
amazing." 
Muehle, who once served as a 
library board trustee, stipulated 
"The sad part is you never get a chance to say 
thank you. We didn't know about it until she'd pas- 
sed away." 
the library must use the money for 
acq uisitions only. 
"The sad part is you never get 
a chance to say thank you," Cur- 
It was the second significant 
bequest from the Muehles, says 
Happy Gang Centre president 
Mary Anne Dilley. The first came 
foundation organizer Helene Mc- 
Rae  Said. "She always supported 
the hospital very well." 
The Northwest Education "88" 
Foundation received $100,000, 
bolstering its ability to provide 
annual scholarships for Caledonia 
graduates. And the Salvation 
Army received $50,000. •
Muehle emigrated to Canada 
from Berlin in 1957, a year after 
her husband Hans arrived here. 
She had been an actress in 
Germany prior to coming here. 
Hans arrived with no money 
but an instinct for business. And 
he moved quickly to make local 
connections. 
"He borrowed $50 from Carl 
Pohle to join the curling club," 
recalls friend Henry Kuehne. 
"Then he said 'Do you know what 
curling is? I don't know anything 
about it.'" 
Hans learned the sawmill busi-" 
ness at the old Pohle Lumber mill 
- the precursor to Skeena Cellu- 
lose. He first became an accoun- 
tant there, then managing director 
and part-owner of the mill. 
A longtime member of the 
Kinsmen club, he died in 1983. 
They had no children. 
"They were super citizens," 
Kuehne said. "They left so much 
of their wealth in the town." 
Eleanore worked in the admin- 
istration office atthe Terrace Co- 
op. "She was a very quiet person, 
a very private person,, co-worker 
Yvonne Moen recalls. 
Eleanore Muehle spent her 
winters in Hawaii, where she fled 
to escape the cold and wet. 
Her generousity will leave Ter- 
race with a warm glow for years..r 
to come, 
. , ' .  
Choral workshops let singers stay home 
SINGERS FROM around the northwest will region," she says, "but unfortunately, they class will learn from the experience - the,; 
travel to Terrace early next month to take part often have to travel south to access different classes are open to all registrants. 
in a region-wide workshop, teachers." "I gain a lot from watching other singers 
Autumn Song, a weekend long event, is for Day one of the workshop will concentrate being coached, says Karla Hennig, who plans 
vocalists - from choir members to individual on choral singing. It will cul- to attend Autumn Song. 
performers, minate in a free public perfor- "When you are watching, you • 
It features Marc Hafso, a well-known vocal mance at Knox United Church. "[Singers] often have time to make notes and 
specialist from Alberta who's the director of Community members are invi- have to travel south concentrate on the areas which 
choral music at Augustana University College 
in Camrose. 
The Nov. 2 and 3 workshop offers singers an 
opportunity to work with a widely-experienced 
professional without leaving the north, says or- 
'ganizer Mariiyn Brodie. 
"We have many talented people in our 
ted to come and hear what one to access different are pertinent to you," she says, 
day of rehearsal can bring teachers." adding she hopes to take in all 
forth, the master classes. 
On Sunday, Nov. 3, Hafso The workshop is open to all in- 
will work with individual vo- terested singers, For a registra-, 
calists who sign up for master classes, tion package or for more information, •call 
Even those who don't sign up for a master Marilyn at 635-5312; • . . . . .  . - ;-.,2 ~/:- ~ :-. 
i' ¢ ' t  
I 
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CITY SCENE 
BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Uve party music nightly, 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Watch your favourite sports 
programs on a large screen "IV. 
GEORGES PUB'. The Accelerators Oct, 9-19., 
HANKY PANKY'S: The northwest's largest dance 
night club. No cover, Karaoke Sundays and Mondays. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Members and bona 
fide guests, New members welcome. 
COMEDY 
Yuk Yuk's on Tour returns to Terrace Oct. 18 and 
19 at the Best Western Terrace Inn. Stand up come- 
dy featuring Peter Kelamis and Toby Hargrave, Tick- 
ets at Uniglobe. 
VIUSIC 
Terrace Symphony Orchestra presents its Hallo- 
ween concert Oct, 26 at 7:30 pro. at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, Fun for the whole family. Wear a costumel 
Musical selections include the Star Wars theme, show 
tunes, and =Mars", from Gustav Hoist's suite, The 
Planets. 
Theresa Fenger in concert at the R.E.M. Lee Satur- 
day, Nov. 2. This up-and-coming vocalist will perform 
songs from her new, Nashville-recorded CDs, Dancing 
on A/rand Me and You and Forever. Tickets at Uni- 
globe, Lost Boy Outfitters and At the Door, All ages. 
The B.C, Choral Federation presents Autumn 
Song, a workshop for singers. Join Dr, Marc A. 
Hafso, director of choral music at Augustana Univers- 
ity College for an exciting weekend Nov. 1 and 2, Hone 
skills, meet other performers and explore the 
strength and creativity that comes from singing. 
Group and individual classes available. Call Marilyn at 
635-5312 to register or for more information. 
Mae Moore in concert at the R.E,M. Lee Theatre 
Oct, 19. This is a benefit performance for the Ter- 
race Transition House building fund, Tickets at Side- 
walkers, Elan Travel and Misty River Books. 
GALA 
The Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce 
Gala evening Saturday Oct. 19, featuring the 2002 
I 
Till/cure Twin Theatre at 7:15 p.m, Monday, Oct, 21, 
Sponsored by the Terrace Multicultural Association, 
For info call Neelam at 635-3583. The films show 
even/second Monday to Dec. 2. 
THEATRE 
Ksan Society Invites you to participate in a play 
reading of Eve Ensler's The Vagina Monologues. 
Women of all colours and ages are welcome.Wed, Oct. 
23 at 7 pm. at Northwest Community College, room 
2002. No experience necessary.Interested readers 
and actresses can contact Marianne at 635-2942. 
VISUAL ARTS 
The Terrace Art Gallery presents "Walking Soft- 
business excellence awards at the Coast Inn of the ly on the Craters of Discontent". A multimedia in- 
West. Celebrate the chamber's 75th anniversary - stallation at the Terrace Art Gallery Sept. 27 to 
and help kick off the city's 75th anniversary celebra- 
tions, too, Uve music by AI and the Capones, a seven- 
piece Rock n' Roll band from Kitimat. Reserve tickets 
by calling 635-2063 or buy them in-person at the 
Coast Inn of the West front desk, 
CINEMA 
The Travelling Picture Show from Pacific Cine- 
matheque rp_[e.sents the Mexican road movie And 
Your Mother Too (Y Tu Mamd Tambi&n). Mexican 
director Alfonso Cuar~n's (A Little Princess, Great 
Expectat~on'5~hot, provocative answer to the teenage 
sex comedy, In Spanish with English Subtitles. At the 
Oct, 27, Caution: Adult content. The show includes 
images of full frontal male and female nudity. Discre- 
tion is advised. 
Call for donations to Artists for Action, a silent 
auction at the Terrace Art Gallery running Nov. 2-30 
alongside the Hands in Clay exhibit. Proceeds to the 
Terrace Churches Food Bank. Works in a variety of 
media - wood, fibre, glass, oil, photography, acrylic, 
water colour - are welcome. Artists and crafts people 
are invited to take part. Call Aron at 638-8884. 
Make the SCENE: Call 638-7283 or fax to 638- 
8432 to add your event to the Standard's free 
entertainment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
1he +rrace Slanda, Is now + n line 
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• Most forest by far is concentrated in
a few countries. Russia, Brazil, the 
US and Canada together have more 
than 50% of the world's forests. 
• Globallyn it is estimated that we 
have lost a total or about 20% of the 
original forest cover since the dawn 
of agriculture. 
• Globally there is about 2-3 times as 
much forests as crop land. 
• Forestry contributes ome 2% of the 
world's Gross Domestic Product, or 
more than $600 billion US. 
This month at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
October  
Oct 19. Live in concert - Mac Moore Songwriter 
and international recording artist. 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets$15,00 Available at Sidewalkers, 
Elan.Travel andMistyRiver Books, All 
• :i i: +i i proceeds gblto'the :wheelchair accessible 
+ ~: i i TransRlofi H0useBuilding Fundl 
Oct 23 .  Jolfi ~helC:~iedonia Bands:for their Fail 
,i~i: Concert .7i3Op~m, .:Entrance by donation, 
Oct 26, The Terrace Symphony presents their 
::2nd Annual flalloween Concert for Kids. 
7:30 p,=m. • Adults $8.00 • Children $4.00 
Available at Misty River Books, at the door 
or from any Orchestra member, Everyone 
is invited to come in costume. 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Cook's Jewellers 
in the Skeena Mall 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
WEDNESDAY. OCT. 16 
The Good Food Box distribution takes place 
from 6-8 p.m. at Skeena Kalum HoUsing at 4616 
Haugland, and at the Northern Health Auditori- 
um at 3412 Kalum St. Participating families 
should pick up their box at the nearest location, 
For more info call the Family Place at 638.1863 
Monday to Thursday. 
THURSDAY. ocT. ~7 
A free legal workshop on family mainte- 
nance Oct. 17 at the Terrace Women's Centre, 
starting at 6:~0 p.m. Childcare subsidy available 
but please pre register. Call 638-0882 for 
more inforn!ation. Another free workshop on how 
to lay and assault charge is will be held Nov. 7. 
Call 638-0682. 
SATURDAY. OCT. 19 
Find out more about adoption: the Adoptive 
Families Association of BC and the Ministry of 
Children and Family Development host an infor- 
mation day on B.C,'s waiting children Saturday, 
Oct, 19 from 9 a,m, to 3 p.m. at 400-4545 La- 
zelle Ave., Terrace. Preregister by calling 1- 
877.ADOPT-07 or 635-2999. 
Autumn Charity Tea, Saturday, Oct, 19 at 
the Knox United Church from 1-4 p,m, Spon- 
sored by Women and Development, International 
teas and coffees from around the world. Loonie 
Auction and book sale, 
~;UNDAY. OCT. 20 
Recruitment drive: open house at the Lakelse 
Lake Fire Hall, Old Lakelse Lake Lodge Road, 
from 1-5 p.m. Lake and Jackpine Flat residents: 
If you've ever thought about volunteering for the 
fire department, now's the time, Demonstra. 
t/one of fire fighting equipment and speak with 
fire fighters. 
MONDAY. OCT. 21 
Terrace Search and Rescue is looking for 
volunteers. Introduction night Monday, 
Oct, 21 at 7 p.m. We meet at 4526 Gregg Ave,, 
at the Search and Rescue Hall across from the 
Skeena Hotel, For more information call Debbie 
at 638-8832. Must be 19 years or older and 
consent o a criminal record seamh, 
THURSDAY. OCT, 24 
Free workshop on resume and cover letter 
writing being held at InterConnect (205-4650 
Lazelle Ave,) Oct. 24 at 1:30 p,m, For informa. 
t/on or to register call 635-7995, 
SATURDAY. OCT. 26 
Grief support group for those who are grieving 
the loss of a loved one. Free, Sundays from 2-4 
p.m., starting Oct, 26, at 205B-4650 Lazelle 
Ave, Call 635.4811 for more info. 
MONDAY, OCT. 28 
. We are In the process of organizing a Trefoil 
i Guild in Terrace, Membership is complied 
of past Guiders (Girl Guides of Canada) and 
current Guiders over the ago of 30. There will 
be a meeting at the Terrace Public Library in 
the meeting room, Monday, Oct, 28 from 7:30- 9 
p.m.. We hope to see you there, or call Marl/at 
638-0609 or Kerry at 615-0206 
~}ATURDAY. NOV. 2 
The Shames Mountain Ski Club and the Ski Pa, 
trol present the Ski and Snowboerd Swap at 
the Terrace Arena banquet room, Drop off gear 
and price your gear on Friday, Nov. 1 from 7-9 
p,m. Shop for deals on Sat, Nov. 2 from 9 a,m, to 
2 p.m, Pick up unsold items from 2-3 p.m, Any- 
thing left will be donated to charity. Call Jenni- 
fer at 638-8449, 
Shames Mountain Ski Club sign up session 
at the Terrace Arena Banquet Room Friday Nov. 
1 from 7-9 p.m. and Saturday, Nov. 2 from 9 
a.m. to 2 p,m. The Nancy Greene program is for 
skiers aged 6-10 years, Bantam for ages 10-12, 
Alpine program for ages 11-18 years and 
Snowboarding for ages 6-18, Call Dennis at 
638-8093 for more info. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Adult volunteers needed for an in-school 
mentorlng program in local primary and ele- 
mentary schools, One hour a week. Volunteers 
will be screened, Call Lois at Big Brothers and 
Big Sisters of Terrace: 635-4232. 
The Terrace Hospice Society Is holding a 
ticket raffle: win a round trip for two to Van- 
couver, a painting by Maureen Worobey, a bud 
bowl, or a $60 basket of Avon products. Tickets 
available at Misty River Books, or the society of- 
fice at 205B-4650 Lazelle Ave. Mon.Thur from 
9-noon, Draw Nov, 16, Call 635-4811, 
The Family History Centre (genealogy) at the 
Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day Saints is 
open Saturdays from 10 a,m,- 1 p,m, and Wed- 
nesdays from 7-9:30 p.m, Call 635.3190. 
Are you a good listener? Volunteer facilita- 
tors needed for Parent Support Circles, a 
non-judgmental environment for parents needing 
support,Volunteers eceive a weekend training 
session, Must be available for 2 and 1/2 to 3 
hours a week for one year. Call Carol at 635- 
3459 or Tina toll free at 1.866-561.0607. 
The Terrace/Kltlmat Hiking club has hikes 
planned every Sunday in the local mountains this 
fall and will continue with snowshoeing through- 
out the winter. Hikes occur every Sunday leaving 
at 9 am, Hiking schedules are available from any 
outdoor store, the chamber of commerce, the li- 
brary or the Terrace Standard. For info, contact 
Chris at 635-5998. 
Terrace Paintball Club meets Sundays at 11 
a,m. at a local field 10 minutes from town. Call 
Troy at 635-4739 for details, Saturday games 
will be organized if there's enough interest. Be- 
ginners welcome. 
Coffee Break/Story Hour: Bible study for 
women. Thursdays from 9:30-11:15 a,m, at the 
Terrace Christian Reformed Church, 3608 
Sparks Ave, Nursery and story hour preschool 
program (3-5 years), No previous Bible know- 
ledge necessary. Call Lucy at 635-9610 or 
Elaine at 635-9005 for more information, 
Donations of food end money to the Ter- 
race Churches Food Bank can be made 
through your local church and at drop off bins at 
participating stores: The Bargain Shop, Safe. 
way and Save.on.Foods, B.C. Sharing Coupons 
are available at Safaway and Safe-on.Foods, 
Donations can be mailed to Terrace Churches 
Food Bank c/o 4012 Anderson St, Terrace, B.C, 
VBG 2T2, 
For the month of October enjoy 
WIENER SCHNITZEL ~ ~ . _  $1 
Topped with mushroom sauce _ - . ~ ~  f 
° 
f°r only $13"50 ~U~.L~ 
. ~'.~'n ~.~',:. 2 FOR 1 STEAK SAN'DW]C~ ,,..+:-~ 
Lunch Specmi  - +nursqays umy .... $+. _ .  _: - -  
11 a .m. -4p.m. . .~_  . i : fo r  on ly ' . l .O+95 , 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
Seafood P la t te r  
Grilled Halibut, Calamari, Fantail Shrimp 
andBreaded Scallops erved with Rice and $17 .95"  
Veggies garnished with Baby Shrimp 
B [ ' i censed~:~~ 
Baby's Name: 
Jam/e-Lee Mary 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 6, 2002 
Weight: 7 lbs. 6.5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Jeanette MeMillan & 
Ilenry Adams 
Baby's Name: 
Kelsey Sara Joan 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 5, 2002 at 12:55 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 13 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Sheila & Mike Denomme 
Little sister for Ashley bMiLky 
Baby's Name: 
Me•hew Alexander 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 6, 2002 at 11:00 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 5.5 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Veronica &John Pigeon 
Baby's Name: 
Diane Sativa Savanna 
Date& Time of Birth: 
Oct. 7, 2002 at 456 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 9.5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Lorraine Gray & 
Je W Parnell 
Baby's Name: 
Nelson Mejandro 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 3, 2002 at 12:12 p.m. 
Weigbt: 8 Ibs, 0 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Adrian & Julle 
Baby's Name: 
ieganEmmaJenine: i ; :  
Date & Time of Birth: ~ ~: 
Oct. 3, 2002 at IO:19 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Julie &Cory Kllloran 
~Nbrthern  Drugs' Baby Club and 
~ilr ;Bewborn will receive their first 
Bear 
O 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B,C... 
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Origa,mi lets 
the m nd soar 
By JENNIFER LANG tise, so they figured, why 
YOU CAN build some- not teach others how? 
thing beautiful out of an It's very popular in 
ordinary piece of paper - Asian countries, says Ting, 
even a newspaper flyer, who is originally from 
Just ask Noriko Shiga, Hong Kong. 
who, along with Karen "Most Asian children 
Ting, coordinates the Ori- have origami skills," Ting 
gami Club. says. 
Every second and fourth It's fun, and it's benefi- 
Friday evening of the cial, particularly for grow- 
month, the two women ingminds. 
pass on the fine art of fold- She says origami helps 
ing paper to anyone who children understand spatial 
wants to learn, relationships. It also deve- 
Most people associate lops logic and three-di- 
the craft with shapes made mensional math skills. 
out of cheer- She points 
fully coloured out some of 
paper, but Some of the the world's 
any kind will 
do into world's best origa- best-known - origami art- 
shapes, says mi a r t i s ts  a re  ma-  ists are fa- 
• Shiga, who thematiclans, mous mathe- 
learned ori- m a t i c i a n s 
gami as a and NASA 
child growing up in Japan. scientists. 
Part of the craft is Fine motor skills are 
learning the steps to create necessary, too. "To some 
something beautiful- and people it comes natural- 
complex, ly," Ting says. "It's really 
But there's room for fun and at the same time, 
creativity, too, says her educational." 
club colleague Ting. The Origami Club 
Little boys are especi- meets every second Friday 
ally fond of inventing their evening at the Terrace Li- 
own origami designs - brary at7p.m. 
from airplanes to rockets. • Anyone can drop by. 
The two women formed The most popular age 
the Origami Club back in range is kids aged 5 to 9. 
1998. There's a $1 drop-in fee 
They knew the merits of to cover paper and sup- 
origami and had the exper- plies. 
From B2 
Community Calendar 
THURSDAY. OCT. 17 
• Sweet Adellnes Meeting. A choral rehearsal, starting at 7 p.m, 
at the Happy Gang Centre. For more information call Kathy at 
638-1245. 
WEDNESDAY• OCT. 23 
Caledonia Music Final Concert 2002 featuring the Concert 
band, the Stage Band and the choir performing avariety of musi- 
cal selections. At the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 7:30 p.m. Admission 
by donation. There will be a bake sale. 
NECI'IAKO TH[BTRI~ 
KITIMAT . 632-2525 
OCTOBER 18  - 24  
"SWEET HOME 
~ ~  ALABAMA ' 
# ~ '  'aEESE WITHERSPOON 
NIGHTLY 7:00 & 9:00 P.M. 
RATED P.G. • COMEDY 
October 18th and 19th, 2002 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
At the Best  Western  Ter race  Inn 
Ticket at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
LIMITED SEATING ~ 
I I I 
Our official ticket outlet is . . . . .  - . - - - -mlRuMm. 
Courte'~y 11ravel 
4718A Lazetie Ave 
LIBRARIAN Ed Curell hoists up a new mobile while 
Noriko Shiga encourages Timothy Ting, 3, to take a 
closer look at the origami shapes hanging from it• 
• , '1  . .  . . 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry. 
(No drilling; no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsel's. 
We welcome patients 
of Dr. Gustavsen 
And All New Patients 
:[y6' H6altll I 
................................... i ..................... :~  ........... :: ........................... ~ .......... : .... ~ ~:::~'  '~ ......... ~ " 
, .~,ck)ber is E,," 
He,:lth Montl 
'Zanada. 
Eacn year! 
Health 
Council of Canada 
1 
:2:ii':@}ci N ~ 
ood vision 
Dr. Paul Clark 
Dr. Rebecca Counts 
OPTOMETRISTS 
4550 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
638-2020 
OPTOMETRIST 
• I Dn Stephanie Mortimer 
creates a natiOnal public awareness I OPTOMETRIST 
campaign in order to stress the 
importance of routine eye 
examinations as well as taking ood 
care of your eyes. , ~:~v~,~,-~-'~:~ :~ 
Northern Eves Ontical 
EXCELLENT ! 
CUSTOMER 
SERVICE ~ 
Licensed Opticians 
Contact Lens Fitter 
• Lab on Premises for Quick & I 
• Licensed Opticians & Contact 
• We Carry Wild Eyes, Color 8 
For your convenience and fast service please 
Benson 0pti l Labo ato es 
UIS  EST  N ~: I~ :E  i RU I :  i ii 
21 years in Business. Serving Nodhwest Since 1981 
-Large Selection of Frames 
-Replacement Eyewear Program Available 
-Sunglasses, CIip-0ns & Accessories 
-Senior 8, Student Discounts 
-C~hlldren's Packages 
-Znd pair Discounts Available 
-Registered Opticians 
Sam DyS ' Lb e a ervlce a .Includingiif~ls&Mul~0uls 
4611 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
638-0341 Fax 638-1583 
361 - 500 2nd Ave. West ~;~ 
Prince Rupert Square, Pdnce Rupert ~ 
627-4635 Fax 627-4657 ,~ 
www.tkp,pages-biz.com/bensonoptical i'~ 
j '1 ' f  
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Y Tu Mama takes viewers on 
a sexy ride through Mexico 
TWO FRISKY teenage 
boys head out on a steamy 
adventure with an older 
woman in Y Tu Mamd 
Tambidn (And Your Mo- 
ther Too), a Mexican road 
movie that cranks up the 
heat - and turns the co- 
ming-of-age movie on its 
ear .  
The film, third in the 
ongoing travelling film fest 
sponsored by the Terrace 
and District Multicultural 
Association, plays Monday 
night at the Tillicum Twin 
Theatres, at 7:15 p.m. 
It's presented in Span- 
ish with English subtitles. 
It's directed by Alfonso 
Cuar6n. Audiences might 
be familiar with his pre- 
vious English language f- 
forts; 1995's beautiful 
weeper, A Little Princess, 
and 1998's Great Expecta- 
tions, starring Ethan 
Hawke and Urea Thurman. 
TERRA'CE  
Y Tu Mam~ Tambi+n (or And Your Mother Too) stars Maribe Verdu, Diego 
Luna and Gael Garcia Bernal. The 2001. Mexican movie plays Monday. 
Want  A i 
Photo  O ~.n~ IgB:~;A  ~: "~ SCl probe 
+ . . . .,__+ ~,~",~ 11~'~ " ' ,underway 
Did you see ;t pl~oto m tl~e paper mat ,+~..o,~ ~ ~  / i  ~:'.,~.::+::':~ 
you want a copy of.. ~ The Terrace ~:~! : : : i i~ i~}: [  +.+~,+;~:~-.+=+..~+ 
Northern Photo Ltd. ~ ~ i ; ~ ' T  +;,~ 
,ow provides this me+ice. ~ ~ + ~ +  , ~  
. . . +  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .   . . . . . .  + .+=,++ 
Come into our office located +:>ii+ >~+t+i6 ~l; ~+ ' ? '~v  ',+ ,'-: ++>: 
• . ~ 7,',z ":"~. ,~,,~,..,'.,.,.~ . ,;,'Y: ~ :( ' ,3 +" ~, '" I~S I~  
at 3210 Chnton Street and mchcate :5!+~ :~ ~i:c~:,k~',i*i,~=am, 
the photo of yot r choice ant size !.i~; ..:+.` ~ ~+ \: ~~%~=~3:  
E \+.-" ? /  ~ ~+,,+ v~ ~+~++: 
", ~,-: ~ = e~ ! s 'p program 
(Nolo: 90% ol photos Ioken are dyrd pho+s , bre~, ~%~ ~ +  :+~4 ~_,-~-~: :,: r '+ '~ 
also available from brock and +ire n e g a t i v e s . ) ~ ~ ~  
northern photo 
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
4-4736 Lakelse Avenue 
STANDARD 
Ph: 638-7283 Fax :638"8432 
Community 
Calendar 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Family History Centre 
of the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints, at 1744 
Kenworth St,, is open Wednes- 
days from 10 a,m. to 1 p.m, and 
from 7-9:30 p.m, Call 635- 
3190. 
TOPS BC meets every 
Thursday evening at Mille 
Memorial in the basement ca- 
feteria, Weigh in at 6 to 7:15 
p.m. Meeting from 7:30-8:15 
p,m. Everyone welcome, Call 
635-75t9. 
The Bear Aware Program 
needs volunteers to help deli- 
ver the message, Our goal is to 
make our communities a safer 
place to live. For more informa- 
tion please call Deidre at 638- 
1515, 
The Terrace Women's Re- 
source Centre is open Tues- 
day to Friday from 9:30 a.m, to 
4 p,m. We're open during lunch 
hour, For more information call 
638-0228. 
The Canadian Cancer Soc- 
Iety Resource Centre, loca- 
ted at 301-4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Summer hours' have ended. 
We're now open Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays from 
from 10 a.m, to 3 p.m, Wigs, 
scarves and hats are available 
• for cancer patients, For more 
information about emergency 
aid or peer support programs 
call 638-8583. 
Join the Terrace Commun- 
ity Bandl Adults with pre- 
vious wind or percussion ex- 
perience needed. Rehearsals 
Tuesdays from 7-9 p.m, at the 
Caledonia band room, Call 
Wayne: 635-4294. 
WEEKLY 
MEETINGS 
MONDAYS 
MOOD DISORDER OF BC 
TERRACE CHAPTER holds 
support group meetings every 
first and third Monday at the 
Stepping Stone Clubhouse. 
For depressive or bipolar con- 
ditions. Info: Allen at 638- 
8749, 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hos- 
pital Auxiliary meets the third 
Monday of each month in the 
education room at 7:30 p.m, 
Everyone is welcome, 
NARCOTICS ANON- 
YMOUS meets Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Saturdays at 
7:30 p.m, at 4542 Park, For 
more info call 1-888-706- 
1780, 
 nCd 
Injury / Pain Assessment and 
Management 
Neck and Back Pain 
Sports Iniurles 
WCB / ICBC 
Exercise Therapy / 
Consultations 
Pilates 
Neurological / 
Cardiorespiratory Conditions 
Acupunclure / Headaches 
Incontinence 
Ergonomic Assessments &
Consultation 
Exercise Classes 
For An Appoinh.Dnt Call: ' 
638-1010 
No Referrals Necesmry 
3222 Ad~'~roe 9+ Ten.ca, D.C. VSG 3B5 
"A ~r~erop is l  Corpo~Ron 
2003 L~Mr-  SIERRA 
EXT CAB SLE 
r 
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• 40/20/40 Spht Front Bench with Custom Cloth Trim • AM/FM Stereo with CD' OnStar m In-Vehicle 
i ~ommunlcat ions  & Assistance Service. Power Windows/Heated Minors]Locks and Remote Keyless 
pDI MOTH/48 MONTHS PURONASE FINA~CINa i i ~  Entry- Dual Zone Air Conditioning. t6" Aluminum Wheels. Tilt Steenng and Cruise Control 
S-Year 1OO,000 km POWERTRAIH WARRANIY, with No 
Deductible. 2.2 Litre 140 HP ECOTEC Enflne. 5.Speed 
Getrag Manual Transmission, Theft Deterrent System !| 
Child .60/40 Split Folding Rear Seat, Tachometer • IHCLPOESmHGaTANOPDI 
Cecufity Rear Door Locks . . . .  ~ - ~-  
e~ MOmH 
~4,010 O~,NN PAYM~ 
Cl~H PU, CIU3[ ml¢t 
s26,9gl 
IKLU~ $ ~g;hl khD ~t 
PER MONTH PURONU[ II~d~ClNO q 
M,US DOMI MYMDCT UP TO 4,8 MON1145 
5.Yeer 100,000 km POWERTRAIN WARRANTY, with No DeducUhle 
3,4 Litre V6 t85 HP Engine • Automatic Transmission. Power 
Windows/Mirrors/Locks. Dual Rent and Side Impact Air Bags. Air 
Conditioning, AM/FM Stereo with CD _ . ~ . _  
. Flip and Fold Removable Seats,4.Whee / ~  
Anti-Lock Brakes, 8-Passenger Seating 
. Deep Tint Gloss, Tilt Wheel 
pe~" c,tsa PURCHASE eR iC(  ~ 
's37988' 1 4.2L 16 275 HP Vortoc Engine • Automatic Transmission J , Autotrac Automatic 4WD . Power Windows/Heated 
INCtU0 r~ R~EIGI4TkNe P01 Mirrors/Locks with Remote Keytess Entry. Dual Zone Air 
- - - (~1- - - . -~  Condibonlng. &Speaker C0 • Locking D=Rereniial, ! 7" 
MONTH SuuKmt Aluminum Wheels, Dual Front Air Bags • Cruise Control 
t~l l ~ ~r~ t , 4-Wheel Anti Lock Brakes .HD TraUering Equipment 
P~MONTH 
$.IJ8S00MI~YM~ 
V2003 PONTIAC MONTANA 
2003 ~ME ENVOYSLE 
PONTIAC 
BUICK 
E IMC 
.+ _ 
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ROB BROWN 
Termination Tackle 
L ate in the last year of the last cen- 
tury, Vancouver Island fisheries staff 
in what was then sensibly known as 
the Ministry of the Environment 
looked at the best population esti- 
mates of the steelhead stocks under their care 
and protection and realized they were eyeball to 
eyeball with the spectre of extinction. 
The problem was acute on the formerly pro- 
ductive winter steelhead streams that water the 
island's east coast. The ministry had already 
imposed angling closures on many of those 
streams, The problem for the government ap- 
pointed stewards of the resource was how to 
maintain a traditional, historic fishery on the 
fewremaining rivers where anglers were now 
concentrated. To this end, they proposed a ban 
on natural baits in an effort to reduce mortality 
on precious and alarmingly rare wild steelhead. 
Now, you might think that habitat destruc- 
tion, or the depletion of fisheries by commercial 
interests, or those environmental cancers polite- 
ly known as fish farms, would attract he most 
attention and "extract he most vitriol from the 
sport fishing sector. If you think that, you think 
wrong. Though it is true that all those pressing 
problems do rouse a small, politically charged 
group of anglers to action, the issue guaranteed 
to cause the greatest reaction and stir up even 
the most lethargic fisher is whether anglers 
should be allowed to use worms, eggs, shrimp, 
i or prawns at the end of their lines. So it was on 
:Van Isle where, ifistead of behaving well, a 
crowd of, ba/it dunkers kicked up a terrible fuss 
over thep~osa l  to get¢idof bait.; :~; 
: Tired'~i~l'd argumentS Were a d~;~ihced: ,'Wli/it 
will kids t do withoui : bait?" moaned some. 
¢ 
"We're not the biggest part of the problem so 
why should we be restricted?" howled others. 
"We weren't properly consulted," argued those 
who believe that government should consult on 
every issue, then say that government isn't lis- 
tening when they don't get their way, and then 
have the audacity to complain that government 
takes too long to take action. Some complai- 
nants even maintained that bait was no more le- 
thal than other terminal tackle. 
As a result of this debate, and a perceived 
lack of technical evidence, the Ministry of En- 
vironment charged senior biologist Bob Hooton 
to prepare a background paper. The result was 
Facts and Issues Associated with Restricting Ter- 
minal Gear Types in the Managenlent of Sustain- 
able Steelhead Sport Fisheries in British Colum- 
bia, a fascinating document that should be re- 
quired reading for anyone holding a fishing li- 
cease. 
In his literature search, Hooton discovered 
that the data on hooking mortality in B.C. was 
limited to two sets: one where wild steelhead 
were angled for hatchery brood stock on Van- 
couver  Island during the early 1980s; and a 
Keogh River study specifically directed at 
hooking mortality on steelhead, 
In the first data set, the mortality was 3.4 per 
cent among 3,715 angled andretained for brood. 
In the Keogh study, the mortality rate was 5.6 
per cent. But, as Hooton points out, both these 
data sets are negatively biased because, in the 
case of the brood capture study, fish that were 
unlikely to survive were released and therefore 
not included in the final calculations. Moreover, 
fish that died after 24 hours in holding tanks 
were not included in the data. Hatchery fish that 
were hooked and killed were not recorded. And, 
the high standard of fish handling exhibited by 
the traine'd fisheries professionals compared to 
that which could be expected from anglers at 
i large was not taken into account. 
In the case of the Keogh study, the data was 
also misleading. Fisheries scientists talk of 
Catch Per Unit Effort (C.P.U.E.). In the Keogh 
study the C.P.U.E. was defined as the number of 
fish hooked and landed per hour of fishing time. 
The problem was that bait was so much more 
effective than artificial lures it was impossible 
~ to get a large enough sample for the artificial 
gear unless the sampling began with lures. In 
other words, the study participants located some 
• holding water, fished it with artificial lures until 
they were convinced no other fish could be 
caught. The same water.was then fished with 
• bait, Even so, bait caught twice as many fish as 
artificials. 
: The other noteworthy finding of the Keogh 
exercise was that the incidence of hooking in 
critical areas like the tongue, esophagus, gills, 
i and heart, was nearly two times higher among 
tbait caught fish than amohg those caught On 
SETH WARREN negotiates the swirling water of the Butze Ra- kayakers and filmmakers who spent two weeks in the Terrace 
pids outside of Prince Rupert. He was one of 10 professional area hitting waterfalls, creeks and rivers. SHANE SPENCER PHOTO 
Catch the w 
White water here lures professional kayakers and filmmakers 
SARAIt A. ZIMMERMAN 
TUCKED away in the woods near 
Rosswood runs a creek which 
feeds a 63-font magnificent wa- 
terfall and it's drawn the attention 
of some of North America's top 
professional kayakers. 
"It was the tallest waterfall 
I 've ever run," said Missoula, 
Montana-based professional kaya- 
ker Seth Warren, 25. 
Warren is one of a crew of l0 
kayakers and cinematographers 
who recently spent two weeks 
shooting fi~otage for an,action-ad- 
than a half-hour drive from Ter- 
race on Kalum Lake Dr., not only 
offered a challenge for the kaya- 
kers but was a good spot for the 
cinematographers as well. 
"Any time you have a waterfall 
like that it's really spectacular to 
see," said the film's producer, dir- 
ector and cinematographer, T ask 
McFarland. 
But getting the shot proved to 
be a chore in itself. 
The camera operator at the top 
of the shot was lowered down on a 
climbing rope from a cliff above 
venture kayaking film 'tp=be re, the water fall. 
li~a'sc/d:in'f:2{)(13. . . . . .  '" ":"': ~' " " o ~('!~.~ , :;'? / I t  was sort of a personal m - 
The Crew is part oP Teton meat for me and the cinematogra- 
Gravity Research, a production 
company which makes breathtak- 
ing films abmtt adventure sports 
in some of the world's most re- 
mote and sttmning locations. 
They came to Terrace with the 
goal of paddling the Butze rapids 
just outside of Prince Rupert. 
BUt after arriving in Terrace 
pher," says Warren. 
"I went paddling over the lip 
and I looked up and gave him a 
big smile." 
Fellow kayaker Matt Rusher 
agrees the Wesach falls, which 
were first run two years ago by 
local paddler and the group's 
guide Shane Spencer, were in- 
"It's the whole adventure of the access...in 
this area it's really unique." 
the group was overcome by the 
variety of creeks, waterfalls and 
rivers they could run in the im- 
mediate area and extended their 
shooting schedule by one week to 
two in order to include more loca- 
tions. 
"It was way beyond what we 
expected," says one of the cine- 
matographers, Larch Moulton. 
The Wesach waterfall, less 
credible. 
But he was equally impressed 
with some of the other creeks he 
paddled in the Terrace area. 
Rusher was especially taken 
with Jesse Falls, located in the 
Douglas Channel. The falls are 
made of fresh water which drops 
off into the ocean. 
Another highlight was Upper 
Williams Creek which has not 
PROFESSIONAL kayaker Matt Rusher says the creeks and rivers 
in the Terrace area are impressive but getting to them can be 
something of a challenge, SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
been explored by extreme kaya- 
kers to date. 
But it wasn't always easy get- 
ting to those remote locations, 
says Rusher. 
While many rivers and gorges 
in the U.S. are accessible by road, 
the paddlers visiting the northwest 
had to diversify their approach. 
That included using boats and 
helicopters, doing a lot of bush- 
whacking and even rock climbing 
to get to their destinations. 
"On a personal evel, I 'm not 
much of a climber," Rusher says. 
Roping up and rappelling down 
cliffs to check out prospective 
runs tested his comfort levels. 
"I 'd kind of pick,the closest 
tree and kind of hang on to it," he 
says laughing. 
Though the experience pushed 
him in that area, he says it was 
worthwhile. 
"It's the whole adventure of the 
access," Rusher says. "In this area 
it's really unique." 
The crew was also blessed with 
several days of sunny weather -  
which could make the difference 
between footage making the final 
cut or ending up on the cutting 
room floor. 
"Our footage usually surprises 
us when we get it back," says 
McFarland. 
Editing on the yet unnamed 
project begins this winter, The 16- 
mm film should be realeased next 
spring. 
Terrace was just one of several 
locations the group travelled to 
this year. 
Other spots included the Otta- 
wa Valley, the Montreal area, 
Norway and Iceland. 
Coach draws on Aussie experience 
something she says she'd 
like to try here. 
As she adjusts to being 
a club coach back in her 
hometown, Keuhne. is 
thankful to be back,with a 
Canadian club where she 
can grow as a coach and 
continue learning. 
And she's especially 
grateful for good ice. 
"It's really nice to be in 
a rink whose ice is done 
on time," she says, adding 
she often had trouble find- 
ing someone to prepare the 
ice for her skaters at the 
club in Adelaide. 
"They were actually 
going to train me on the 
Zambonil" 
Because of the heat in ~ 
Australia, the ice at her 
club also tended to get a 
bit bumpy - which doesn't 
bode well for skaters, 
"There were big bumps 
in the ice from where the 
ceiling was dripping be- .  
cause it's so hot outside," 
JENNIFER Keuhne, 25, is 
just going to have to get 
used to not wearing shorts 
to the skating rink any- 
more. 
That's because she's 
just come home after 
teaching the finer points of 
figure skating to Australian 
skaters - and she's the 
newest addition to the Ter- 
race Figure Skating Club's 
coaching team. 
Keuhne left Canada to 
coach at Mat. Thebarton 
Snow and Ice Entertain- 
ment (now called the 
Snowdome) in Adelaide, 
Australia in May 1999. 
The indoor recreation 
centre has two skating 
rinks and an indoor ski hill. 
"You take a fiat escala- 
tor to the top," laughs 
Keuhne. 
Figure skating is not a 
huge sport in Australia. 
"There's two sport sea- 
sons down there - footie 
(Aussie rules football) and 
NO MORE shorts for Jennifer Kuehne - she back on Canadian Ice teaching 
figure skating for the Terrace Figure Skating Club. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
!:t; 
lures. ' " '.~ ' . . . .  ..~ • . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  , : ~ :;i:cricket,'~ she says. 
In preparinghis paper, Hooton Scoured the li- But Keubne was im- 
terature fgr similar studies on Species other than" pressed with the skaters 
steelhead!and found confirmation of the Keogh' who did come out to the 
, : c lub  which was about the 
i :~!~.~next week, more on bait same size as the one here, 
. . . . .  ~ " ' e m . .  , , The ktds that ar co - 
petitive are at the same "They just do free aized junior skating team 
level as' our competitive skate," she says, adding which earned a spot at an 
kids," she says. she took matters into her international competition 
The major di f ference own hands. "1 made my in Croatia this year. Syn- 
between coaching 4n Ca, kids do figures.'! ehrontz~d skating sees a 
nada and coaching•is Au:  She also helped coach •full team of skaters per, 
. . ' . , . • , . . . .  . , 
stralla is teaching figures, an award winning synchro- forming together and st s 
she says .  
Keuhne won't have that 
problem here - with fresh: 
snow.on the mountain tops. ~ 
she,s106king forward to a :  
fuli fiedged Canadian Win;, 
¢ 
t ¸ i • 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Disp lay ,  Word  C lass i f ied  and  Class i f ied  D isp lay  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat ho l iday fal ls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or  Monday,  the deadl ine is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all d isplay and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Week (Standard & Advertiser) ~14.45*{r,:..g5 GSD 
.~. .~Lp~ (Standard & Adverliser) ~6,7~*(~.1  .Ts GST) 
*Additional words (over 20) 25~ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$12.88 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARWCARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $8.40 c.tn 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.98 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GST ($10.17 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 0-49 304 Appllan¢es REAL ESTA1~ 500-599 
3 Ann~ncement~ 306 Auk)n~v~ 506 Acfmges/Lats 
6 Annlvelso.es 30S Building Sw~ices SI 2 Cablns/Co~aget 
9 S.ths 31O Catering 518 Commercial Busin~s~s 
12 Birthdays 312 Cm try 524 Commercial Property 
1S Chulch 314 Chi d~are 530 Co~os 
18 Coming E~enl~ 316 Cleaning .536 Dupl~/Fouq~lex 
2 | Ca~grdu~lians 318 Condn~ t.~'l 542 FanmdRan&es 
24 Engogem~nt,.'~V~ingt 320 D~y~,,olt 548 For Sale at Renl 
30 In ,Memofiam 322 Ed~atian/Tutoring 554 Houset 
33 Obiluories 324 Electric 560 takethore 
36 Thanks 326 Excovolian 566 Nk~iles 
328 Finunce/Moffgoge S72 Modular Homes 
PERSONAL 50.99 330 Handyman 578 Opml House 
55 Business Per s,~al~ 332 Hon~ Imprcvement 584 Out d Town 
60 Health/be~. 334 ~ Buppod 590 RV sites 
65 to~t & Found 336 House Sifting S96 Townhouset 
70 Personals 338 Invettmenl 
75 Psychict 340 JanituiaJ PETS/rARM 600-699 
80 Singles 342 LondKopiag/Gor~ming 6069oo n:lln e
85 Trm=l/Tours/V~alian 344 Machine/,w~Iding 612 Fanm Equipr~nt 
346 Misc. Serv~es 61 e Feed & Seed 
WANTED |00-149 348 Mute Le.o~s 624 Fruit/l~oduce/M~at 
|25 Wanted 350 Painling 630 Horses 
352 Paving 636 th=slock 
MERCHANDISE 150-249 354 phatagrophy 642 Pals 
155 Anti ue~ 356 Plumbing 648 Trailet~ 
165 Arts & Cro~ 360 Roo~ing INDUS11EY65G699 
170 Auctions 362 Snob',ok>wing 660 Equipment 
175 Building Materials 364 Tro~el 670 togging~im~er 
180 Computers 366 Trucking 680 Mochine'y 
185 Consignments 368 Yard & Garden 690 Mining 
t 90 Firearms 
195 Fimv.ood RENTAL 400-499 RE(REAICh'qAL 700-749 
200 Free Give Away 404 Apartments 705 Aircraft 
205 Furnilure 408 Be(helot Suite 710 AIV's 
210 Garage Sales 4 12 Ba*~ment Suite 715 84~ats/Mmir~ 
215 C-~rden Equipment 416 Cabins/CotlaSeS 720 
220 Miscdoneou$ 420 Commercial 725 Molorc)4es 
22S Music 424 Condos 730 RV's 
230 Sporting Goods 428 Duplex/Fou~Jex 735 Renials 
235 Tools 432 For Rent Or Sale 740 Snowmobiles 
240 Trade Or Swap 436 Holl=/Auditortums 745 T,-ade/swap 
440 Houses 
EMP~OYMEN1" 250.299 444 Misce~one¢¢~ AUTOMOTI~ 750.799 
254 Busine~, Opportunities 448 Mobile Homes 756 Canopies 
2S8 Car~ 4S2 Modular Homes 762 Cars 
262 Daycare 4.56 Rooms 768 CJa.ics 
266 Ed&atian 460 Room & Goard 774 Parts 
270 Help Wanted 464 Seniors/Retiremenl 780 SUV's & 4x4's 
274 Pro|=ssional Accommodations 786 Trucks 
278 Skilled Trades 468 Shared Accommodations 792 Vans/Bum 
"2e2 Tutoring 472 Sis,age 
286 Vo~unleetl. 476 Suites NOTICES/TENDERS 600-849 
290 Work Wonled 'd 80 Tourlsl Accom modatian s 815 tet~l Natlan 
4e4 Tov~hou~s 830 TemJe~$ 
~RVI~ES 300-399 488 Wonted To Rent 
302 Accounting 492 Warehouses 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o classify ads under appropriate h adings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate onthe basis of children, madtal status and 
employment when placing 'For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
/he Terrace Standard reserves the dght Io revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement a d to retain any answem directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement a d box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions ot picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instrucl~ons are received. 
/hose answedng Box Numbers are requested not o send odginal d~cuments to avoid loss, 
All claims of errors in advertisernenls must be received by the publisher wft~in 30 days after the first publication. 
II is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the Terrace Slandard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the po~on of the advertising space occupied by the i.ncorrecl or 
omitted item 0nly, and that here shall be no liability inany event grealer than the amount paid for such adve~islng. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions .__Terrace Standard # Weekend Advediser 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No. .Expiry Date.~_- - .  
El VISA (3 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PRINT YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
e 
11 
16 
14.71 
27.02 
16.05 
2~36 
7 
12 
17 
8 
13 
18 
,q 
9 
14 
19 
io 
15 
14.45 
26,75 
15.78 
28.09 
14.98 15 .25  15.52 
27 .29  27 .55  27 .82  
16.32 16.59 16.85 17.12 
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Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 STA" ARD 
For longer rid, please use a separate sheet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
I 
3 Announcements 
~ T T T ~  - - : : i  2 .. ; 
• 2. 175  Building ;/, 
i :Mater ia l s  
• . ,  2 : " . .; ' .., • ": ; 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/talc 
or cash. 
LIVE PSYCHICS 
Voted most accurate 
by customers. Police 
use us! Relationships? 
Spouse cheating? 
Getting lover back? 
1-900-45  ! .4055 
18+ $2.99/mln 
• 3,V£ 09,o  
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace; B.C. is: 
Cathy 
615 9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
• Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
~f ls  and information, 
FOUND: NEAR Bear Country 
Inn. "Legion" medallion. Call 
250-615-3232 to identify and 
claim• 
AUTO SALES re-establish your 
credit.Cariboo Motor Credit Ltd. 
We finance all situations.We 
understand. We will help. Mr. 
Noel. 1-877-270-7199 24hrs. 
LOST MEN'S diamond ring, 
possibly in Thornheights. 
Please call anytime 250-638- 
8753. 
MISSING BLACK and yellow 
infinity back pack with school 
text books. Thursday October 
3/2002 4:30 Klnhut park, If 
found please call 250-638- 
1169. 
ourersona  
Family-Counselling Centre 
EXPERIENCED 
COUNSELLOR 
COUNsELLING PROVIDING 
One-On-One Counselllna 
B.C. COUPLE wants to come 
home. Have $10,000 for down- 
payment, want small acreage, 
older home in BC Assumable 
mortgage or you carry. Prefer 
good climate for garden, fruit 
trees. Edmonton 1-780-465- 
7677 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will pick up. 250-635- 
3772 
TABLE AND 4 chairs, arborite 
top and swivel chairs. $100. 
Call 250-635-2588. 
LIKE NEW Century baby car 
seat. $35 and like new steel 
bed frame. $55. Call 250-635-. 
1499. 
FLOORING FACTORY direct 
laminate..$.49sqff. Cork..$1.99. 
6"or 8" Rustic Fir..$.80. 2 1/4" 
birch prefinished..$2.60. 3 1/4" 
Exotic Kempas prefin- 
ished..$5.00/ Select Amer red 
cherryprefinished.34Y5sqft: P 
2 1/4 Oak or Maple prefinished 
$2.99sqft. Oak, maple, birch, 
beach, cherry floating from 
$2.50sqff. TONS MOREl 1-800- 
631-3342 
GRAVEL TRUCKLOAD of fire- 
wood. 4 cords for $300. 250- 
635-1678 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood• Mixed Hemlock, AI- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
GREAT XMAS GIFT I Burton 
snowboard size 168, Burton 
boots size 11 1/2 drivers, Bur- 
ton bindings custom S.I step 
in's. Used one run - like new. 
Asking $650. Call days 250- 
638-0912 evenings 250-635- 
2535. 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work from home, $200- $2000. 
Part time/full time. Free info at 
www.freedom88.com126 
FITNESS FACITLITY, 18 years 
in business. 5600sqft. Serious 
Inquiries only. Days 250-835- 
6146 
HOME WORKERS neededlll 
Assembling products - mail- 
Ing/processing , our circulars- 
copy/mailing pc disk program, 
no experience neededl Free 
info send sase to crafts, 8 - 
7777 keele SI Ref#7-702, Con- 
cord, Ontario L4K-ly7. 1-905- 
866-6095 for more info. 
WOODWORKING SHOW 9th 
annual wood and woodworking 
show. 3 buildings, 220 exhibits 
from Europe, U.S. & Canada. MOMS NO more day care . 
October l8-2O, Friday, 1-8, Sat Stay at home, make above 
10-6, Sunday 10-5. Clove,dale average income, www,tree- 
moms.com/cashclub. fairgrounds, 176 st & 62 ave, 
Surrey. Free seminars & NORTH OKANAGAN store. 
workshops each day every Turnkey operation. Only pet 
day,tools from around the store in town. Excellent custom- 
world, decorative painting er base. Equipment and inven- 
workshops and comppetitions, tory Included, $75,000 obo, 
carving, turning, luberjack 250-549-8410 days, 250-260- 
shows, sawmills to chainsaws 1919eves, 
to wood crafts & furniture to ~ _ ~  
h~nnn I . . . . . . . . .  ,-~ to UWNkH HI::/IHIN~t anxious to 
"'~n~k it ""l"';~;;lu"=~d~scount sell 74 seat restaurant in Ter- 
nano n s. t ' "  ts Windsor race Well established busl- 
a~m~oS~l°n Le~eK~/alle tools, ,~..,ne~ss' includes building and 
PY Y 961,6550 or 1-800-419- house of tools (langley) Adults ~,~'~ 
$8, 12 7 under free. v ,vo  
www.bcwoodshows.com or 
519-351-8344. 
MUST GO! 
Quad Mechanica l  Ltd. 
Industrial Piping Contractor 
716 Commercial Ave., Kitimat, BC 
Friday, October 18. 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Saturday, October 19- 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Sunday, October 20 - 12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m, 
Gas Welding Machines 3 Trucks and 1 Jeep 
Electric Welding Machines 40'x8' Storage Trailer 
Welding Rod and Equipment Forklift 
Cutting Torches 2 site Trailers 
Piping and Racks Hangers 
Metal Tool Lock Ups Bottle Carts 
Wooden Tool Lock Ups Hand Tools 
Rigging Slings Pipe Cutters 
Pipe Stands 
Tufters, Come-a-long Threading Machine 
Chain Falls to 5 tons HIiti Drills 
Pipe Fitting Valves Scaffolding 
Porta Mag Drills Desk 
Benders Photocopier 
CoreD,ill . . . . . . . . .  , FileC.,ablnCs~ ,,:~:~ ,,!,~:;:,: 
OTHER ITEMS' t00  NUIvlEI~(~U9 T~ i]81'  " 
For more Information please phone (250) 632-7224 or 
cell (250) 632-1189 between 4:00 p.m, and 8:00 p.m. 
TERMS: Cash, Certified Cheque, Bank Draft accepted only, 
GST extra on equipment - GST and PST extra on Inventory 
iiiiii~iiiiF ,~ i!iiiiiiii~i/i '~ ................ ~,~ .................................... i:::~,i 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
~ R A N D  EXPRESS SERVICE 
I D ~ v ' , c ~  from. Stewa!. ,to 
I T ~ n t s  in between. Pick: 
I ~  in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
~[mj~[n  W. J  Ory ~ 
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES ,SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
"AIR DUCTS ,SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS ,CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES ,REST. GREASE TRAPS 
• ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL ,ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS ,FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS ,VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-1132 
Please have your dog 
i !  leashed or fenced-in away 
from your mail boxes on 
Wednesdays and Saturdays 
so your newspaper carrier 
can deliver your paper. 
NEW CLASS 1 &3 driver train- 
ing  Single axle easy shift trans- 
mission, combined with fullsize 
highway equipment. Cut's train- 
ing timel Call todayl Taylor pro- 
fessional Driving Services. 1- 
877-860-7627. 
SULLIVAN MOTOR Products 
Limited SERVICE ADVISOR, 
One of Northern B.C.'s largest 
GM dealers is looking for a pro- 
grassive and motivated individ- 
ual for the position of Service 
Advisor. Successful candidates 
must be organized with a strong 
professional work ethic and 
high personal integrity, Service 
experience is an asset. We off- 
er competitive compensation 
and excellent benefits. Applic- 
ants can send resumes in con- 
fldence to: Service Manager, 
• Sullivan Motor ' Products "Ltd. 
:' Bbf'~478, Hbd~tOh," KCTV03 
lZO Fax 250-845-2524 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industryl Network technician, 
computer technician, program- 
mer analyst, office adminstrator, 
For program or student loan In- 
formation from our CDI College 
Abbotsford Campus. Call toll 
Free today 1-888-228-1555 
CLASS ONE DRIVER required 
for interior based company. 2 
years Super B flat deck experi- 
ence required on general 
freight. Excellent ,enumeration 
package. Company operates 
primarily BO/AB/BC Fax re- 
sume and abstract 250-828- 
1420 
OWNER OPERATORS 
COMPANY drivers for super B 
flatdeck work in BC, AB WA. 
We offer excellent working 
environment, steady work and 
competitive payl 1-800-667- 
3944 
INTEGRITY IN PRODUCT AND 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
LINDA V. LAMBERT 
E-mail Ivlamberl@teJus.net 
(250) 635-4767 1-877-600-9589 
cram 
I~'10V~®TIsI u.c. 
&va l luMe 7 Du,~ A Week  
FR I I  I I~Ir lMATIS . LOW Low .wUIS!  
RENOVATIONS INCI.UDE: 
New Fe~.Repoir ~..l~os & Ded¢ e~..Yd ~ i~ 
ODD JOm~ Flooq ~.r~hen T'des.ff~mt~@s~ir',O~ ttomehpoisl 
FOR FALL CLEAN-UP 
Not yust Hous¢@elJin d 
Tailorsd service to best meet your needs 
Lea Mclntyre ~ 
615-6312 
House Siting, House Cleaning, Brand 1 
Pet SifflnglWalk/ng, /louse Painting, and much mum 
270 Help Wanted 
Th,~ T.,m,,= .':;f,-,,~A,-,M W, dn~sday, October 16, 2002- B7 
Northwest Comnmnity College, Terrace Campus invites 
applicatkms for te:nl~or;u'y pan-time instructors in the Computcr 
Technology Program tbr the Winter 2003 semester (January -
AprU 2003). S:dury will be in accordance with the BCGEU 
F;:culty scale, 
CPTE 111: Introduction to GIS (60 hrs) 
Intr(r.luce the concepts of geogn:phicd inforlnatiort system.'~ 
(GIS), 
CVrE 121: Introduction to Networking (60 hrs) 
Introduce computer networks from the perspectives of the 
LOOKING FOR full time, part 
time DRIVERS and DISPATCH- 
ERS. Experience an asset but 
willing to train. Drop off resume 
at Kalum Kabs. 
NATIONAL PUBLISHING Co. 
is looking for full time DIS- 
TRIBUTOR for dropping off and 
picking up books. Management 
and inventory duties. Need 
computer and/or fax and a tell- 
able van or mini van. Contact 
Alain at 1-800-277-4934 
NOW HIRING certified class 1 
driving instructor. F/t position in 
the Okanagan Valley. Fax re, 
The British Columbia' Press 
Council, the self regulating body, 
for the province's newspaper In- 
dustry, is seeking a Public Di- 
rector to serve as a Northern In- 
terior representative on its 11- 
member Board of Directors. 
Board members serve two-year 
terms and are eligible to serve a 
maximum of four terms, Candi- 
dates should have a record of 
community Involvement, a good 
awareness of public events and 
a keen interest in how the print 
media operates in the province. 
The Press Council meets on a 
I user ::nd network administrator, 
I CPTE 161: Database Fundamentals (60 hrs) 
I Introduce the concepts of dat;d)ases and datub:tse applications 
: I Using MicrosOft Access, 
Quallflcatlons/SkUls: Minimum Diploma or undergraduate 
degree (preferred) In Computer Technology; previous experience 
in lnfornlation technoh)gy manugement; experience in teaching 
adult educution; uhility to work in u lenin environment a {d/or 
independently; and strong Inrerperson:ti and communicatii~n skills 
;Ire essential. Corrlpletkm of the Pmvinclal Instruclor's Dlplotna is 
a definlte usset. 
For complete course descriptions please visit our websIle 
www.nwce.bc.ca and check otlt ottr Comptiter TechnoloJo, 
Program htformalion listed urlder 'Programs'. 
Respond in conflderice, quoting competition 02.049B to: 
Director, Human Resources, NORTtlWEST COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE, lk)x 726, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4X2, FAX: (250) 638-5475, 
Enluil: creyno!ds@nwcc.hc.c:t. Please huricat¢ which courses 
yot~ are applying for. 
We thank ull applicants for their interest, however, only those 
selected fi)r an interview will he cont::cted. ~ .  
Closing Date: Octoher 25, 2002 ""~ ~N~O~,E~,  T 
Coastal Bus Lines Ltd. 
780 Lahakas Blvd., Kitimat, B.C. VSC 1T6 
Manager  - Bussing Operat ions  
Coastal Bus Lines Ltd. requires a Manager who is 
responsible for its Terrace, Hazelton and Smithers 
bussing operations. The successful candidate, located in 
Terrace, is responsible for all activities relating to the 
provision of school bussing, transit and servicing of 
natural gas for vehicle customers. The position includes 
the. administration of school bus drivers, transit drivers, 
handydart drivers, mechanical and maintenance 
personnel. The position requires an individual who has 
experience in effectively managing and motivating 
employees in a Union environment, The manager must 
be very customer service orientated and capable of 
effectively dealing with the contact personnel for all 
Coastal service contracts. The ability to deliver safe, 
quality transportation services that exceed the 
customer's expectations is the major requirement for this 
position. 
Applications or resumes will be accepted until 
October 21,2002 and should be sent to: 
sume& abstract to 250-765- quarterly basis and also holds 
7535. public hearings as and when re- 
quired. Public directors receive 
, PART TIME experienced a per diem stipend for each sit- 
CASHIER, Apply in person with 
resume to The Great Canadian 
Dollar Store in Terrace. 
PART-TIME RETAIL Merchan- 
diser - Terrace Work approx. 5- 
20 hr/wk. Able to manage flexi- 
ble schedule. Qualifications - 
high school. Exc. interpersonal 
skills, ability to work with rain. 
supervision and communicate 
effectively. Valid drivers license 
and auto reqd. Responsibilities 
are setting up store displays, 
stickering, shelf relines, product 
dist. checks and audits. Inter- 
ested persons should forward 
resume to Procter & Gamble 
Inc., Attn: ISA Merch. 7666 
8St. N.E., Calgary, AB T2E 
8X4. 
ting day, as well as travel and 
other expenses. Candidates 
should submit applications, 
along wit two letters of referen- 
ceby October 25, 2002 to: B,C. 
Press Council, Suite 201-1290 
Broad Street, Victoria, BC V8W 
2A5, Telephone: (250)384- 
3344, Fax: (250)384-3346 E- 
mail: council@bcpresscoun- 
cil,org Full details on the Press 
Council's mandate and opera- 
tions can be found at its web 
site at www.bcloresscouncil.or.cl 
WORK FROM home int'l com- 
pany expanding. Using your 
computer. $500-2000/pt $2- 
5000 full time per month. 
Coaching support. Partime pays 
a lot of bills• 1-888-701-3254. 
270 Help wanted  
A.F. Zaharko, President 
Coastal Bus Lines Ltd. 
780 Lahakas Blvd. : 
Kitimat, B.C, V8C 1T9 .... 
Fax: 250-632-2154 
RESIDENT APARTMENT man- www.enrichvourlifestyle.net 
ager for 79 units in Cloverdale. 
Must have previous experience 
and be energetic. Fax letter or 
resume with salary expected to: 
1-604-214-2917. 
SHAKE CUTTER wanted must 
have own equipment. Call 250- 
557-4558. 
COMMERCIAL ROOFING 
• company seeking self motivated 
ESTIMATOR. Successful can- 
didate must have good com- 
munication skills. Ability to read 
and interpret plans and specs. 
Building Tech Degree or equiv- 
alent an asset. Fax resume: 
Transwest Roofing 604-596- 
1430 
FULL TIME technical support 
associates to handle inbound 
calls. Qualifications: grade 
12/Ged, technical problem solv- 
ing skills. Apply to Covergys - 
2t21 E.T.C.H., kamloops, B.C. 
V2c-4a6 or fax 250-571-5870. 
Email kamloops.jobs @ conver- 
clys.com 
LEASE OPERATORS to pull 
flat decks, Steady work, good 
rates and benefits. Fax resume 
to 604-795-5715 
LOOKING FOR childcare. Must 
love children. Vehicle a must. 
Kindergarten child Monday-  
Friday. Call Tina 250-638-0997. 
Phone: 250-632-3333 
E-mail: azaharko@farwesthq.com ,~,~v,. ,~,,.~.,~,, .'
...... -.~-, .~ .~ ..,,,.L. . . . . . . . .  
c,:.! _,.,u ,,. ~ . . . . . .  : ........ . 'i I l l I II I1 1 It 
"OFF ICE:OFGiTANMAAX'  
'~eople Who Harvest Salmon Using Torches" 
Employment Opportunity 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
The Gitanmaax Band Council Is seeking an experienced Individual who 
possesses a strong background In Band Administration for the position of 
Executive Director. This Is a senior management position responsible for the 
overall administration f the organization. The Incumbent will work 
collaborattvely with the Gltanmaax Band Council to provide professional 
development, research, liaison services, administrative management tothe 
Gitanmaax Band Administration, e couraging innovative and quality services 
delivery for the promotion and well being of the Gitanmaax Band membership. 
KEY PRIORITIES; 
• Plans, overseas, implements and monitors Ihe long ten'n, general and day to 
day operations Including financial dministration 
• Provides leadership and direction for new Initledves, programs or services 
relating the program delivery to the Gilanmaax Band membership 
• Establishes and maintains effective reindonships with the Gltanmaax 
membership, senior and other government officials, funding sources and 
community groups 
• Identifies potential sources of funding and secures resources needed to 
diversify 
• Manages all staff and human resource functions 
~EOUIREMENTS 
• Degree in Business Administration r a combination of experience and 
knowledge olsound Management Practice, minimum two years 
• Secondary School Graduation 
• Knowledge ofGitxsan Culture, Language and Traditions 
• Good interpersonal skills 
• Good organizational skills 
• Demonstrated ability to supervise and develop human potential 
• Demonstrated ability to represent the Village Council n a positive manner 
• Good wrilten and oral communication sldlls 
. P~'oficient knowledge and use of computer technology 
A competitive compensation package is offered for this Hazelton, BC based 
position. It you are qualified, please provide your resume, Including a list of three 
references incompleted confidence by November 1st, 2002 at 12:00 pm to: 
GItanmaax Personnel Committee, 
At:n: Economic and Corporate Affairs Director., 
Gitanmaax Band Council., Box440, Hazel:on, B.C., VOJ 1YO 
Phone 250.842-5297 Fax 25o.e42.6364 
or emall: ecdev@attanmaax.com 
I F :%vLo]  ~ I 
• Earn for Christmas 
now! ' ~: 
,; Your hours. 
• INCREDIBLE  
earnings opportunity 
• Excit ing Incentives 
Inventory investment not 
required 
• FREE start & brochures 
Oct 15 to Oct 22 inclusive 
For more infot:mation 
and no obligation 
Ca l l  1 -866-718-1895 
~or in Ter race  638-7969. ,  
CHINESE FOOD 
MINIMUM '15.00 ORDER 
*FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY 
EAT IN • TAKE OUT 
C~L 615-3234 
3234 KALUM ST., TERRACE 
'FULL TIME:CARPENTRV INSTRUCTOR 
[ [' : ~ ~ Carpentry ApprenticeshiP~Program :i:. : :l ' ' 
: Temp0rary Term -Subject to a leave :0[ absence 
~ Canadian Soci~tt~ Providing Support. Funding Research. Giving Hope, 
• Cancer canadienne ~ a#tadian @~tc~r $oci'~' (CCS) provides Io~ulingfiuancM support for 
Society du cancer cancer esearch and delit~s communily.based sr~porl pmgmms mid 
a~,llrls" COLUMBIA ANn YUKON DIVISION pret~ttio~l htfor/naliorl for al/ O'pes of atllC~ ~be BC 6 }'okotr Ditti@~l 
b~s iv regiorud off~ces aHd a prese~¢e in omr lOO communities, with more 
than 17,000 t~/untetrs, senqng orer 100,000 residents, ~ 
' Co ordinator, ' . . . . . . . .  
Volunteer Resources 
' : Join our Northern Region staff In this parl-time 0pp0rlunlty (151 hours per Week) lobe 
: ., ~ ~ accountable for the support and achievement of established objectivesl and provide xpertise to
. . . .  volunteers and staff In ~e area of volunteer resources. Based In Northwest BIG., you will act as 
a consultant to Unit Presldenls and Volunteer Resources ChairS, provide recntllment tools, 
stra(egies and resources and support and develop assigned Regional Volunteer Resources 
: Chairs and Commltiees. In addition you will develop and implement year-round recognition 
strategies, aswell as assist In planning and holding orientations for new volunteers and co- 
• ~: '  ' "  ordinating revenue-devdopment activities. 
You must have ither fonnal technical or management training from a recognized ucational 
' i Institute In a Communlty-develo~:in*,'~t or health-related progranh or 3 to 5 years of relevant 
' : expedence, preferably In volunteer resources orthe not-for-profit sector. Abackground working 
:: '  , : ; :  :~ " with Vohmteers Is essential, sis knowledge ofcommunity-based economic, political and soclo 
i i "~:: ! ~, cultural conditions. Your profile also includes the ability to provide or obtain routine 
' .  ! i / ; .  I Information, write brief standard correspondence and provide and request Information oa 
. available S rvices or programs. Basic PC skills, Ideally with MS omce '97, and the ability I t  
i : ~ . .  present workshops, and facilitate meetings and training sessions will enhance your success In 
) .i Ibis role. This position requires the ability to worka flexible schedule, Including some venings 
: i: ' ', and weekends a valid driver's llcence, and access to a reliable vehicle. 
: i  ~7~ ~:' [ : We:offer an opportunity o contribute to our mission In a satisfying work environment. 
i QUalified applicants are invited to send their resumes by October 31st, Includleg salary I 
expectations It: Stephen A. Horton, Canadian (,ancer Society, 401 Quebec Street, i 
., ::I~I " ~i. Prince George, 8,C. V2L lW5. E-malh shorton@bc.cancer, ca 
: The Canadian Cancer Society provtdes equal opportonl 0 tn employment and I'. 
THE KEMESS mine is looking 
for a Human Resources recruit- 
er to join it's team. The mine is 
an open pit copper and gold 
mining operation located in 
north -central B.C. approx- 
imately 300 kilometers north- 
west of Mackenzie, B.C, Owned 
and operated by Northgate Ex- 
ploration Limited, kemess is fly 
In/fly out with a 5000 ft airstrip, 
camp, first aid and recreation 
facilities, Human Resources 
staff work Monday to Thursday 
rotation of 4 days on 3 days off. 
Flights are staged from Smith- 
ors and Prince George, B.C. 
Working as a recruiter for one 
of B,C.'s leading mining compa- 
nies you will source and attract 
candidates, conduct interviews 
and complete references. You 
will work closely with hiring su- 
pervisors to identify require- 
ments, and develop and exec- 
ute recruitment strategies. You 
will also prepare job postings, 
maintain a database of applic- 
ants and other internal or exter- 
nal clients. In addition, a key 
function in this position is the 
responsibility tar web claims 
management and working 
closely with each department 
onsite to ensure proper proce- 
dure is followed. The successful 
candidate will meet the follow- 
ing requirements 2- 3 years of 
recruiting experience. Excellent 
interpersonal and communica- 
tions skills. An educational 
background in Human Resourc- 
es is preferred. Experience in 
web claims management. Prior 
EXPERIENCED MOULDER- ." experience in the resource in- 
MAN required. Send resume to , dustry. The ability to multi task 
Williams Lake Cedar prouducts, 
5525 Frizzi Rd, pc box 4814, 
Williams lake, B.C. VSg-2v8 or 
fax 250-398-2281. 
WILL TUTOR math and phys- 
ics, grade 12 and higher. 
$15/hr. Call Sid 250-635-2695. 
and take initiative. Interested 
candidates are invited to send a 
covering letter, contact informa- 
tion for two references and your 
resume to: northgate Explora- 
tion ltd.. Kemess Mine P.O box 
3519, Smithers, B.C. VOJ-2N0, 
fax 1-604-881-8401.Email re- 
sume@kemess.com. Web page 
north.qateexploration.com 
I ! TOMER SERVICE PRESENTATIVE people person, who enjoys working with III the public. Must be available for flexible hours. This 
III pos t on is part-time with the opportunity of full- 
III time_Applicant must have valid drivers license. 
I[I Wages and benefits commensurate on experience. 
[I Resumes accepted till October 25, 2002. 
Ill resume °ff in pers°n t° Cathy Frenette' 
III, TERRAC E 4631 KeM~ Ave,..rermce .~ 
L~:"~OTEM FORD Phone~ 635.4984 . . . .  
At Home Project 
Requires a skilled and experienced interviewer. 
This is a contract position from November 12, 2002- 
March 31, 2003. 
The interviewer will conduct an HIV and AIDS Training 
and Resource needs assessment with service providers, 
and people living with and affected by HIV and AIDS. 
Must have reliable vehicle and abilily to travel in north 
west region (i.e. Houston- Prince Rupert- Dease Lake). 
For a complete package, please contact Deb Schmitz at 
Positive Living North West by phone at 250-877-0042, 
by fax at 250-877-0047 or email at plnw@bulkhy.net 
Closing date for applicants is October 25, 2002. 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus invites applications 
for a tempontry fulMme Carpentry Instructor to deliver Apprenticeship 
Carpentry comluencing as soon as possible and terminating March 28, 
2003. Salary will he in accordance will] the BCGEU lasmtctor ~'ale. 
Duties: 
The succe.~sful applicant will instruct Carpentry Apprenticeship classes 
starting with Year 3, Year 4, Year 1 and Year 2. 
Qualifications; 
Interprovindal qualifications in carpentry; minhnum of 5 years experience 
as a Journeyman Carpenter and minimum 5 years experience in a 
supervisory capacity, either as Foreman or Supe~ntendent; and, good 
organizational nd comtnunication skills. Preference will be given to 
applicant s with a Pmvindal Instructor Diploma nd teaching exlx'rtence. 
Respond in confidence, quoting competition #02.104B to: Director, 
Human Resources, NORTBWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Box 726, 
Terrace, B.C, VSG 4X2, FAX: (250) 638-5475, Emaih crevnolds@nwcc.l'.c.ca. 
We thank all applic,'ants for tlielr interest, however, only 
ilium selected for an interview ill be contacted. I~  N~r=s ' r  
Closhag Date: October 25, 2002 a .¢  ----.-,-,,-,',,,,,,- Take a closer look. 
SPROTF.SHAW COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Accredited private Ix~t-~'onda~ ha,timdoo tndning over 3,500 students each year, I~tq 
inumdi~ opening to hire ,several in,qn~tors forthe Prince George 
pBARMACY TECHNICIAN INSTRUCTOR 
Full-time posidoo available for a Pharmacy Technician. Tim su~-'¢ssful candi&zte must 
have an appropdate pluumacy designation, k owledge of and ex[x~ence in a retail or 
h~,.pital phanmcy setting, 
Resident Cam Attendant In.stuPor togulred on a full.time basis to teach classroom and 
clinical In.stnglJon. The .successful cand' 'glare mu.q have an RN or RPN designation, 
Bachelor Mastm; degree are most suitable, t aching experience Ls p~fem:d, but not 
n¢ces.~uy. 
MEDICAL ESSENTIALS INSTRUCTOR 
Medical Essen 'dals insm.=ctor oo paR.tlm¢ and/or full.6n~ basis ra:lulmd to 'start In
Janu,w.'Ihe s~'cesgai candid=e must have body systems and mcdic, d terminology 
expcrience.Teachbg experience Fderred. 
B USINF_.'.'.'.'.'.'~S INSTRUCTOR(S) 
B-sln~s l~s)  tm a pm-dme and/or full-time basis requittd. 11~ sm'c¢ssful 
candidate must have five years job related experience, a pmr~lo~, d~IgnaOon, ora 
degree, Areas of instn~tioo may include: E-c~;  Cong~edzed Accounting 
SY~ms; Communications: Bookkeeping; marketing; Sales; Human Resoumes 
Management; C.omputer Applicatlons and Systems, 
We offer a very mmpetitlve padmse, xcellent team odeded tterk environment 
and futare oppodunlties. Rense tax rover letters and rt~man~ to the Campus prior 
te (kteber 2Sh, Z00Z. 
Prince Geoz~ Campus: fax (250) 56t.1333 
e-mati deloecsf@ spm~-daw.eom. 
Horthern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Leve l  1 
Sat., Nov. 2 ............................................................ $90 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTAT ION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun., Nov. 3 ................................................................ S90 
WCB OFA Leve l  3 CAREYBOGART, Instructor 
Oct. 21-Nov. ! Nov. 18-29 .., ............................ S675 
Adult Care c/~, Level ! 
Thurs., Nov. 12 ........................................................ S1 ! 5 
a ] l~[eRed Cross  Chi ld  Safe  
Oct. 25 ......................................................................... 575 
WHMIS  - Anytime via computer .............................. $55  
Commerc ia l  Vehicle Inspection (CVIP) 
The Commercial Vehicle Inspection Program enables the 
mechanic to inspect and certify vehicles to government 
safety standards as required by law. Applicants must be 
licensed heavy duty, automotive, or commercial transport 
mechanics. 
Students will receive provincial government certification upon 
successful completion of this course. 
Instructor: Tom Simpson, College of New Caledonia. 
Dates: Nov 4 -  7th (Mon-Thu) 
Times: 8:30am - 5:30 pm 
Cost: $425 ~NORTHWEST 
Take a closer look, 
WHMIS $50 
Oct18 • Fri ° 12:30pm-4:30pm 
Intro to Scanners 
Oct 19 ° Sat ° 9:00am- 12:00pro 
$47 . 
: , '  
MS Outlook 2000 ~. $169 i : /  
Oct 21-30 • Man/Wed. 7:00pm- lO:OOpm ~ 
Intro to Accounting ~:: ~ $79 
oct 22-24 • Tuerrhu • 7:00pro ::ioiooPm i 
.., : . . ,  $ 2 2 o "  Al rbrakes  .: i  
Oct 22-26 •Tue  a ~s t 6:30,lO:30pm/8-4pm !~! : k 
Worksafe: Investigating Sprains/Strains .... $99:  
Oct 23 • Wed • 8:30am = 5 :30pm.  
MS Publisher ?OO0 : ! :~.:  ~ :~ :: $J69 
oct23-Nov 1 We~Fri .7:o0pm,1olo0pm / ~ i 
Oct 26 • Sat • 9:00am- 4:00 pm ! : ; : : '  
ARCVlew ' ~ ' r "' ; "  ~ ' 
Oc t 26-Nov 23 ~' Sat .  9',O0am ~i ~,i00 pm:  $269 
~AutoCAD ~ $269 
oct 29.Nov 2a ' l:uerrhU, rioopm- lO:OOpm 
The Registration Office is now open evenings and weekends/ 
Monday.Thursday 4:30-8:00pm / Saturday 1:00.5:00pro 
~Pj NORTI'iW'IF.ST 
iB m 
NOrthwest Regional Airport 
Tm'ace-I(Ithnal 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 
The Northwest Regional Airport, Terrace-Kitimat, is 
looking for experienced Heavy Equipment Operators with 
class 3 and Air endorsement, For part time employment as 
on call snow removal operators. Mail resumes with a 
cover letter and Drivers Abstract before October 21,2002 
to Northwest Regional Airport, Terrace-Kitimat, RR#4, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G AV2. 
A-1 SIDING and gutters, We 
supply and install 5" continuous 
gutters, Best rate In town. Also 
Install soffit, fascia, and vinyl 
sidln.cl. 250-635-9714 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
GET BACK on trackl Bad cred- 
It? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
• Money? We lendll It you own 
your' own home you qualify 1- 
877-987-t 420 www.ploneer- 
wast.cam Member of the Better 
Business Bureau. 
I 
r Looking for ~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information On 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the MtnisW of Soda] 
t~,evelopment a d Economic Securl~ 
WINTERIZING ' SPECIALt 
Caulk and seal your doors and 
windows and lower your heat- 
Ing bills this winter. Call AI 250- 
635-3832 
, ' t 
B8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 16, 2002 
420 Commercial  i' 1420 Commercial  
i 428 Duplex/ 
• : Fourplex : 
TOWS FLOORS flooring sale. 
Laminate starting at $.75sqft. 
Hardwood specials. Free deliv- 
ery, some conditions apply. 
Cell: 250-638-7074 www.tors- 
floors.corn .480Tourist " 
Accommodation :~ 
ME-AN POPPINS Practically 
Perfect, wonderful, friendly 
caregivers, companions, nan- 
TWO BEDROOM ground level 
apartment. Available l ime-  
diately. Laundry and recreation 
facilities. No pets, references 
and damage deposit required. 
$500/month includes hot water. 
Call 250.635-1126. 
APARTMENTS-TERRACEI 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 Bedroom Apts~ 
, $475 per month I 
Free hotwater/recreation I 
• Close to school and hospital I 
• Security entrance •Starchoice I
Call collect (250) 877-6773 I 
nies for elders and children . . . . . . . . . . .  
Bigger savings. Long-term rela- 
tionship. Fulltime live-in only. 
For inlor 604-986-6268 poppins 
@ telus.net www.me-anpop- 
pins.corn 
PRIME TRUCK RENTALS Ter- 
race 250-635-2749 484 Townhouses 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint Fall and Winter interior 
residiential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% la- 
bour discount. Professional 
quality work. Reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. References 
available. Call Karl. 250-615- 
0199 
488 Wanted to  
• Rent  .... : 
1 AND 2 bedroom apartments 
available immediately. Call 
250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428 
1.2.3 BEDROOM apartments. 
Available immediately. On-site 
management. References requ- 
ired. 250-635-6428 or 250-638- 
0015 or 250-615-0345 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 2 
bedroom apartment. Close to 
town security entrance on site 
management. No pets. 
$500/mo + damage deposit. 
Call 250-638-0404 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom apart- 
ment; newly renovated, laundry 
facilities and storage. $450.00, 
250-615-9772. 
NEW APARTMENTS. One and 
two bedroom apartments, close 
to town, 2 bedrooms and 4 ap- 
pliances. N/g fireplace, and 
storage room. Non-smokers, no 
pets. $650/mo. Call 250-635- 
1622 or 250-635-2250 
412Basement  . 
' :  Su i te /  : :  . , : . . . 
518 CommerCial: 
: Businesses i :  
, • . ., [ . 
NEWER SPACIOUS 2 bed- 
room, security entrance, 4 ap- 
pliances. No pets/smoking. 
Walking distance to downtown. 
Available immediately. 250-638- 
0046 or 250-635-4852 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Cable and laundry facilities 
available. New management 
onsite. No pets please. 250- 
615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $360/month + 
$180 ~ damage deposit. Call 
250-635-2065. 
SMALL APARTMENT in 4 plex 
in Thornhill. Ideal for single per- 
son or couple. To view 250- 
635-8288 
STUDIO SUITE right downtown 
secured building, laundromat. 
We pay heat. Perfect for older 
person or working couple. 
$400/month. Call 250-635- 
7585. 
CLINTON MANOR I 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
$500.00 month. 
One block from swimming pool. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
i i i  
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close fo swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
;.: 1416Cabins/ :  : 
~ COttageS/  
~ 420 Commercial, 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
o Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
Od si)e management 
• No pets 
References required ~ 
TERRACE 
To view call 
638-1748. 
! COACH N 
APARTMENTS 
4204 N. Sparks 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
On Site Management 
Security Entrance with 
Undercover Parking 
& Elevator. Laundry 
facilities on each floor 
On Bus Route 
No Pets 
To View a Clean & Quiet 
Building on the Bench 
638-8554 
, REFERENCES REQUIRED ,~ 
2 Bedroom 
Apartments 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
1 BEDROOM suite in new 
home in Thornhill. F/s, w/d. 
Covered parking, ground en- 
trance on quiet street near golf 
course. Utilities included, no 
pets, n/s. $475/plus damage 
deposit. Available October 
15/2002. Phone 250-635-5413. 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
and a 3 bedroom ground level 
suite. No smoking, no parties, 
and no pets. Call 250-635-9684 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
fridge/stove washer/dryer, large 
yard, no pets, $620/mo. In- 
cludes all utilities plus. cable. 
Available Oct 10 250-635-2556. 
3 BEDROOM, 1/12 bath above 
ground suite. F/s, w/d, 
$625/month, good references 
required. Call 250-638-8639. 
FOR LEASE SPACE 
374 sq. ft. O f f i ce  .Poh le  Ave  
998 sq. ft. O f f i ce /Sa les  Poh le  Ave  
1,735 sq. ft. Sa les /Warehouse  Kenney  St 
5,205 sq. ft. Sa les /Warehouse  Kenney  St 
1,375 sq. ft. O f f i ce  Emerson  St 
1,700 sq. ft. Sales Gre ig  Ave  • 
3,200 sq. ft. Sa les /Shop/Yard  Keith Ave .  
1,920 sq. ft. Shop  Keith Ave  
1,280 sq. ft. O f f i ce /Sa les  " Kelth Ave  
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse  Hwy 16 W . 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom base- 
ment suite. Close to town, 
available immediately. Rent 
negotiable. Phone 250-635- 
2360. 
2 BEDROOM duplex, upstairs. 
New $550/month, references 
required. No pets, fridge and 
stove. Park ave, close to pool. 
Call 250-638-0370. 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT. in 
5-plex. Electric heat. At 3145 
River Drive, Thomhill. No pets 
please. References required. 
$400/mo. Phone 250-638-1648 
3 BEDROOM main floor suite. 
Available immediately, referenc- 
es and damage deposit re- 
quired. Call 250-635-2932. 
3 BEDROOM upper duplex on 
Graham street. $720/month in- 
cludes utilities. Call 250.635- 
6518 or 250-638-1019. 
3 BEDROOMS, full bath + laun- 
dry room with w/d upstairs, liv- 
ing + dinning room, kitchen + 
bath downstairs. Fenced yard 
and storage shed. $550/month. 
Available November 1/2002. 
References required. Call 250- 
635-3836. 
CLEAN AND bright. 3 bedroom 
one bath duplex for rent. 5 ap- 
pliances, fenced back yard, 
Horsehoe area. $750/mo +dam- 
age deposit. Call after 6:pro. 
250-635-3555 
COZY 2BEDROOM duplex, 
quiet neighbourhood. Fridge- 
/stove, washer/dryer, n/g heat. 
Damage deposit + references 
required. Call 250-638-1553. 
DELUXE 3 BEDROOM SXS 
duplex. 5 appliances. Garage, 
office, den, master bedroom c/w 
ensure, fenced yard. No pets, 
non smokers. $775/m0. 2404 
Craig Available immediately. 
PhoneY250.635-6445 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
a quiet, high quality four plex• 
Near hospital and bus mutes. 
Onsite caretakers, 5 applianc- 
es, ng fireplace, mini storage. 
No pets please, $685/mo. Call 
Betty 250-635-6248 
NEWER WELL maintained u- 
plex. Available to non-smokers 
now. 2 large bedrooms, 1 1/2 
baths, fridge/stove, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer hookups and stor- 
age. Considerably reduced to 
$650/mo for tenants with good 
references. Ample parking/car- 
port. Call Edka 250-635-2404 
Available immediately, new 2 NICE 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath at 
bdrm, above ground suite. 4830 Graham. Fridge/stove, 
$600/month, utilities + cable in- washer/dryer. $650/month. 
cluded. No pets, non smokers Good references required. Call 
preferred, Phone 250-635-2910 250-638-8639. 
or250-635-6572. ONE BEDROOM clean and 
cozy 1/2 duplex. 4657 Lazelle. 
Available November 1/2002. 
$450/month + references re- 
quired. Call 250-798-2000. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in Thornhill, :Close to 
schools, laundry facilities on 
premises, no pets. Recently 
painted and with new applianc- 
es. $475/mo. Phone Rob. 250- 
638-7290 
ONE BEDROOM duplex. Newly 
painted, f/s, $300/month utilities 
not included. Queensway area, 
Terrace. Available October 
15/2002. Call 250-632-2540. 
QUIET, COUNTRY LIVING 2 
bedroom duplex in New Remo 
(10 rain from town). Fridge- 
/stove, pets and smoking al- 
lowed. $450/mo. Available 
immediately. 250-635-9266 
. . . . . . .  SMALL 2 BEDROOM duplex at 
LAKELSE LAKE COTTAGE 3735 Pine Ave, Thornhlll. 
Westside. Summer home or Fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
weekend getaway. Will lease on hookup. $375/mo. References 
a yearly basis. 3 bedrooms, 2 required. 250-638-8639 
baths, fully furnished. All servic- 
es250-798-2000. SMALL 2 bedroom duplex In 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
400 SQUARE feet for rent, 
commercial zoning. Flexible 
terms/rates. Call Mallory at 250- 
638-1010. 
2 BEDROOM/BATHROOM, 2 
story condo, tastefully renovat- 
ed, hardwood & ceramic floors, 
N/G fireplace, on- site laundry 
facilities, security entrance. 5 
minute walk to Skeena mall. 
Suitable for 1 or 2 mature non - 
smoking adults, no pets, dam- 
age deposit, references, 
$700/month includes window 
coverings, f/s, dishwasher, nat- 
ural gas, and snow removal. 
Call 250-638.0240. 
3BEDROOM CONDO, fridge/- 
stove included, newly renovat- 
ed, No pots. No smoking. Avail. 
able immediately, Walking dis- 
tance to downtown. 250-635- 
1251 
~ 428 Duplex/~ : 
~ Fourplex 
• i • ., " : 
440 Houses  
2 112 BEDROOM apartment in 
4-plex. Electric heat. 4634 Sou- 
cie Ave. No pets please. Good 
refences: required. $600/mo. 
Call 250-638-1648 
2 BEDROOM half duplex tn 
, Terrace for rent, Fddge/stove, 
w/d, $550/month. 2 bedroom 
unit In Thornhill, utilities Includ- 
ed, $600/month, no pets, Avail-. 
able October 112002. Damage 
deposit requlrad. Call 250-635. 
5992 . . . . . . . . . . .  
Thornhill, for 1-2 people, f/s. No 
pets. $375/month references re- 
quire& Call 250-638-7727. 
SXS 3 BEDROOM duplex. 
Fridge/stove included. No pets. 
$750/mo. 3 bedroom town- 
house. $575/mo, half damage 
deposit. Fridge/stove included. 
Call 250-638-1094 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home, 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove. 
$450/mo 250-635-8772 even- 
in.qs. 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tendtn.q Services available. 
2 BEDROOM house, 4 ap- 
pliances. In town. $600/month. 
Call 250-615-5441. 
2 OR 3 bedroom house at 4610 
Scott. F/s, w/d hook- up. Avail- 
able November 112002, 
$450/month Call 250.638-8639. 
2BEDROOM house. Frldge- 
/stove, washer/dryer, Good ref- 
erences required. $480/month. 
Call 250.638.8639, 
3 BEDROOM EXECUTIVE du- 
plex, located near hospital. 2 
1/2 baths, 2 fireplaces, 2 decks, 
carport, paved driveway and 
large extra parking area. 
$850/month, For appointment to 
view, call 250-638-1885. 
3 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
hill. Fenced in large lot, close to 
schools and buses. $600/month 
+ damage deposit. References 
required. Call 250-635-6181 
evenings. Available immediate- 
IV. 
3 BEDROOM NEWLY renovat- 
ed home. Sundeck, green- 
house, fenced, fruit trees, at- 
tached shop. N/s, n/p, referenc- 
es and damage deposit re- 
quired. $725/month. Call 250- 
635-3665. 
3BEDROOM HOUSE at 4624 
Goulet Ave. Has fridge and 
stove. No pets. References re- 
quired. $650/mo. Phone 250- 
638-1648 
3BEDROOM HOUSE in Horse- 
shoe. Fenced yard, 4 applianc- 
es, pets ok, available October 
1 st, $750/mo 250-615-8015 
3BEDROOM HOUSE. Horse- 
shoe area. 4725 Straume, 1 1/2 
bath, washer/dryer, fddge- 
/stove, big back yard. Available 
Nov 1/02. Call 250-635-4570 
3BEDROOM TOP floor of 
house, fridge/stove, washer/dry- 
er, close to schools, walking 
distance to downtown, large 
yard, includes 12X12 outdoor 
storage. $700/mo. No pets No 
smokinq 250-635-5459 
4 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
hill, n/g heat. F/s, w/d. 
$650/month + damage deposit 
+ references required. Call 250- 
638-1553. 
4 BEDROOM house with ga- 
rage. F/s, dishwasher, w/d 
hook-ups. Large rec morn, large" 
fenced yard, large deck, garden 
shed. Close to Thornhill primary 
'school. $650/month. Call 250- 
638-8909. 
5 BEDROOM HOUSE, 5 ap- 
pliances, large fenced yard, 
near Thornhill schools. 
$800/month, Call 250-638- 
8605. 
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 1, 
three bedroom lower half of 
house. Includes f/s, w/d. Asking 
$600/month; pets welcome. Call 
Patrick at 250-638-1135. 
IMMACULATE 3 bedroom 
home. 6 appliances, garage, 
river front, private fenced yard, 
fruit trees. $590/month. Large 
updated 2 bedroom basement 
suite, same location. 
$350/month have both for 
$840/month. Call 250-923-0201 
or 250-635-9025. 
JUST RENOVATED, 2 bed- 
room log house. Private en- 
trance. F/s, w/d hook -ups, no 
pets, downtown location. 
$550/month. Call 250-638- 
0790. 
LARGE, CLEAN 3 bedroom for 
rent, Close to schools and hos- 
pital. Non smokers. Also 1 bed- 
room shared accommodation. 
Call 250-635-5893. 
MAIN FLOOR of 3 bedroom 
house. 1/2 block from college. 
Suitable for 3 students or small 
family. Clean and spacious. F/s, 
w/d, Reasonable rent. Available 
November 112002. Call 250- 
638-1164. 
NEW 3 BEDROOM house 12 
km from town, full basement. 
Frldge/stove, d/washer, wash- 
er/dryer, oil or wood heat, Barn, 
large covered area. Available 
now. $875/mo. Damage deposit 
and references required. Please 
leave a message at 250-635- 
3845 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bed- 
room home on large lot, 2108 
Laurel St. $500/month. 250- 
635-2310 days or 250-635- 
2965 nlqhts 
NICE 5-BEDROOM house on 2 
acres at 5179 Gossen Creek 
Road. Available October 
1/2002. No smoking. $750- 
month. Call 250-638-8639. 
ONE BEDROOM house for rent 
in Thornhill, close to schools 
and stores. $375/mo,Available 
October 16th. Call 250-635- 
2319 
SPACIOUS FULLY FINISHED 
4 bedroom house on bench, 2 
bathrooms, sundeck, carport, 
Us, dishwasher, fireplace. Nice 
area, large fenced yard; alarm 
system, pets okay, references 
and damage deposit required, 
Available November 1/02. 
$80O/month. Call 250-638- 
0656. 
THREE BEDROOM upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, 
launcl~ facilities on premises, 
no pets. New appliances. 
$575/mo. Phone Rob 250-638- 
7290 
2 BEDROOM trailer in New 
Remo ( 10 rain from town), Very 
quiet, F/s, w/d hook-ups. Wood 
and electric heat, garden plot. 
Pets okay. $500/month. Call 
250-635-9266, 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home. 
Washer/dryer, $450/mo. Avail- 
able Immediately. Located in 
'ThornhUI on Queensway. 250- 
635-1 ggs 
14 X 70 3 bedroo'm trailer In 
town. New paint and flooring. 
$475/month plus damage de- 
posit. Call 250-635-0892 
2 BEDROOM doublewide trailer 
on large lot at 4651 Beaver 
Cresent. F/s,w/d. $500/month. 
Call 250-638-8639. 
2BEDROOMS PLUS den, on 
large treed lot with shed, 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookup, in Thornhill. Available 
immediately $650/month, Dam- 
age deposit and references re- 
Quired. 250-638-0355 
3 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
hill, 4 appliances, available 
immediately $495/month. Call 
250-635-2319. 
3BEDROOM TRAILER with 
large addition and storage shed 
on a fenced lot in Copper 
Mountain. Available October 1. 
References required. Call 250- 
638-1192 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
older one bedroom trailer with 
finished addition in family park 
in Thomhill. New fridge, gyproc, 
fresh paint. Washer/dryer. Ref- 
erences. Long term tenant de- 
sired. $350/mo. Will reduce rent 
for one year lease. Phone Dean 
Jones for appointment o view. 
250-615-0377. Also taking ap- 
plications for completely reno- 
vated 2 bedroom with airma- 
sage Jacuzzi tub. New 
fridge/stove, oak flooring, ce- 
ramics, gyproc, new paint etc. 
Possibly available November 
1st. $500/mo. Will reduce for 
Ionq term lease. 250-615-0377 
MATURE SINGLE male want- 
ed . One bedroom nicely fur- 
nished mobile home in Thorn- 
hill, W/d, n/s, n/p. $400/month + 
utilities (negotiable) Call 250- 
635-5750 mention advertise- 
ment. 
MOBILE PAD space satiable 
for 14' mobile homes. Available 
immediately. Pad rent $225 or 
$210 senoir rate. Located in 
Pine Park. Call 250-635-9418. 
SUNNY HILL Trailer Court. 3 
bedroom, fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer, patio door, 2 patios, 
new windows. $600/m0. Call 
250-635-2504 
TRAILER WITH large addition, 
dishwasher, 20X30 shop with 
12' ceiling, wired for welder, 
fenced yard, Copper Mountain 
area. $600/mo. No dogs. 250- 
632-5129 . . . . . . .  
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in The Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14.45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
. . . .  .25/word plus GST. Phone 
250-638-7283 Fax 250-638- 
8432 or email to advertising 
@terracestandard.com. We ac- 
cept Visa/m/c or cash. 
LOOKING FOR a female 
roommate to share 3 bedroom 
home on Southside. Includes all 
utilities, laundry facilities, satel- 
lite t.v. Close to bus stop. Rent 
$425/month. Available October 
112002. Call 250-635-1981. 
LOOKING FOR roommate in 
mobile home. Washer/dryer, 
fridge/stove. $400/mo, utili- 
ties/cable included, 250-638- 
6969. N/S, NIP. 
ONE BEDROOM fully furnished 
suite. Single person only. Utili- 
ties Included in rent, no pets. 
$475/mo. Phone 250-635-2806 
after 5pro please. 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BC visit 
our website at: www.sunpeaks- 
reservations.corn or call Sun 
Peaks Online at 1-888.578- 
8349 Hotels, condos, and cha- 
lets, Ski in/ski out, hot tubs. 
Great Accommodation- Great 
Rates - Great Service. 
STARRESORT, INT. We buy, 
and sell timeshares. 
www.starreeort.net. 1-800-985- 
4395 
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in 
4plex. Clean, quiet. Fridge, 
stove, washer/dryer. No pets. 
References required. 250.635- 
3796 
LOOKING FOR rent to own or 
a lease to purchase three bed- 
rooms, basement, fenced yard, 
Horseshoe area. Call 250-635- 
1190. 
WANTED TO rent 2-3 bedroom 
house with finished basement. 
Leave message at 250-635- 
9827 
2.4ha VEIW lot. Dist Lot 373 
Thornhill St. Near Golf Course. 
$52,000. Phone Kevin 250-635- 
2542 for more information. 
LARGE BUILDING lots for sale 
2-3 acres. Rural residential zon- 
ing. New subdivision, across 
from Northwest Community Col- 
lege in Terrace. Excellent 
neighbourhood. $61,000 
$69,000 plus GST 250-638- 
1137 
LARGE VIEW lot on the bench. 
2/3 acre. $40,000 firm. Call 
250-638-7958. 
MOTEL/RESTAURANT LAND 
& buildings. Well established & 
maintained 1/2 acre level, view 
lot. Mcbride -snowmobile coun- 
try. Tremendous potential. This 
won't last . $519,000. Call An- 
nette - Exit Realty Abacus. 1- 
877-604-3948 (Exit). 
WATERFRONT RESTAU- 
STRATA title commercial 
building, Vernon. 3400 sq ft 
main, 1500 sq ft upper suite po- 
tential. Presently a cabinet 
shop. Great location, lots of 
parking. $345,000. Call 250- 
545-3511 or 250-549-2645. 
3 BEDROOM HOME for sale 
at 5789 Highway 16 east. Sell- 
ing at assessed value. Call 
250-635-5704 evenincls. 
1200SQFT RANCHER 7 years 
old, ground level entry complete 
with carport and covered south 
facing veranda. 2 bedrooms on- 
suite and full bathroom, electric 
forced air heating and wood 
fireplace. Located on 2 acres, 
just minutes from town. Near 
Woodland Park subdivision, 
Asking $165,000. Call 250-638- 
8320 or 250-638-7664 
1650SQFT RANCHER inThorn- 
hill on River. 1/2 acre lot, totally 
renovated inside and out. Lots 
of extras. 3688 Ksan Ave. Ask- 
in~ 151,900. 250-638-0160 
6YEARS NEW house on 
unique 8-acre pamel, located in 
Thornhill minutes from down- 
town. 3bedrooms, den, 2 baths, 
hot water heat, n/g fireplace. 
Asking $199,000. Call 250-638- 
8212 or view on yourshow- 
morn.corn/house/1003 
FOUR BEDROOM home on 
view lot. 3 bathrooms, 2 car ga- 
rage. Has jenair range, built in 
oven, gas fireplace and many 
other extras. Asking $255,0001 
Would consider trading for a 
home of lesser value, Call 250- 
635-3876 
NEW 1 112 STOREY rancher 
on 10 acres. 2200 sq It, histori- 
cally designed, 4 bedroom, 2 
bath, master bedroom with full 
ensuite. Wheelchair accessible. 
Finished to lock-up. Choose 
your colors, flooring. Totally 
fenced with riding ring for 
horses. 10 minutes to down- 
town Terrace. $163,000. :To 
view phone 250-615-2135 eves. 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA)$26.75. Addi- 
tional words over 20 -.25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
RANT land, buildings, bussl- 
ness & foreshore lease. High TOTALLY RENOVATED 
traffic, superb location, Nanai- ' house, storage shed, three act- 
me ( close to horseshoe bay & es, fenced for horses, hay shed, 
departure bay ferry) Excellent all new appliances, 15 rain walk 
buy, $329,000. Call Annette from town. Must seel Call,Eric 
Roehlig - Exit Reality Abacus~ a~ti1;250"845-1~,902~(cell);p, riJ~, i 
.- ~ at 1-JZ50-e45'-00~f2T ... .  .- ' ,  1-877-604-3948. :. : :.. i 
. - )  - -=-  
Immaculate 9yr. old Home on Bench 
1500, sq./fi. Newly finished basement. 4 bedrooms - 
16'x12 master bedroom with walkin closet & 3PC. 
ensuife, central vac. Oak hardwood floors on main. Large 
fenced treed lot & covered deck. 
5333 MountainVista - $145,000.00 
Call 250-635-6365 for appointment. 
III 
Subscribe T0day 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton Streel Terrace, B.C.V8G 5R2 (250) 638-7283 Fax (250) 638.8432 
Keep on top of all the news and views that 
are important to the northwest with the 
paper that leads the way in 
Quality News Coverage 
3. Year ............................... $56,25 (+ $3.94 GS1 
(~thinB.C.) 
1 Year ............................... $49.50 (+ $3.47 GSl 
(SENIORS) 
1 Year .............................. $63.22 (+ $4,43 GS~ 
(Outside ofpr0~ince) 
USA and Europe ............... $152,34 (per 6 m0, 
(+ $10.66 GS 
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OPEN HOUSE U 
4638 Gou le t  Avenue I1: 
II Saturday ,  Oct .  119,2 -4  p.m.  _1 
IIg - .
m • 
, lIT L , - m 
I ~ This 3 bedroom has had Iofs of recent updates ~:~', 
I B and renovations. It's well worth a Ioo k. m li Pat Quinn wil l  be your host, ~ m 
I mm .~.. ~Inllmln,lnlnllnl f , :  ~1~ mm 
I = ~dW,,~r ROYAL LEPAGE Jl[ll]l~,t m 
I 1  m=ms~u ~1~1111111111111111111111 ~"3 j , ,~/~J  mm I m ROYALLmPAGE /"..-=.= ~. , . , . , :  I ¢,,'.-.'.:,~ 
I ~,~ - - - ' -  #102-4644 Lazcl lc  Avc. -~,~, r ..',.." ; : 
I ~:~ v,~vw.Rc;llrs[arelt:mlce.t'(}nl I!llUi[:inf(~[toya]Lel';igel~.'rr;tcu.cotn ] at  ~ l l l f ln  i :  
I ~:""~ ................ [] [] [] m [] :: , ,  : . , ,  : [ ]  [] [] [] [] ................... 
554 •Houses 
SOUTH QUESNEL, 12 year old 
rancher. Near schools/shop- 
ping. Open layout, 1700sqft, up- 
per level, storage downstairs, 
sunken livingroom, unique ga- 
zebo kitchen. 1/2 acre fenced 
backyard, two car garage, main 
bathroom and big ensuite in 
master bedroom. $135,000. to 
view: www.quesnelobserv- 
er.oom/paqes/ads/exshaw.nif 
WELL MAINTAINED home on 
cul-de-sac. 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 
baths. Fenced yard deluxe 
workshop 4607 Tuck Ave. 
$142.900 Call 250-635-7771 
566 Mobi les 
1986 (14X70) Manco two bed- 
room trailer. 2 x 6 construction; 
comes with fridge, stove, new 
built- in dishwasher; washer & 
dryer; 12x16 ft. addition with 
bedroom in it. At #147 Ambas- 
sador Trailer Court. $30,000 
(obo) Call 1-250-845-7320 
2 BEDROOM, 2 bathroom me- 
bile home for sale on 1/3 acre 
landscaped property. The lay- 
out is open 'with lots of cup- 
boards and counter space. 
greenhouse, dog run and shed 
with large driveway. Call 250- 
635-1499. 
:FORD 
4625 GRAHAM 3 bedrooms, 
sundeck, large shed, recently 
renovated,new addition, fenced, 
4 appliances. Located in quiet 
"mobile home park. $19,500. 
Call 250-638-0787 Davle. 
MUST SELL two bedroom mo- 
bile home in excellent condition. 
Large addition, new windows, 
flooring throughout. Includes 
f/s,dishwasher and washer. Call 
250-635-1884. 
NEWLY SIDED, vinyl windows, 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove, dish- 
washer, all window treatments. 
Fenced yard with shed, large 
additionwith sun porch. View @ 
D2-1885 Queensway, anytime. 
Asking $22,000. Call 250-638- 
7931.  
SIX 14X70 MOBILE homes for 
sale. Prices startifig at :$151900. 
Free delivery to your area. Call 
1-250-692-3375 
DUMP TRUCK for sale. 1986 
Peterbuilt dump Truck has 3406 
Cat motor, 16ft Nahanni Gravel 
Box. 4400 Rears, and a 15 spd 
transmission. $22,000 obo. to 
view contact Wade 250-635- 
5449 
1996 CAT 325 DL Delimber, 
2200 limit with measuring, ex- 
cellent condition. Comes with or 
without job. Inquire. 250-996- 
8915 
LOOKING FOR Douglas fir, 
good quality saw logs. 20" - 30" 
butt. Call 250-992-2660 or fax 
250-992-2078. 
WANTED SMALL older grapple 
loader or forklift with grapple. 
Call 250-635-7557. 
WOODCO RESOURCES Ltd. 
is looking for dry pole material 
to a 7" top in Pine Fir, Spruce 
and Cedar. Call Lee at 250- 
FACTORY DIRECT chaparral 
modulars. Factory tours, cus- 
tom homes, residential packag- 
es, no commissions~ SHELDON 
CUSTOM HOMES, 3075 Sexs- 
mith, Kelowna. For more infor- 
mation toll free 1-888-765-8992 
DL101146 
OKANAGAN INVESTMENT On 
the shores of Osoyoos Lake 
B.C. Brand new lake front 
apartments starting from 
$89,900. Townhomes from 
$169,900. =OPEN HOUSE SAT, 
SEPT 21sr" Call 1-866-738- 
1002 for details. Vis- 
It:www.casa-del-la.qo.ca 
OKANAGAN LIVINGI on the 
shores of Osoyoos lake, B.C. 
Brand new lake front apart- 
ments starting from $89,900, 
townhomes from $169,900. Call 
1-866-738-1002. Visit: 
www.casa-del-lago.ca 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Hauling 
available Dave Crossan. 250- 
567-2607 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof, B.C. 
BEEF -farm raised, grain fin- 
ished by the side or whole. 
$2.00/Ib. Round lake Ranch. 
Call 250-847-4733. 
REGISTERED HAFLINGERS: 
Two , two year old geldings. 
Green broke and under har- 
ness. Good driving team or 
child's horse. Call Irene 250- 
846-5930. 
LONE FIR Ranch - hereford 
heifers and hereford/angusX 
Heifers excellent quality bred to 
proven bulls. 250-690-7527 Ft 
Fraser 
THE TACK Store. Everything 
for the horse lover. Telkwa 1- 
888-686-1566. Phone orders 
welcome. Accepting all major 
credit cards. Tues - Sat. 10.5 
642 Pets 
REGISTERED BORDER collie 
puppies. 4f/3m. Excellent blood 
lines. Sire top trail dog, Alberta. 
G. father, G.B. Int. Champion, 
working homes only. $250 w/o 
training. Shots, dewormed. Call 
250-847-2224. 
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567-3042 or Sco~ at 604-922- 
7008 
2001 Chev Venture 
$20,995 
1999 Pontiac Transport Montana 
$21,995 
1999 GMC SLT 3/4 Ton 
T Diesel 4WD Extra Cab 
$36,995 
1999 Volks Golf Wolfsburg 
WAS $19,895 NOW $16,995 
1 9 9 ~ W D  
1999 Chev Silverado LS 
NOW $27,995 
2-1999 Honda Odyssey EX 
$27,995 - 29,995 
1998 Honda Civic EX 
NOW $14,995 
1997 Chev Cavalier 
2 Dr, Autom 4 Cyl NOW $8,~:J5 
1997 Chev Turbo Diesel 
4x4, Auto, Reg Cab NOW $17,995 
19g~ack  
19961 Ton Crew Cab 
Chev Silverado 
4x4, Diesel $26,995 
1995 Civic Hatch 
$9,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
NOW $15,995 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext 
Cab w/Plow 
WAS $15,995 NOW $14,995 
lg95 Chev Ext Cab 
3/4 Ton, 2 Wh, Dr. $15,995 
1994 Jeep YJ 
$10,995 
1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
NOW $19,995 
1993 Subaru Loyale 
NOW $8,995 
1993 Buick Century Custom 
WAS S10,995 NOW $8,~5 
1993 Civic Sl 
$8,995 
lg93 ~ a t c h  
WAS ~ ~ 5  
lg92 Ford Explorer XLT 
NOW $7,995 
1989 Jeep Cherokee 
$7,995 
-I'e r ra H o n d a 
4838 Hwy 16 W ~'  (250)638-8171 
O# 9662 ~ 1-800-669-1990 
V, nNw.bchonda.com 
HUNTING? FISHING? 1980 1991 FORD Taurus LX wagon. 
GMC Jimmy 4x4, automatic t50,000kms. V6 3.8L. Now 
clean, some rust, runs well, transmission, new exhaust. 
Stereo, a/c. New tires Including Well maintained. Power seats. 
5 new spares, New engine Moon roof$4500 obo. 250-638- 
1998, removable hard top. Ask- 5339days, 250-615-3232 eves. 
ing $2500. Call 250-638.2216 1994 AEORSTAR all wheel 
(w) pleaseleave message, drive one owner since new. 
TOYOTA 4 - Runner, 1990, 81,000kms $8500. Phone 250- 
4x4, sun roof, cruise, alarm, 635.7425 
running boards, new rubber, 
well maintained, alpine stereo. 
$6800 obo. Call 250-798-2484. 
l l [1 ,1111111: l l l l l l l o l [ - -  111- -  I l l : l l l e | : l l ;  
Description Reference Closing Date 
Riprap erosion protection installation Q2.3250 25 October 2002 
at STR 74/4, Circuit 2LIOI Skcena-Rupert Transmission Line. 
The work consists or: 
I. Preparing, grading and resloring haul roads as required, (including all matedal or struclures 
required for 1he crossing of the Skeena River 8ackchannel.) 
2. Supply of suitable riprap material. 
3 Loading, hauling or barging as required and placing ripr~p matnriaL 
4. Cleaning up site, ensuring quarry slopes are left in stable condition and providing any necessary 
reclamation of borrow area and hat!! road. 
Details available from the office of BC Ilydm Purchasing Manager, 6911 Southpoint Drive, 
[3th Floor, Buntahy, B.C. V3N 4X8 
Tel. (604)528- 2577 or local 2560 
Sealed Tenders clearly marked with reference num~r will be received al the above address until 
I1:00 a.m, on the above closing date. 
BOhydro  
INVITATION TO TENDER Miniseyol (~  
....BRITISH Planting Contract Forests 
(...OLUMBIA 
Sealed tenders for the following Planting Contract will be received by the 
District Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kispiox Forest District. eag 5000, 
Smithars, B.C., V0J 2N0, as shown below. 
Approximate size: 100,000 trees. 
A mandatory office/field information session will be held at the Kispiox 
Forest District Office, Hwy. 62 West, Hazelton, at 8:30 A.M., on October 
21, 2002. 
Tenders must be submitted on the form and In the envelopes upplied, 
wl~lch will be available at ths information session. The envelopes will 
contain tha particulars tor the contract. 
The successful bidder must provide proof of satisfactory completion of 
previous work of like kind and size in the Province within the last 2 (two) 
years. Successful bidders must be able to provide proof of valid and cur- 
rent Comprehensive General Liability Insurance and status of good 
standing with WCB within five (5) working days following the date of con- 
tract offer. 
Deadline for receipt ot tsnders is 10:30 A.M., Monday, November 4, 
2002, at which time all tenders will be opened. Please be Informed that 
the tender opening is non-public. Contract award Is subject o funding 
availability. Fax tanders will not be accepted, and the lowest or any ten- 
der will not necessarily be accepted, general inquiries may be directed to 
Greg Folks, KIspiox Forest District, at (250) 842-7645. 
38' WOOD pleasure boat. ..B~b-H REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS F--tAnitWd(~ 
Diesel, head, possible live LOU~,W 
aboard. Moving sacrifice sale at __~ Maintaining And Managing ge BC Forest Service Recreation Sites (campgrounds) and Trails $9000 Oa,, 250 627 7201 ~ Pro~e iS  I 'GT PAC lg iG[ ;  The ministry is Inviting submissions from outdoor recreation groups, local 
$22,495 / i !  ~:;'~ ~ ~  governments, Fimt Nations, forest companies and other partias Inter- 
::~ ested In managing and maintaining BC Forest Servica (FS)recreation 
: ~ ~  sites (campgrounds) and trails under multi-year greements. Sites and 
1997 SKI-DaD. 2" track, sting- -700 Oiscount~T?~ ~';:, ~ ' <:~ trails with management agreements currently in place or being negoti- 
er, performance clutch. Excel- ' ~:.~.~i ~::i:::::: ..... ated are not included In this offer. Submissions from interested parties 
lent condition. $4000 obo. 250- ~21;7951 must be self-sufficient and requirs no financial assistance from the 
846-9692 ministry. 
The intent Is to: 
- Retaln altos and trails in public ownership. 
• ' Keep as many of the sites and trails open as possible. 
m ' " - Conlinus to provide safe, sanitary, socially acceptable and envimnmen- 
IO  0,9% PURCHASE: F INANCING tally sound, rustic public recreation opportunities. - Build partner hi s with o ganizati ns and others. 
Requests for Proposals (RFP) will be available beginning October 24, 
2002 at local racreatlon stakeholder meetings at the following 
NO PAYMENTS FOR9ODAYSI locations/dates: AND . Kitimat, Tamatik Arena meeting room, October 24, 2002, 3:00 p,m. to 
g:00 p.m. 
• - Terrace, Kalum Forest District office, October 25, 2002, 1:00 p.m. to 
1997 Po la r 'm - - -  a ::= :ex -x , , , ,  ,,, I :l • = ,:o0p.m. 
RFP will be received until 2:00 p.m., Tuesday, December 3, 2002, at the 
XLT 600 Long Track /94  Pontiac Sunbird ~(~ ~ $4,995 . . . . .  Kalq_rp. F,0F.es!..D..Istric.t..o..ffjce,..~.op.m 200, 5220~Ke)lh Avenue, ,Terrace, 
H . . . . .  ..., h' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Bdtis'l~ ColumSla, V8G.1L1 ~r0P0sals must~b~e: r ceived In accordance '3 200.00 '95 Pontiac Sunf . 'e  2 1 ~  $8,495 with ,het(~t:n'ls"a,d cbh'dlJioh, spg,iflsd In the RFF/'package. 
'98 Ford Escort 4 ~, ,  Au~,, ~/C @ $10,995 To obtain further Information on the recreations sites and trails Included 
I 9 In this offer and a copy of the RFP package, contact Cad Johanssn, ~ '98 Ford Contour Auto, V6,Yery Cleon $10,995 Recreation Technician, phone 250-638-5133 orfax 250-638-5176. E-mail 
'99 Pontiac Sun l i t .  2~,~ $80495 Cad.JohansenOgems2.gov, bc.ca 
'99 Mazda  Protege SE~o.~/o11~$13.695 ~ . ~  COUR~ ~ O N  
I ~ =.hr, q~.-12002 Local Improvements Projects 
2001Ya .h~l  , 0 ~ . . _  ___$) |e ,95 ACour to f  RevisionwlJJ be he ldon ,he28th doyo{  
Mountain Max, 141", 700(c '95 Jeep Cherokee I.amdo $12,995 October, 2002, of 7:00 p.m. at the Municipal Council $61995.00 '96SubaruOutback~o,~.(~es.ooo~ $ ~  Chambers, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., for the purpose 
'97  Mazda M.P.V. 4x4 ~Jl.Sl~t 4~1~$18,995 of hearing compla nts as to one or more of the following 
grounds: [ Yd~ah~ J '99 Subaru Outback65.000~ $25,495 (a)an error or omission respeding a name or address on I K0did 4) 4 W/winch ii: 'oo Subaru Outback Aut0, Fulllo0d $26,995 the Assessment Roll; 
' 00  Subaru Outback Aul0,ML00d $25 ,995  (b) an error or omission respecting the inclusion of a 
l i3~ ~96~00 '00 Mazda M.P.V. DX 4 ~r.TP=~ $21,995 parcel; (c) on error or omission respecting the taxable area or the 
1 "] :~ :l~-]k':A ~1 :! ,lira d : t l L4  [~'lm taxable frontage of a parcel; 
! 996 Ardk Cat '92 Ford Explorer 4~,4x4,A/C ~ (d)whelher an exemption has been improperly allowed or 
'93 Ford Explorer XL 4~4,~'c, 112,000Km $8,995 disallowed for the following Local Improvement Projeds: 
Powder Special '94 Chev lxt Cab 4x4 Silvemdo $ I~=~B Upgrading and paving of Morris Avenue Bylaw 1760-2002 *2,995.00 , ,  MazdaB40004x4ExtCab $19 ,995  (West of Westview Drive) 
"98 Mazda B4000 txt Cab 4x4,A/C,35,000[m $20,995 A complaint shall not be heard by the Court of Revision 
I : .... : :  ~: e :: ~: : :: : unless notice of the complaint has been made in writing l. lOOf lA  t i' tJ , nv  . r t j~  .n . , . . . . _  '98 Fard F.lSO Ext. Cab 4x4 3~ $20,99S  . . . . .  the office of the Director of Finance (at City Hall, 321.5 Eby 
: :ZR :S00,2,! L0n~ir~ck;:~; '99 Mazda B4000 txt Cab ~r  $14,995 Street) at least 48 hours prior to ,he first sifting of the Court 
of Revision. 
$ -~-~5~00 Further information may be obtained by phoning the 
~1 " " .  Director of Finance at 635-6311. 
1999 Arc t i c   oo e, Chief Administrative Officer 
Cat Powder Special 
700 Land Act: 
$4,995.00 Notice of Intention to Apply for a 
2000 Yamaha Disposition of Crown Land 
Mountain Max 700 Take notice that BC Hydro and Power Authority of 
141  Trock vancouver, British Columbia, intends to make application to $4,995.00 the Land and Water British Columbia Inc. (LWBC), No~hwest 
Smithers Region, Land Management Office, for a 
Provincial Crown Land located along the south back of the 
Skeena River. 
The proposed land is deemed to be required for supply of rip 
rap material, 
FOR SALE UNDER A Land Files Number has been established for this application 
NEPAl RER'S LIEN under file number 6407361. 
Year: 1990 Written comments concerning this application should be 
Make: Honda directed to the Senior Land Office at Regional Office Address 
1988 SUBARU Chaser, All CreditApplicatlons Accepted. Model: CRX61 at Land and Water BC Inc., 3726 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, 
103,00o km, 5 speed, good gas Easy, Fast and Confidential, 
mileage, sony cd player, extra No Hassles or Embarrassment,,,,= ~ Becly Slyle: Hatchbeck B.C, VOJ 2NO. Telephone: 250 847-7334. Fax: 250 847-7556. 
rims with winter tires, erc, YES to poor credit/no creditJl~'~,. VIN: JHMEIR362[SS00580 Website: www.lwbc.bc,ca ' : 
$2500. Call 250.635-8266. LIMITED TiME-Save yo~l~ Debtor: Joseph Roseberry 
1989 HONDA Civic, two door, money for Christmas, ~1~.~.~ Last Registered Owner: Comments will be receivedby LWBC until November 20th. 
0Down or ~ ~'~ hatchback, sliver, with stereo, for 90 days 0AC, Ask fordetal~j.'.~l ~ Donovan Westoby 2002. LWBC may not be able to consider comments received 
pioneer deck, two subs, 4 .u=t~v, p you,o~,,~ ~ Amount Owed: $6740.97 after this date. 
speakers. $3000 obo. Call 250- :}:};~J]¢,i BH ;] :1 i] i Date of Sale: O¢t,31/02 Be advised that any response to this advertisement will be 
798.2027. 
Time: !0:00 am considered part of the public record. For information, contact 
Place: Norm's Auto the FOI Advisor at Land and Water British Columbia Inc. 
1993 TOYOTA 4 runner, 4x4, Refinishing Ltd, regional office. 
V6, 4 doors, automatic, fully 1989 GMC Sierra, 2wd, rag 4630Keith Ave, A0Z-490 
loaded, service history, hitch, cab, 305, auto, p/s, p/b, with ca. Terrace, B.C., 
excellent condition, 187,000 nopy. Excellent running condi- V8G 4K1 
kin, asking $14,900. Call 250- tion. Reduced $4950 OBO 250. To be sokl As Is Where Is. 
638-8724. 635-3384. 
[TER " E 
[ )HRYSLE!  I 
4916 l ix~3:, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 aLH, 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
2001 Dodge Dakota Club 
Cab 4x4 
V6, Auto 
$26.995 
2001 Dodge 
Grand Caravan SE 
Brown, Low KM, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
NOW ONLY $27.995 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was 15,995 
NOW ONLY $12.995 
2000 Chrysler Neon 
$11.995 
'99 Dodge Ram 1500 
Quad Cab 
4x4, V8, Auto, Laramie SLT 
$26.995 
'99 Dodge Grand Caravan 
V6,Aut0, 4Dr., Windows, Locks & More 
$17.995 
'98 Jeep Cherokee 
Sport 
4 Door, 4x4 
$17.995 
'98 Chrysler Neon 
4 Dr., Auto, Air 
$9.995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Me, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
$12.995 
'95 Dodge Ram Reg Cab 
2500, 4x4, V8, Auto, Canopy, NC 
$14.995 
1194 ~ !~'. Chrysler~o~ !,de 
1999 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, V8, Auto, Loaded 
$24,995 
1999 Ford Taurus 
Station Wagon, V6, Auto & More 
$15,495 
'99 Ford Mustang GT 
V8, Loaded 
$18,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
4x4, VS, Auto, A/C 
$17,995 
'95 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, NC, Tilt, Cruise, CD 
-3 ]~e $6.595 
'92 Ford Explorer 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Sunroof, Cassette 
$11,995 
'92 Ford Escort Wagon 
$5,995 
2000 Pontiac GR Pdx 
V6, Auto, Air, Tin, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$20,995 
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
NC, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise, 
Pwr. Windows/Locks and More 
$18.995 
'99 Chev Silverado LT 
V8, 4x4, XCab, Auto, 
Leather, Loaded 
$26.955 
'97 Chevrolet 1500 XCab 
4x4, 0nly 33,000 Km, 
$17.995 
'97 Grand AM 
A/C, Auto, edr, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Power Seat 
$11.995 
'95 GMC 4x4 EX Cab SLT 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
$19.995 
'95 Chev Cavalier 
4 Cyl,, Auto, NC 
$7.495 
'93 Chev $10 Blazer 
4x4, 4 Dr. 
$7.995 
2001 Subaru Impreza 
All Wheel Drive, Air, Cruise 
Tilt, Windows, Locks 
$24.595 
2001 Subaru Legacy 
4 Dr,, Sedan, Low KM,NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, Auto, CD 
$23.995 
2000 Toyota Corolla 
4 CyI., Auto 
$17,588 
'99 Mazda Miata 
ConverUble 
Only 16,800 KM 
$20.995 
'98 Volkswagen Beetle 
$16.995 
'g3 Mazda 
MPV AWD Van 
Auto, Cruise, Tilt, PW 
$5,595 
'92 Toyota Tercel 
4 Cyl., 5 Spd. 
$3,495 
TERRACE 
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Sports Scope 
Special O set to go 
NEWCOMERS and experienced athletes are invited to 
register for another exciting season of Special Olympics. 
Athletes and volunteers can register 6 - 8 p.m. Friday, 
Oct. 18 at the Skeena Mall. Registration is $40. For de- 
tails call Jo at 635-7936 after 7 p.m. 
That's how it's done 
THE BANTAM rep team started the season off in good 
style Oct. 5 in an exhibition game against Prince Rupert. 
The Terrace boys showed how things are done clean- 
ing Rupert's clock in a 10-2 decision. Taylor Quinn, 
Bryan Hull and Tristan Murray picked up two goals 
each in the winning effort. 
Winter games sign-up 
deadline looming 
ATHLETES interested in taking part in this winter's 
Northern B.C. Winter Games have two weeks to get 
signed up. The games are hosted by Vanderhoof, Fort 
St. James and Fraser Lake Feb. 1-9, 2003. 
Events include archery, junior boys basketball, mas- 
ter's men's basketball, biathlon, bowling, Special Olym- 
pic bowling, darts, figure skating, Peewee hockey, 
women's hockey, karate, netball, alpine skiing, snow- 
boarding, boys indoor soccer, girls indoor soccer, speed 
skating, girls under-16 volleyball, adult mixed volleyball 
and wrestling. 
Anyone interested in participating must notify Caro- 
lyn Wall at 615-3025 by Oct. 30. 
Fall run a success 
1T ENDED up being perfect running weather Oct. 6 as 
119 people took part in the 22rid annual All Seasons half 
marathon and fall run. 
The overall fastest ime in the half marathon went to 
Prince Rupert's Bruce Dudas coming in with a time of 
1:26:49. The fastest woman was Tina Haskins of Hazel- 
ton in 1:36:28. 
Kudos go out to Cathy Hardwicke of Terrace whose 
goal was to walk the half marathon route in four hours. 
She managed to exceed her expectations by completing 
the circuit in 3:33:10. 
The five kilometre run was dominated by New Hazel- 
ton's Isaac Blackburn, 16, who came in in just 17:54. 
The fastest woman in that race was Terrace's own Col- 
leen Taylor with a time of 22:07. 
The 10km race saw the fastest ime go to Prince Ru- 
pert's Shawn Davies in 35:06. The fastest woman was 
Terrace's Marsha Cater who ran it in 49:55. 
Speedway 
recognizes 
year-end 
winners 
AHobbv 
Dave Reinhardt, #55 
SHabby 
Debby Reinhardt, #55 
ABomber 
Kevin Pengracz, #117 
B Bomber 
Kris Sweet, #515 
C Bomber 
Cindy Dollemore, #243 
Top Team 
Bomber car #515 team of 
Stan, Tamara, and Kris 
Sweet 
Rookie of the Yeor 
Bomber 
Corina Erickson, #117 
Hobby 
Lucky Yarish, #11 
[=get Time of the Year 
C Bomber 
Tamara Sweet, #515 
21.63 seconds 
Bomber 
Kevin Pongracz, #117 
20.80 seconds (track re- 
cord) 
Hobby 
Gary MacCarthy, #92 
17.93 seconds (new track 
record) 
Memorial Race Winners 
Bomber 
Kevin Pongracz, # 117 
Hobby 
Gary MacCarthy, #92 
Crowd Favorite Winners 
Bomber: tie Car #171 
(Dan Parnell, Kat Finney) 
and Car #515 (the Sweet 
family) 
Hobby: Car #10, team of 
Bobby Barnett and Paul 
Fleming 
President's Award 
Vic and Linda Barnett, Bob 
Barnett 
President's Plague 
Ken Legros 
Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638-8432, or e- 
mail us at: newsroom 
~terracestandard.com 
KYLE LEBLOND, 16, and Jan Marcellin, 
money for their team. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Hockey players hit 
the chopping block 
THEY'VE traded in the 
bottles for a whole new of 
raising money. 
Terrace's Midget rep 
hockey team needed a 
new way to raise money, 
17, are piling fire wood to raise 
6E .' B 
seemed to get the axe, so 
the Midgets cornered the 
market. A healthy truck 
load - about three quarters 
of a cord - goes for about 
$60 if you pick it up and a 
so they shelved bottle col- bit more for delivery - and 
lecting and moved into the boys will stack it. 
firewood supply. With the Call Jeannette at 635- 
Terrace Correct ional  7787 during the day or 
Centre's closure, inexpen- 635-5443 evenings and 
sive firewood supply weekends. 
. . . . .  t 
  III|VJI-" ,,..,.,-,,.,, 635.TIPSl 
Shames Mountain 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN Ski Club 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
COAST INN OF THE WEST 
7:30 P.M. * OCTOBER 22, 2002 
Come out and support your club! ~ / ~  
Contact: Dale Greenwood 
638-8165 
6E 
achieve new balance_= " 
KID'S SHOES, 
PART OF A NEW BALANCE DIET 
'~  Kid's Trainer 
~ 
.: :-.., , ,_~.~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ :  
A!g SEAS;ON$ All Seasons Source For Sports 
IU[  b[JCl[ L.% 4555 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
We know our stuff/ Mon-Thur & Sat 8:30-6, Fri 8:30-9 
B 6E 
 459 
per mon~ :~6 nton~ lm~e* 
r~ &wn • No ~a:udl~ &~ aq'd 
~ah Purcha~ r35,6Z~ Off~ Indu~ air l=/fn~l~ =I.125 
2.003 F-150 XLT 
SUPERCM] 4X4 
4.6L V8 w/4 SlXl tuto• 4 Wheel . l.~S/Dlsc Brakes •/dr Conditioning 
Premhm Stereo w/CD Player • ~%'la~LJLock TM Anti-Theft 
Remote Keyle~ Entry • 16"/dtmdau~ Wheels • OWL All Terrain Tires 
Trailer Tow • Talll~te Lock • Llnd0~l Slip Axle • Fo~ Lamps 
Power WlndowdLoeks/MlrrordPedals • Speed Control • Tilt Steering 
We'llmake your first momEs lease paymeI@ 
 2,38 
per month, 36 month lmse ~ 
s'~.,.~ .  ~o ~tu.l~ ,~tt ~d 
Cash [~d~ =19,700t 0fret lz~lud~ rrd~ 8880 
2-003 RANGER £])Cxl  
REGULAR CAB 4X~ 
t /  f 
3.0I. V6 w/6 Speed V~m~ • 4 Wheel ~S • lh,lver & Front Passenger Ab'bags 
15" Aluminum Wheels • Stereo w/CD Player • SeeurLLack TM &ntl-Theft 
Colour Key~t M0~dings & Bumpers • Front & Rear Stabilizer liar 
4-Pin T.raller Tow • lied Pall Cover • Fo~ Lamps 
Oct, 19 
1 B.C. Senior Games 
Zone 10 meeting at the 
Kitlmat Seniors Centre. 
1:30 p.m. For details call 
Bud at 635-9505, 
Oct. 20 
1 Terrace Figure Ska- 
ting Club hosts a pop 
concert 6:45.8 p,m, Ter, 
race arena. 
WISE BUYERS READ THE LEGAL COPY: "Lease a new 2003 Ranger Edge Regular Cab 4x2 with 5-speed manual Iranomlssion/F-150 XLT SeperCsb 4x4 with 4-speed automatic transmission, all-terrain tiros, limited slip axle and Iraller tow for monthly payment el $23815459 per month 
based on an annual lease rate of 5.9%/7.9% and a 36 month lease from Ford Credit to qualified retail lessees, on approved credit. $2,995/$3,995 downpaymeflt or equivalent rade required. No security deposit required. Ford Motor Company el Canada will pay the first month's 
payment. Total lease obligation is $1t 563/$20,519, residual of $10,533.75/$21,358A0, plus applicable taxes. Some cendltions and e mileage restriction o[ 60,O00 km over 36 months apply to all lease oilers, A charge of 8 cents per km over mileage restriction applies, plus 
applicable taxes. Lease oilers Includs air tax/freight $880/$1,125. Lease offers exclude Rcence, insurance, administration fees and ell applicable taxes, fCaeh purchase a new 2003 Ranger Edge Regular Cab 4x2 with 5-speed monua treosmlaslonlF.150 XLT SuperCab 4x4 with 
4.speed eutomaRc transmission, all-terrain tires, limited s;ip axle and trailer tow for $19,700/$35,626. Taxes payable on full amount of purchase price, Cash purchase offers Include sir tax/freight $080151,125, end exclude llcence, insurance, administration fees and all 
eppRcable taxes, Dealer may sell or lease for less. Limited lime offers, Oilers may be changed at any time without notice, All offers ere mutually exclusive and cannot be combined, Allow 8-10 weeks delivery on Isctory orders, See Dealer for details, 
~,E 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 635.4984 
: : . . . .  : )RD Fax  (250) 635-2783 Tol l  Free 1,800,463-1128 Db#SS,18 :: :: : ' . 
• 
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